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Impatience never commanded suecess.—Chapin.

Mrs. Thurlow’a Parlors, for 56 years continuously in
business serving Ices, are now ready to serve Lunches
in addition.
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CHICKEN AND LOBSTER SALADS

Capt. John O. Hall Makes That Port
On Voyage ‘From France In the
Norseman

All Salads in Season

ASSORTED CAKES
A11 Home Cooking
A

: : ICES : :
We will continue to serve the same delicious ices
which 'are made from the time-honored formulas in
use ove~ half a century. Made from—

Eggs, Sugar, Cream and Milk Only
With fresh fruits in season
Old Friends and Patrons Are Invited To Avail Them
selves Of Our Lunch and Ices Service
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ARRIVED AT HALIFAX

SANDWICHES, PLAIN OR TOASTED

•

'Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 15, 1930

J,1’A

At the Sion of/=|
North National BanlC

Capt. John -O. Hall of Portland and
his crew of 19 Maine sailors in the
brigantine-rigged yacht Norseman
have reached Halifax, N. S., on their
long voyage from Ville Franche, on
the coast of France, to Portland.
The Norseman's arrival in the
Nova Scotia port tallied closely with
Capt. Halite prediction,, tmadje last
month in a letter he sent from
require the Norseman less than 30
Gibraltar, that he would (be back in
Portland by July 15. The coastwise
run from Halifax to that port would
hours, seafaring men estimated.
Capt. 'Hall and his Maine crew
sailed away early in May, proceeding
to New York, where the yacht’s
own/er, W. C. DeCoppett, Gotham
broker, and a guest, were taken
aboard for the long voyage to France.
DeCoppett and ibis companion treturned to America last week aboard
the Cunard Liner Mauretania, leaving
Capt. Hall at Gibraltar to bring tin*
Norseman home. The vessel made
the long westbound passage by way
of the Azores.

North

The progress of the Burpee ambulance to the scene of yester

Deposit With This
Roll of Honor Bank
The Surplus and Profit* of this Bank exceed its
Capital. It, therefor occupies a distinguished place
on the Roll of Honor. Thio Roll of Honor Bank

invite* your account and banking,business.

EDWARD K. GOULD

North NationalBank

*5

(Formerly Judge of Frobaia)
Special Attention to Probate Matter.
and Real Relate Title*
Corner Main St. end Tillson Aw*

Rockland, Main©

"

Jetlick

Tune in cverv Sunday evening
on Ennu
Melodiea over
WJZ and UMCtoeiated stations,
iiImo o»*r N. B. C. Network.
Every Saturday evening over
WIW, Cincinnati, for Ennu
Jettick Dances.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
PROMPTLY

McLain Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

CROWDS

■

LAWN
Callisthenes of London, eeye that “courtesy is the art of living
in a crowd.”

It it an art whose services are<becoming more and

more necessary. For truly these days we live in a crowd.

Our .pleasure* are mostly taken in a crowd. The typical pleas

ure centre now i* the great picture house with it* fluctuating
thousand* of spectators.

Friday Afternoon
and Evening
At

All these relationships become almost

intolerable if courtesy ia lacking. Where all are neighbors, all must

be neighborly.

FETE

If civilization force* ue into companionship, it is

for us all to be good companion*. And always be polite; a gentle

voice indicate* good breeding—(or that the other man is larger).
There are some thing* which it it more pleasant to do in a crowd.

A single spectator at a baseball match would be embarrassed by

SOUTH THOMASTON
If .stormy, will be held next fair
day. Booths of all kinds. Fortune
Telling, Cooked Food, Aprons,
Candy. Something doing every
minute.
Benefit'of Schools
' »
84-lt

hie loneliness. A single occupant of the seats in a theatre would

leave at the first interval. In a crowd it pays, also, to be ambitious
—for the man who tees nothing ahead of him it apt to find some

; MAIN

thing unpleasant close behind him.

NEW

We like the crowd and enjoy the aetivitiy ever present there

with.

You are invited to join in with us and our facilities are

WALK-OVER

SHOES FOR

youra for the asking, as we have everything to offer in the bank

ing line.

OLD!

SECURITY TRUST CO.

IF YOUR feet trouble you ...

Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles . . .

Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

again ... Main Spring Arch.
It ia insurance against foot

troubles and foot fatigue.
Let ua show you.

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00
McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook
36Ttf

•Reg. U.

9.

Pat. Off.

•

HEAD-ON COLLISION

Resulted In Injury To Six Motor Car Occupants On the
Camden Road Yesterday

One of the w’orst automobile acci Into Talbot avenue ahead of the am
dents of the season occurred yester bulance, and Alden Ulmer, who was
known that they were greatly handicapping relief operations. Had
in Charge of the ambulance was
day forenoon in the vicinity of Roxeither of the victims died while awaiting hospital treatment, those
obliged to shout a personal appeal
mont cottage on the Camden road.
for the woman to allow it to pass.
who held up the ambulance would doubtless say: “I didn’t think,”
Four cars were involved, although
An x-ray showed no broken bones,
or ‘‘I didn’t realize that I was to blame.” Their repentance would
only two of them were actually in but fears of internal injuries were
be genuine, and it might teach a lesson against the time when there
collision.
held. iMr. Calderwood figured in an
was a similar accident, but it would not restore the life or lives
One of the latter was a heavy truck other automobile accident last fall
needlessly sacrificed. Morbid curiosity must give way to common
owm d by Arthur B. Packard of Rock and was badly injured.
port, and was loaded nt the time with
Practically every occupant of Mr.
sense in a case of life or death, and a timely warning to this effect is
lime core, which was being brought Stanley’s Jewett car was injured, and
herewith sounded by Lieut. A. W. Cushman of the State Highway
from Rockport to the Rockland and the collision was given a very spec
Police. Ambulances, police apparatus and fire apparatus alone
Rockport Lime Corporation under tacular turn when the two children
have the right to use siren signals, and those vehicles MUST imme
contract, the car being driven by Mr. above named were hurled into the
diately be given the right of way. Prosecutions will follow the fail
Packard’s son-in-law, Henry Gifford wreckage. The boy landed among the
lime core, which had a very injurious
Calderwood.
ure to do so, Lieut. Cushman warns.
The car with which the truck was effect on one of his eyes. The girl
in head-on collision is owned by escaped with a scratched elbow.
Mrs. Stanley’s left eye was out so
Percy Stanley who resides at the cor
WITH RHODES IN EUROPE
ner of Llmerock and Claremont severely that the services of a spe
streets in Rockland, and Mr. .Stanley cialist were required. She also sus
was driving. With him as passengers tained a three-inch cut on the side
Visits Romantic Pompei and Attends An Audience Given were his wife, daughter Arlene, and of the head and a bruise on the back
son Percy; Elijah Ripley, a boarder of the head. Mr. Stanley’s left knee
By His Holiness the Pope
at the Stanley home; and Mrs. Hattie wan cut. Mrs. Wentworth’s right arm
Wentworth of South Hope, whose and hand were injured. Mr. Ripley
By James Edward Rhodes, 2nd
husband died in this city the previous was t’he sole occupant of the car who
[The Second Letter]
it is necessary t6 visit these museums, morning. She was on her way to did not have injuries worthy of men
Hotel Splendid Patria, Florence, particularly the museum at Naples, South Hope to complete the funeral tion.
to get the full benefit of a visit to
Italy. May 26.
Both cars were wrecked.
Pompei. Among other exhibits are arrangements.
When I wrote last week I said that the mummified bodies of persons and
Confusion was added to the situa
The impact of the collision was a
I hoped to see more of Vesuvius, and animals, restored just as they were terrific one. Mr. Calderwood man tion when a truck owned by Sea View
if I did I would toll about it. I have found on exhumation, and in some of
Garage and driven by Ray Small of
seen a lot more of Vesuvius all right, the buildings the bones of those who aged to clear himself from the truck,
Thomaston wj^s forced over onto .the
t
ut
was
found
to
be
in
state
of
and have seen many other things dur perished there have been left jus'
ing the past week, so many that I as they were found.
collapse, and suffering much agony. car track to escape being in the
hardly know where to begin or what
I wish that I could describe Pompei, There was a long delay before he collision. The truck had In tow a
to say about them. I think, therefore, but I realize full well that I cannot.
could be conveyed to Knox Hospital, disabled car belonging to Willard
that I will confine mystlf to chrono The better class of houses were large
logical order in writing. During the rectangular buildings with the in due, as elsewhere told, to the con Dales of Rockland.
A big crowd gathered at the scene
past week we have been in Naples terior rooms arranged around beauti gestion of the highway by the mor
and Rome, and arrived here from ful courtyards and gardens and show bidly curious..
of the accident, excitement being in
Rome yesterday. While in Naples we many comforts and conveniences
From Rankin block to Talbot ave tensified by the rumor that several
visited Pompei, Vesuvius and Capri, which we consider as distinctively
nue
the ambulance with its suffering persons had been killed.
and (luring our two days in Rome we modern. I was much impressed by
Inspector Levi Flint of the iState
went around the city and to St. the beautiful mural decorations in occupant, was held back by a motor
Peter’s and the Vatican and had an seme of the houses, done in oil, and car, woman driven, which held* to Highway Police had charge of the
audience with the Pope. This latter the water system carried through the middle of the street disregarding situation and made a very complete
opportunity I regard as a great privi lead pipes many of which are now in
the siren’s caution. This car turned Investigation.
lege.
good state of preservation. A foun
tain in one of the gardens still runs
Through Pompei
THE CEMENT DUST PROBLEM
Pompei, as you know, was entirely from the original pipes. Surgical in
buried by an eruptioin of Vesuvius in struments, dental instruments and
79 A. D. and laid uncovered for cen cooking utensils taken from Pompei
turies. Fortunately it was buried by and shown in the museum at Naples Thomaston’s Town Fathers Visit the Mill and Learn What
are much the same as those used to
ashes and mud rather than by hot
day. I came away from there with an
lava, so that the buried city remained
the Producers Are Up Against
overwhelming desipe to know7 more
practically intact. It has been about
about the ‘lost arts,’ some of which
two-thirds excavated during the past
we may have rediscovered but not all.
century. The excavations, therefore,
From 92 to 95 per rent of the dust, operand! of cement manufacture was
give us an accurate picture of the lif«*
Up (and down) Vesuvius
or vapor, created in the manufacture outlined to them In terms which lay
’ ^of a fashionable Roman watering
men would understand.
Leaving Pompei shortly after lunch
place of twenty centuries ago, for which we had in a restaurant nt the of cement at the Thomaston plunt of
They learned that the Thomaston
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
Pompei was then on the sea and a
railway station there, we tackled pany is already cared for by mechan plant was already equipped with
Roman resort.
It is about fifteen
Vesuvius, It is between Pompei and ism which human ingenuity has al every dust preventing device that any
miles from Naples, the CircumvesuNaples. The ascent Is made by a ready devised, and the problem which other mill In the country has, and that
vian Railway leads directly to the
trolley part way up the mountain, is still being faced by a research- engineering skill Is still being exer
gates, and licensed guides are in at and then by a furnlculaire up the
commission is how to take care of cised to make the stacks 109 per cent
tendance there to show visitors steep part, the trolley start being
dust proof
(he troublesome balance.
around, so a thorough inspection of from Pugliano, which is a station moThe attitude of the Lawrence PortThis was learned Saturday by
the city is very easy, and only a mat
tween Pompei and Naples.
The Joseph L. Paquln, Arthur J. Elliot and kind Company is this: Show us any
ter of the necessary time. We made
ascent of Vesuvius is gloomy, the lat Rodney Jordan, the
Thomaston successful method of caring for the
the trip through l’ompei last Tuesday
ter part being through a thick brown selectmen, who visited the plant in existing dust and it will he adopted
morning. The ride from Naples is
Wherever a cement
ash with no vegetation anyw’here the interest of their constituents and Immediately.
mighty fascinating, through
or around. The furniculaire goes w ithin
mill Is located the attitude Is the
the public at large.
chards and gardens on the hillsides about a quarter of a mile of the rim
They were on the premises two same.
which supply Naples with fruit and of the erater, and from there one
A point not generally known is that
hours, conferring with Chief Engi
vegetables, and on arriving at Pempei
must walk along the side of the neer Carl 11. Sonntag and other the dust or vapor is so light that It Is
we joined a small party under the
mountain. Reaching the rim one can cement company offlclals. They were I carried approximately a mile before
direction of an authorized guide ami then descend to the crater if one de
cordially received, anil the modus it begins to settle.
were shown around the city. Going sires. I desired once, but, to revert
first through a main street it seemed ♦ o the old days in France, pas encore.
began yesterday morning with all
as if most of the shops there were
AT FORT WILLIAMS
The present actual crater is some
batteries participating until complete
wine shops, and on other streets bake
distance from the rim, down a pre
service, practice has been effected.
shops seemed to have prevailed. The cipitous incline, across a rough lava
Our Coast Artillerymen Pre It is expected with favorable weather
original walls of many of the houses
bed, and up again. My wife and I
this practice will terminate
are still standing in a perfect state went down into the crater, but Rich
sented With Regimental conditions
Wednesday. Each battery will fire
of preservation, but the roofs are
ard had cold feet and showed the
12 shots.
destroyed. Some of them have been
Colors—Big Guns
good judgment to stay on the rim
An informal guard mount brought
restored so as to show houses of the
while we went down.
to a close yesterday’s activities at the
period as complete as possible. An
At
Fort
Williams
Bunday
a
crowd
We got within about one hundred
army post and another band concert
interesting feature of many of the
feet of the cone, whore minor erup of more than 1000 witnessed the pre by the regimental hand brought re
houses Were the bathing facilities,
tions were occurring every few min sentation of regimental colors and laxation of the officers and men alike
and there were many public baths of
utes. and we got out of the way just battle streamers to the 240th Coast who are engaging in the strenuous
various kinds, such as Turkish baths,
about in time to escape the red hot
etc. Most of the furnishings which lava from one of them. As Richard Artillery which had Just completed firing practice.
j were found in the houses and other watched us he saw’ visions of the the first half of its annual encamp
buildings have been removed and are bodies which he had seen in the Mu
The St. George Messenger is the
either in the large museum at Naples seum at Pompei that morning. A ment there.
title of a handsomely printed and in
Each engagement in which the teresting monthly publication put out
or the small one-there at Pompei, so copper coin which the guide dropped
into one of the hot masses of lava 240th fought during the past 100 years by the Tenant’s Harbor Baptist
was melted, and we have the mass as was marked by the presentation of a Church. The editor is the pastor,
Postoffice Clerk, Carrier Examina a souvenir of our recklessness. I can
Rev. Frederick William Barton and
tion, Rockland,
August. Salary not write quite fast enough to tell you streamer appropriate to that conflict Miss Elizabeth Wheeler is social
$1700 a year. We coach you. For how glad I was to get out of the and presented to Col. George E. Fogg, correspondent. “Published in the In
interview give age and present em crater and down from the moun regimental commander, by represen terest of St. George First and Ten
ployment. Write—
tain. We reached Naples on the re- tatives of organizations honoring the ant’s Harbor Baptist Churches, to
J. P., The Courier-Gazette’
promote the work of the Gospel and
memory of these wars.
83*84
Those making the awards were: to serve the community,’’ is the pur(Continued on Page Right)
For the War of 1812, Mrs .George oi se of the Messenger and it deserves
Barrett, regent commander, Preble good support.
Chapter. Daughters of 1812; for the
five battles of the Civil War, Capt.
C. Eugene Fogg, commanding officer YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of the Portland Marine Reserves,
If I had to live my life again I would have
Sergt. Charles E. Jordan, Company C, made
a rule to read some poetry and listen
29th Maine Veteran Volunteers, Ira to some music at least once a week. Tha
F. Tibbetts of Company E, Tenth loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
Maine Volunteers, Capt. True P».
Eveleth, Battery A. 240th, Portland
THE TREE-TOP ROAD
Light Infantry, F. C. Weston, presi
Beyond the little window
dent of the Portland Mechanics
Of tny dull House of Care
One road Is always beckoning
Blues; and for the World War, Col.
When days are gray and hare;
W. O. Peterson, commanding officer,
And then I leave the dusty street.
First Maine Coast Artillery Corps.
The struggle and the load—
I pin my fwlngs upon Iny feet
The military record of the 240th is
And take the Tree-top Road!
almost unequalled among other regi
Life’s sweetest joys are hidden
ments of the Country with glowing
In unsubstantial things;
;
accounts of wartime achievements
An April rain, a fragrance,
filling pages in America’s history.
A vision of blue wings ;
We operate a Modern Shoe Rebuilding Plant.
And what are memory and hope
The War of 1812 marked the begin
But dreams ? And yet the bread
ning of the 240th bid to Country-wide
On
which these little lives of ours
Up-to-date Machinery, Up-to-the-minute Methods
attention and during the Civil War,
Are Jed and comforted 1
1
as the First Maine Infantry Regi
'Without Imagination
ment, its fame as a fighting regiment
The
soul
becomes
a
clod.
Our Prices Are Right!
grew by leaps and bounds. This
Missing the trail of beauty,
Losing the way to <iod.
unit’s entrance in the SpanishAnd
I have built a templed stair
American contest, while of a brief
Out of a lilac bloom
duration, again commanded the ad
And climbed to heaven with purple pomp
And censers of perfume I
miration of the country. Now known
as the 240th Coast Artillery, this regi
IN THE BICKNELL
ROCKLAND . OPP TOWN CLOCK
Philosophers and sages
ment served In the World War, form
Seeking to And out God
With puzzling chart and compass
ing the nucleus for both the 54th and
And strange divining rod,
Under New Management
72nd Coast Artillery Regiments,
I think iHe must come down to jiee
members not in these detachments
His orchards bloom In May,—
EDWARD G. WILLIAMSON, Manager
O soul of ours, put on your wings
’
serving as replacement troops in units
And try the Tree-top Way I
that
served
overseas.
DONALD H. FULLER, Proprietor
A band concert preceded the color
I have no feud with Labor,
(
But at the Gates of June
;
ful ceremony of affixing the battle
I fling away my dusty pack
*
Mail Orders Solicited
streamers, followed by a parade and
And join In Youth s glad tune.
the formal guard mount which com
And just forgetting for a while
That 1 am worn and gray,
pleted the day’s program.
Go sailing off with (Peter Pan
84-86
Firing of the 10 and 12-inch guns
Along the Tree-top Way!
at Fort Williams and Fort Levett
—Alay Riley Smith.

ural curiosity as to the details of the accident, but who must have

Energy for
every hour
with
Eiina Jet ticks

Attorney at Law

A

day’s automobile disaster near Oakland Park was greatly handi

capped by the congestion of cars containing persons who had a nat

An accident case that was threat
ened with serious consequences was
brought to Knox Hospital last eve
ning in the person of young Eugene
Orloff of Philadelphia, who was the
victim of a pistol shot received in
connection with Fourth of July celehrating.
The lad, eight years of age, Ls son
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Orloff, who
are Russian immigrants. The boy
has shown marvelous natural ability
as a player on the violin, and upon
that account was taken in charge by
the Curtis Music Institute of Phila
delphia, for the purpose of develop
ing that talent. He came to iRockjxirt with ills parents to pursue his
study at the summer school of the
Institute. The pistol explosion In
jured the right hand, a wound at
first believed not to be dangerous,
but later, on its developing alarming
tendencies, the lad at the direction
of Mrs. Bok was sent to the hosipital,
the case being put in charge of Dr.
Freeman F. Brown.
Reixirts from the hospital this
morning are of an assuring char
acter and it is believed that the
hand, of so great value to this young
musical prodigy, will not be per
manently affected. The father and
mother, who speak no English, are
with their son at the hospital.

NOTICE TO MARINERS
The superintendent of lighthouses.
Portland, announces that: Moose
Peak Gas and Whistling Buoy 4 MP.
Seacoast, Maine, was esta'blished
July ID. 1930 in jplace of thp Moose
Peak Whistling Buoy, 4 MP, then dis
continued. Gas and Whistling Buoy
is red, skeleton superstructure, and
shows a Hashing white light over three
seconds flash 0.3 second duration
of 390 candlepower, 16 feet above
water, visible nine miles. (Local Light
List, 1930, New England Coast. No.
9.5 Page 92. Channel Rock Beacon,
red, Pleasant Riv^r. spindle hereto
fore reported carried away, was tem
porarily repaired July 10. 1930. (Local
Light List, New England Coast, 1930,
p. 95).

j
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SIREN SIGNALS MUST BE HEEDED

Tuesday]
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THE ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING CO.

The Courier-Gazette
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Rockland, Me., July 15, 193(1.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
en oath declared that he la Pressman ln tht
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
laaue of tills paper of July 11, 19311, there was
printed a total of 6340 catties.

Before me.
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Page Two
"CUTTING PLANTS”

DIRECT PRIMARY

WENT

TWELVE’INNINGS

Where a Quart of Whiskey Is Agrees With i Calvin Coolidge That It Perverts Legis- Prolonged Contest At Camden Saturday Furnishes Plenty
Made Into Two — Some
lation and Is Unfair
of Excitement-The Revised Standing
Near Rockland?

NOTICE
Discontinuance Freight Service •
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden

FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

[Lewiston .Journal]
_ ,
When, a few weeks ago .the Boston
Bennett for a single, a triple, a double
~
~ .. .
.I
The League Schedule
Calvin Coolidge says: ' With the
„
Traveler printed a story of liquor
. and walk, netting with the otk*»r
direct
primaries
in
most
States,
and
Tuesday,
July
lj
<5.30
p.
nU-St.
Not «very one that saith unto me conditions in Maine its greatest error
trimmings four runs. Camden’s half
the popular election of Senators. ,he J George at Rockland and Camden at
Lord, Lord, shall enter into tiie king
of the twelfth was harven of results
was an exaggeration of the situation present perversion of legislation is ! Thomaston.
dom of heaven; but he that doeth the
three batters being retired in order
according to those in the know.
unavoidable."
’
I
Friday.
July
18
(5.30
p.
m.)-Thomwill of my Father which is in heaven.
The game ended as it had opened,
There are a number of cutting
This
is
as
hard
a
blow
as
primaries
|
ast
,
”
n
—Matt. 7:21.
Vith four tallies for the' victorious
plants in Maine, Ibut no where near
<4
p.
m.)
—
St.
Saturday,
July
19
and direct legislation ever received.
team. But to Camden’s credit, he it
the total indicated by the Traveler's
Here is a conservative; a man with ! George at Camden.
said that the team went down with
PRIMARY SHORTCOMINGS
story. It is said. The disposition of no axes to grind; with no fear or
flying colors, and that it was fighting
these plants is far from as wide as the
favor to ask—who says that the pres
The League Standing
just as hard six runs behind as it
The direct primary is again coming Boston paper’s story said from what ent “perversion of legislatiort is un
The standing, as today presented, was with the score tied
in for tvhat it deserves at the hands tiie same sources of information state. avoidable" so long as this condition has undergone a revision, in that tho
Simmons pitched 4 2-3 innings with
From the best information obtain (of direct primaries) exists.
of newspaper writers, many of them able it is believed that cutting plants
game in which Clark Island figured a taped finger, due to an accident.
The primaries are unfair. They are has been eliminated, that team no It may ha\e affected his curves, hut
using as a text Calvin Coolidge’s are located almost entirely, within
as weird and wicked a monopoly as
the coastal area between Rockland the convention system evdr was. longer being a member of the league. had no apparent effect uppn his won
recent statement that
The only team affected thereby being derful speed. H . Smith, who has
“With the direct primaries in most and Portland.
Neither of them is defensible, as a Camden. Thomaston had played a lately joined the St. George team at
As
a
rule
these
plants
have
little
states and the popular election of
monopoly.
few innings with Clark Island, but second base, was an important
senators the present perversion of or no bearing on the liquor supplyThe party has much right to name n0, enough
conptitute a game. factor in the victory with his single
available
for
Maine
thirsts.
They
legislation is unavoidable."
a candidate as has the members of a | Here is the way they nQW rate;
in the fifth and his triple in the
cater exclusively to Boston and big
rich-man’s family. The party in con- I
Won
That the direct primary has given town demands.
Lost
P.C. grand finale. Dwyer and C. Smith
vention
has
as
much
right
to
noniic
|
i
]
an
4
3
divided batting honors for St. George,
to Maine abler public servants or
1
Maine liquor, which is not home nate as an aspiring and weak-minded
....... 3
2
.600 each hitting safely three times for a
wiser legislation than its people brewed or home distilled, is brought person egged on fby his neighborhood, St. Georg
2
.333 total of four bases, but Wadsworth
enjoyed under the convention system in from other sources, according to has to nominate himself by running Thomaston .......... 1
Camden ................. 1
3
.250 of Camden was the outstanding stick
the information given by those inter all over the neighborhood.
we do not think anybody believes.
artist of the contest, hitting safelv
♦ * • •
ested. The gangs operating these
The
primary
came
along
because
There are a great number of honest- plants are after the big money which
The Camden team is to he consid fi-ur times, for a total of five bases.
we saw wrongs in the controlled con
minded citizens who favor the pri is available for supplying the demand vention. Many good men could not erably strengthened this week when Both Davidson and Wadsworth dis
tinguished themselves at first.
mary law, and there are others in the larger renters, those places get a hearing in a convention. All Curtis Bok and Cary Bok will appear
The score:
x.
.
•
j
,
.
where
customers
will
pay
prices
which
in
the
lineup.
Both
have
played
with
wrong.
But
the
primary
is
no
better.
equally honest-nnnded who believe,
, ,
,
•
St. George
I would make Maine customers gasp.
Camden in past seasons and have
Immediately
the
lists
of
candidates
as Henry Ford said of history, that
ab r bh tb po a e
Not satisfied with the money which are filled with nobedies—in many helped that team win many victories.
C. Smith, ss ..... 7 1 3 4 3 4 0
it is all bunk. Here voters of equally they can make by delivering the cases. The party finds itself con
Archer, c ......... 6 1
good intention are divided in opinion, straight stuff to the big town con fronted with the task of electing mer..
St. George 14, Camden 10
Simmons, cf, p .. 6
sumers.
these
gangs
have
established
who have never subscribed and are
but there is one recognized section
6
There were some heart-breaking Dwyer. 3b ......
their cutting plants for the purpose not asked to subscribe to the party
of the body politic that is all for the of increasing the rewards from their
4
moments in Saturday’s game at Cam Davidson, lb
platform. The party disintegrates.
5 0
den and they fell to the lot of the Poole, p, cf ....
primary.
In it is encountered the illegal business.
One thing the party always did home team which had overtaken a 6- Wilson. If ......
4
0
• * • •
seeker after office, whom no conven
have in mind, when it selected a run lead in the ninth inning, only to H. Smith, 2b ...
6
These
plants
are
no
where
nearly
candidate. He had to have some lose the contest in a very decisive Monaghan, rf
tion would select for nomination, as
6 0 0
1
well as the drifter on the surface, so elaborate as the person unfamiliar : merits—either as a candidate, or as an manner in the twelfth.
with the business might think. There executive, or as a placatory move; or
50 14 14 18 36 14
The score stood 10 to 4 when Cam
who sets his party liability at low is no great quantity of machinery. a3 a geographical proposition.
Camden
valuation and yields his vote un They are far more simple than a dieThe primaries may elect good men— den w^nt to bat in the last half of the
ab r bh tb po a
eighth inning, and the only cloud in
thinkingly to the smooth-tongued tilling or brewing plant. They are , often a0. RUt they are unfair to the the sky. so far as St. George was con Plaisted. 3t
0 1
just places equipped with a supply ' party-system.
The
New
York
candidate's personal canvass.
cerned. was the one which had sur Bennett, p .
of bottles, labels, stoppers, coloring ‘ Tribune, commenting on Mr. Coolvived the shower in the early part of Wadsworth, lb
and flavoring matter.
idge’s remark says:
Dailey, ss ......... 6
the contest.
THE FLYING SQUADRON
All that is doneat one of these I
The Senate is a powerful bodyBennett led off with a single, and Leonard, rf ..... 4
2 3 2
plants is to take a bottle of genuine and should be so. A country as large
j his action proved infectious for Boynton, cf ..... 5
2 2 1
Thespeakers who
are toaddress
imported liquor and cut it down. as ours could not trust itself safely
0 2
Wadsworth and Boynton followed his Arico, 2b ......... 5
thepublicthese present
three eve- that is di/ide h’
that ins\ead of to a strong unitary control, however
while Leonard walked. With Thomas, c ......... 5
. .
. ,
j one quart the bootlegger will have efficient it might -sem. Rapid though example
rings, beginning tonight, are na-| two.
j we are in our business life, our politi- only one man down it was deemed ad Talbot. If ......... 5
tlonallyknown.
They deal
with , This is accomplished by diluting cai processes must be sldw and delib- visable by St. George to swap horses,
46 10 13 16*32 12 6
and there was a cheer from the >St.
phases of theprohibition question
"’ith water and alcohol and adding erate. Moreover, the machinery ex* Toole hit by batted ball.
George supporters when Simmons
'
just
enough
coloring
and
flavoring
ists
in
the
Constitution
.Tor
rapid
which are increasingly presenting
St. George
40105000000 4—14
mixtures to make the color and the action when an emergency so re- 1 was pulled into the box from the out
2 1 0 0 0 1 0 5 1 0 0 0—10
themselves for public consideration. taste just right. The extra quart quires. But it is a pernicious anom field. changing positions with "Kel Camden.
Two-base hits, C. Smith. Dwyer.
The friends of the eighteenth amend bottle given a label.—printed in some aly to have men in positions of great ley” Poole who had been very suc
cessful in his box work up to that Wadsworth, Leonard, Thomas. ThreeMassachusetts
printing
office
—
with
a
power
and
elected
for
long
terms
who
ment and its potent auxiliary, the
ha so hit. H. Smith. Bases on balls,
moment.
Volstead act, cannot close their eyes fake seal looks exactly like the origi- are of inferior quality. A high grade
Simmons' advent was not an aus off Poole 2. off Bennett 3. Struck out.
| nal quart, and the folks who buy it man on a despot’s throne is bad
picious one, for Thomas slammed out by Poole 5, by Simmons 6, by Ben
to the fact that in every part of the and pay high prices, apparently never enough, but a demagogue in such
. 1 double helping Camden to annex nett 15. Sacrifice hit, Davidson. Hit
country vigorous assaults are being j know the difference,
position means government at one of
fjfth n|n of thp jni)jng Camden by pitcher, Bennett.
Double play.
made upon the strongholds of those 1 The cost of that extra quart is very its lo’wes ebbs.
scored another in the last half of the Plaisted, Arico and Wadsworth. Um
slight
to
the
bootleggers,
so
that
their
‘It is hard to say what changes
measures. The forces allied in these
I ninth, and the bean-hungry specta- pire, Nelson. Scorer, Winslow.
profits are increased tremendously.
should be made to improve the type
• • • •
attacks are potent. The campaign
Practically all of these rackets, of Senator. But one can say that the j t< rs concluded to wait until the show
Bob Walsh, who isi pretty gener
they are waging does not lack in per- these gangs operating cutting plants, present system is highly unsatisfac was over.
What they saw was a beautiful ally conceded to have been the best
sonal vigor
or abundant supplies of I have come into Maine within the tory and that its results constitute
pitching duel between Bennett, the third baseman in the old'Maine Coast
money. There has sot to be anequal i Pas‘
“ ls sajd Jhey one of the most vital problems of to Camden ace. and Simmons, the St. League, is playing third base for
,
. ; shifted their base of operations from day. It is a problem which should
stiffening of puipose on the part o Northern New York and Michigan to engage the deep attention and con- George ace—a duel which ended em Malden, and distinguished himself in
believers in the present law if they Maine, though catering to thesame i gtructive thought of Americans, and phatically in the latter’s favor, when an exhibition game against the
in the twelfth inning St. George found Braves last week.
do not wish to see set up in its place , line of customers.
Mr. Coolidge
deserves thanks for
•
•
•
•
speaking
out
his
mind
on
it
with
so
measures of a broader latitude. The
The migration was due to the dis- much candor and truth."
STRAND THEATRE
fight that was waged in Maine
MICKIE SAYS—
covery T>y these operators that they I
—------------------throughout a period of fifty years is
could land the stuff which they
KEEPS CARL BUSY
Will Rogers, humorist, comedian
now extended into nationwide areas. wanted to bring into this country at •
____
land commentator extraordinary on
IKUOVJ TW BtLUeSSMEtHOUE
..
a. j .
American life, creates the fun
These visitors to our city bring a St. Pierre. Miquelon Islands, for ap- '
BEtOslwS TO All THE LOOGES
•proximateiy $23 a case less than Democratic Candidate ro |
rnln
niest role of his career in his new allstory of what is taking place outside
iu Touzu amd bustles aroumd
they could at the Canadian border.
Governor
Has
Many
Camtalking
comedy.
So
This
Is
London"
these borders. They should be given
TDWM AU. PAY, TR.VIMG TO BE
The cost to move the stuff from
•
o
i •
.
at this theatre Wednesday and ThursMOTtCEPs-THE OTHER FELLOW
attention.
Miquelon Islands to the Maine coast
paign bpeaking Dates
day
DOES HIS ADVERTlSIua UJ
and then to the big cities is no greater i
-----i In “So This Is London." Rogers is
OUR. NEWSPAPER AND OEVOTES
Sunday afternoon two men bearing than to run it across New York State, j Open dates are very scarce with cast as a proud American mill owner
AU. MIS TIME TO LOOKING.
For these reasons they shifted from !
ja commissi* ned hy his assothe name of Daniels stood at the foot the Northern New York border to the I E. C. Moran, Jr., Democratic nominee .
AFTER HIS STORE ANO WES '
for governor, from now until the close pjates t0 purchase several mills in
^MAKING TWICE THE /AOMEV
of Talbot avenue looking off upon the Maine coast.
of the State campaign. His August London.
Reluctantly, because lie
One of the natural inquiries is: | and September assignments are:
harbor.
Each had circumnavigated
imagines he hates England, he agrees
the globe and with appraising eyes Why should they come to Maine?
to go abroad, taking his wife and
Aug. 2.—Belfast.
The answer is that it has a coast j Aug. 5.—Ellsworth.
young sc n with him. On the boat
considered the beauty spots of many line particularly adapted to the needs ’
going over, complications set in when
Aug. 6.—East Machias.
lands. There was none of them, they of these rackets. Massachusetts has
Rogers’ son meets and falls head over
Aug. 7.—Calais.
argued, surpassing in natural attract not. From Frenchman’s bay west the j Aug. 8.—Houlton.
heels in love with a charming Eng
Maine
coast
is
just
one
series
of
iveness this familiar scene there
lish debutante. To make matters
Aug. 9.—Caribou.
coves, inlets, small bays where rum
even more confused, it develops that
spread before their eyes, which Rock boats can slip in. unload and get away j Aug. 12.—Dovqy-Foxcroft.
the girl’s aristocratic parents are
Aug. 13.—Skowhegan.
land people are prone to regard with witli little or no chance of detection.
just as violently opposed to Ameri
Aug. 14.—Fairfield.
The coastal stretch from Rockland | Aug. 15.—Farmington.
only a languid interest, but to which
cans as Rogers is to the English. So
the observant traveler in many lands to Portland is particularly well ! Aug. 16.—Jay.
Will, with every good intention in the
adapted to this work.
world, proceeds to discourage his
Aug. 19.—Rumford.
yields unrestrained admiration. Some
There are many places where one , Aug. 20.—Fryeburg.
son's love affair.
But instead
day—this was a point of agreement of these boats can run in under cover
Aug. 21.—Cornish.
straightening things out he merely
reached by the twain—these inner of darkness and unload directly into j Aug. 22.—Biddefcrd.
succeeds in making matters worse,
shores will show themselves snugly- a truck or automobiles standing in the j Aug. 23.—Bath.
gaining for his well intentioned mo
highway.
tives the scorn of his son.
Aug. 25.—Vinalhaven.
set in a granite fra’fne, and what now
These are the reasons why Maine j
Will, of course, has a sense of
appears haphazard in the wharfed lias been and is still being used by I Aug. 26.—Waldoboro.
Aug. 27.—Millinocket.
humor. And so when he gets to Lon
edges of the harbor will be ordered these racketeers for landing their
don and meets the girl's family, he
Aug. 28.—Bangor.
into a picture that tourists will travel stuff. All of the stuff which is land
sets out to fix things. The manner in
Aug. 29.—Waterville.
ed does not go to cutting plants.
Aug. 30.—Augusta.
which he goes about “fixing" things
miles to admire.
Much, the greater part, It is said is
Sept. 2.—7.30, Lisbon Falls, 8.30, brings to the audible screen on*1
taken directly from the boats out of j LeWjgton
riotous scen4 after the other, cul
The success of a business rests the State.—Lewiston Journal.
Sept. 3.—Brunswick.
minating in a climhx that for sheer
measurably upon the courtesy of its
Sept. 4.—Portland.
fun excels anything that Will Rogers
WEST
POINT
EXAMS
Sept. 5.—Camden.
has ever done before.—adv.
employes. Here is this story the
Sept. 6.— Rockland.
associated press tells of a charitable
Meantime organization meetings
institution that suffered Lemus© of ■ Heres <4 (ZPlctriCG i OT
OLH"12J
PARK THEATRE
* are being held in the various counties,
a discourteous secretary:
Of all Hollywood'-' motion picture
Men Aspiring To Uncle with Mr. Moran and the other candiCharles MiXess. Australian mil
in attendance. They will visit directors, there is one who mos;
Sam’s Military Academy Ii dates
hates routine, the commonplace and
lionaire and philanthropist, walked
Knox County July 16. 23 and 30.
the obvious. That director is Alan |
into the institution and asked to see
Senator
Hale
will
hold
a
prelimi

the governor “on private business'
The Bureau of Standards of the U. Crosland, who held the mega ph fine ;
"If you can't state your business, you nary, competitive examination Oct. S. Department of Commerce has when "The Furies” was being made j
can't go in," replied a secretary tartly. 25 for the West Point Military Acade taken upon itself the task of defin- at the First National studios.
•'Well,” said McNess, "if that's the my. Candidates receiving the high I ing the position of the woman’s waist
The picture, which features H. B.
way you treat poor peopld 1 might as est ranks in this examination will be line. It seems that is a subject Warner and Lois Wilson, will be a* |
well tear this up.” He tore up a nominated hy Senator Hale as prin which could best be decided at an this theatre Wednesday and Thurs- i
check for $5(1,000 and gave the secre cipal. first and second alternates, to arms conference.—Wichita Beacon.
day. and is said to be one of the mos;
take the regular entrance examina
tary the fragments.
I strikingly original films ever offered j
tion or submit certificates from High
ft
just as the stage play by Zoe Akins I
on which it is ba.-ied made a sensa- i
Il The other day in the local court a School or college which may be ac
cepted hy the Academic Board in lieu
tion because of its departure in vari- ;
ryoung man was fined for speeding of the regular mental examination.
ous respects from the beaten rack of
Ibis car at too violent a pace through
Candidates must be citizens of the
pla ywriing.
the chief business street. It was a United States, and unmarried. They
“ The Furies’ is different," said
are
eligible
for
admission
from
the
wholesome example on the part of the
Crosland. in discussing this latest
day they are 17 (or 19 if from the
product “It tells a highly dramatic
court. We wish it might serve to Regular Army or iNational Guard)
story in an altogether unusual way
Special Notice To
eliminate entirely this form of reck until the day they become 22 years
and from a fresh angle. There are
Housekeepers
less and unnecessary driving. Yes of age, on which latter day they are
imaginative twists and turns of the
not
eligible.
All
homes
having
the
New
Phone
terday morning we saw a young man
plot which were a pleasure to direct.
Candidates appointed from Maine
Dial
attachment
like
it.
Now
And the best of ft all i-'. that with
putting his car through that part of
must be legal residents of the State.
comes
this originality of viewpoint and
Main street known as the Brook at a
Those wishing to take the above
The Dial Dish Pan Holder treatment, the picture is universal
pace of fifty miles an hour. Too bad examination should notify Senator
in its appeal—as broad and deep as
Washing dishes is what any house
Hqje, 121 Senate Office Building,
human iwitwre itself.’’—adv.
keeper dislikes; as long as all must
Washington. D. C.. stating in which
They tell us that a couple of weeks
eat 3 times a day—which means
city they wish to take the examina
1095 times a year; The Dial Dish
ought to see completed tiie road ron- tion, and such notification should
Pan Holder, resting on the bot
truction at Woolwich, where traff.c reach him not later than Sept. 30.
tom of the sink, prevents the Dish
has for so long a time been subjected 1930, in order that their names may , Pan (which is always greasy),
e Seminary and
be submitted to the Civil Service
to sore Inconvenience. We hope so.
Junior College *
Commission. Full information re from touching the sink.
"irhis side ofthe river has been placed garding tiie subjects to he covered hy
Nothing On the Market Like the
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
Dial Dish Pan Holder
'at disadvantage by the slow progress the examination, together with au
Thoroooh trainino for
Galvanized Dish Pans Scratch
thority
for
taking
the
examination
college and for life. General
f the work and will applaud the compreparatory course and two
will then be furnished the candidates. I Enameled Sinks. The Dial Dish
years college work with op
Ipletion of it.
Pan Holder Prevents This
portunities for individual
Agents Wanted, Good Profit
It is said that the Sheiks of Morocco
talents. Music, art, dramatics, home economics, sten
Sample by mail 30c, Dial 3*2887
The local housewife warmly ap- are buying large American automo
ographic courses. Small
Made by
Iplauds the street department in 1U biles in which to take the ladies of
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
luse of carbide. Street watering is their harems riding. We warn them
C. W. FROHOCK
outdoor sports. luOth year
CONFECTIONERS
that it is dangerous to drive with one
Rate
$1000. Catalog.
147 June St.,
Worcester, Mass.
A.ot without its benefits hut carbide arm while having the other around a
ROCKLAND? MAINE
Agnes M. Safford, Pnn
83-84
Box T
Portl.ud, I^aine
narem.—Detroit News.
It the real dust banisher.

Hot Weather
Candies

Cocoanut Drop Taffy
29c lb. ,

Small Pepps & Checks
29c lb.

(

DIAL
DISH PAN HOLDER

Snowballs
49c lb.

Jumbo
Salted Peanuts
30c lb.

Blanched
Salted Peanuts
49c lb.

Fresh Made
Cocoanut Cakes
24c doz.

CHISHOLM BROS.

ON AND AFTER FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, the freight service of the
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these

towns will be discontinued.

This decision has been pending for over two years during which time
the Company has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
material financial loss.
After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect in the future, there ap
pears to be no alternative but a complete discontinuance of this service.

The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.

Very cordially yours,
By H. P. BLODGETT,
Division Manager,

Central Maine Power Company.
81-91

ROCKLAND DIVISION

ADVICE'TO
BRIDES7
ONE. WAY TO
/(££PA HUSBAND

your
NATION-WIDE
STORE

4
WEEK OF JULY 14th to JULY 19th

1? API 1?

BRAND
Condensed

MILK

COFFEE

Per Can

Per Lfc.

'

BIG VALUE!

TH“EE ;CRAB MEAT / Beardsley’s
Per Can

PREPARED

*

CROW

j ACME BRAND

Dried Beef 5 mustard

Ji BRAND

GROUND \

NUTMEG |ffILLIAMs> boot EXTRACT I
S-Os.
Can

Per Bottle

One 5c Jar FREE

CLICQUOT $ HOME USE BOTTLE CAPS I No.0il Salad
CLUB
Per Grots

inger
Aje

\ RANCHO VIENNA SAUSAGE

2 Bottles

28c
GOLD

'i ™Xd
*

2

I

FIG BARS
c
8

Pounds

/

8-Oz.
Bottle

JWX

MEDAL j Splendid Brand PEAS J CHIPSO

No> x Can < A

< Tender and
<
Sweet
i-------------------------------------Y

w mi* raciucs j
*’t*UAHSor WUMIHGrtf13 .

<>

19

KLEANALL
For All Household Cleaning

K5«

Can

FLY TOX

One Package

|% Flakes

One Package

Granules

C , | Both
for

MC
/

Half Pint

TRADE AT A NATION WIDE 3TORE. You know the owner

F
Every-Other-Day

f
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The Rockland City Band feivea an
other concert in Beffasll next Sunday.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
July 5-I9—Encampment of Toast Artillery night. There is important business
at Fort Williams.
to be discussed whidi makes a good
July 8-22—Dally Vacation Bible School at
attendance inoperative.
First Baptist Church.
July 2& Annual Shakespeare picnic.
July 25 Rose IFestlval, 4 to 7.30, at Mrs. E.
M. Lawrence’s, (Beech street, auspices Woman's
Educational Club.
July 30- Anuual fair of Ladies’ Aid M. E.
Church. Rockport.
July 30—<Summer fair and supper given by
the Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Church'.
Aug. 4-6—New Waterville Fair.
Aug. H—Knox County 0. E. 8. Field Day at
Penobscot View (Jrange hall.
Aug. 5—^Special session of Legislature con
venes.
Aug. 6—Rockport, Baptist Midsummer fair.
Aug. 12-14 New Belfast Fair.
Aug. 15 Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Ontury Club at Waterville fair grounds.
I Note change In date.]
Aug. '20- Thomaston’s fair.
Aug. 26-28—Hancock County Fair, EllsWorth.

A reader 'who signs himself ‘.‘Ob
servant Citizen” expresses the be
lief that the window frames in the
High School annex should be painted.
t

This Week’s Weather
Weather outlook for week in the:
North Atlantic States:
Generally i
fair except showers about Friday;
temperatures somewhat below nor
mal Tuesday and Wednesday, warm
er Thursday and Friday and cooler
Saturday.

In Municipal Court yesterday D.
Colburn of Camden was sentenced to
three months in jail and to pay costs
of court. He appealed and gave
bail.
Members of
UjS.W.V., and
at C. F. Snow’s
Sunday. Take
silver.
<

Ralph Ulmer Camp,
Auxiliary will picnic
fanpi, Wiley's Corner.
chowder bowls and

There’s nothing yellow about Cen
tral Fire Station except the coat of
fresh paint which the ‘‘permanents"
were using yesterday in the decora
tion of the walls.

IRev. Walter IS. Rounds may be seen
Master Edward IHellier left yester driving a Ford sedan, having joined
day for the Scout camp.
the ranks of those whose activities
have had to be readjusted to the
Gray, the lily pond Iking, Is on his automobile <age.
Mummer beat with the fragrant -blos
soms from Lily Pond.
Reuben Cousins, the genial Ston
ington steamboat man, was in the
Mrs. Margaret ICackliffe has re city yesterday for the first time since
sumed her position in the Woolworth early in January, and received the
store alter two weeks vacation.
hearty greeting that was his due.

ROCKPORT

&ea are Jfnvited
te a ifieciafdemenAtKatian
e^
BATm.CREEK

yieen fif,

MRS. CARTER
JULY 14 TO 19
flattie ff)Keef fJeedfieri
FOODS Served FREE — Literature GIVEN

PERRY’S MARKET
84-85

Ixist week's prizes at Carr’s bowl-, The principal topic of discussion
ing alleys: H.-Newbert,
136*
. ,
we Goodwin
ws
along the street yesterday was the
nd Oraham t.ed on 126; V. Norton. hrutal portland murder. The con
119; C. Smalley, 111. .
census of opinion was that hanging

Lowell Payson is in Washington,
D. (’., where he has employment.
|
Dr. Ralph Wooster and family of
Bangor were guests Sunday of his '
patents Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Wooster, j
The doctor has. just returned from i
Philadelphia where he attended an 1
osteopathic convention.
Mrs. Gertrude Lobdill and grand
daughters Marie and Emily Folios of
North Salem. X. Y., were guests Sat
urday at the home of Mrs. Effie Salis
bury.
Mi. and Mrs. Albert T. Adams, Miss
Betty Parsons, and Mr. and Mrs.
Sterling Hastings of "Camden are oc
cupying a camp at Lake Megunticook
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Moody and chil
dren of Skowhegan were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Jackson.
The Eddys moved Thursday from
Orono into their new home on Main
street recently purchased from George
Huntley.
.‘The Gushee building occupied by
Walter E. ‘Carroll’s confectionery
stor •. is undergoing extensive repairs.
The town clock is back on the job. •
having been out of commission for ,
several weeks while new dials and
dial gears were being installed.
Mrs. Annie Clark is ill at her home
on Beech street.
• D» xter Washburn and family ar- I
rived Saturday for a short stay at
their home on Main street.
The Virgil Studley store, formerly ,
occupied hy Crockett's 5 and 10, is
being made ready for occupancy by
E. 8. Merrill as a sandwich shop.
Frank Priest returned from Knox
Hospital Sunday, following a surgical i

Clarence Flanders who has Ibeen [ THE HONOR STUDENTS operation.
Mr. and Mrs. AV. E. Perry of
confined to Ills home for several weeks
Brookline. Mass., are at their sum
was too gentle punishment (or the with a lame ankle h„a returned to his '
work witli the Rockland & Rockport Resulting From First Rank mer home on Amesbury Hill.
murderer.
Mrs. ©. P. AVooster returned Friday
Lime Corporation.
❖
IT’S NOT A SPEEDWAY
ing Period of Vacation from Like Megunticook where, ac
The ball game originally scheduled
companied by her daughter-in-law
Ernest Halcomb has completed his
for Thursday night between Rock
$ Ever since that tempting new
Bible School
Mrs. Ralph AA’ooster and grand
annual
vacation
in
this
city,
and
re

land
and
Thomaston
will
be
played
surface was applied to Broad
daughter Jane AA’ooster, she spent a
Friday night Instead, and at Com sumed his duties as captain in the
way there has existed among
Following are tiie honor students week at the Thomas eamp.
munity Park instead of on the Thom Waltham Fire Department. He lias of the first ranking period of the
certain motorists the notion
A large de-legation from Fred A.
been tiie guest of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Daily Vacation Bible School of the
aston ground.
that this road was equipped as
Norwood AV.R.C. attended the recep
Munro.
a speedway. Be that as it may
First Baptist Church:
tion last Friday night for State G.A.R
That smart St. George team will
Beginners—Osmond Palmer 5 A’s,
the cars pass over it so fast that
A special demonstration of the Virginia (Hidden, 3 A’a, 2 D's Ade Commander, Col. F. S. Philbrick, at
be the attraction at Community Park
spectators are giveti a dizzy
famous Battle Creek Health Foods is laide Hooper 3 A’s. 2 B’s, Merylyn Roekland and all reported a highly
headache. At the request of T tonight, playing Rockland fit 5.30.
enjoyable evening. Mrs. Fannie Mc
being given this week at Perrys Drinkwater 3 A’s. 2 B’s.
Mayor Richardson the State 4> You are missing good baseball if you
Manus. department president of the
Market by Mrs. Carter, a factory ex
Primary—Roderick Crandall. 5 A’s, National W.R.C.. who was one of the
Highway Police are going to T miss this game, and the admission
pert. A cordial invitatin to attend Ralph Raw ley 5 A’s. Oscar Simpson
make an attempt to slow up the Z price is only nominal.
distinguished officers in the receiving
ls given all householders.
5 A’s, Priscilla McGraw 5 A’s, Mar line, was a special guest on Friday
speedsters, and it Is quite likely ♦
Friends who called upon Frank S.
garet Graves 5 A’s. Mary Egan 5 A’s, evening of tho Fred A. Norwood
that offenders will be haled into
WASHINGTON
Bernice Havener 4 A’s, 1 B. Norma W.ILC. as was also Col. 'Philbrick.
court to pay the inevitable flne. <Jr Rhodes at Knox Hospital yesterday
Havener 4 A’s. 1 B, Priscilla Staples A fine program was presented. Ad
Consider these words and save T found him up and able to walk
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Razorville 4 A’s, 1 B. Edith Gray 4 A’s. 1 B. Vir dress of welcome was given by Mrs.
money.
« around a bit. Tiie date of his dis
...
•> charge from the hospital is uncer was in tho village Sunday attending ginia Haskell 4 A’s, 1 B. George Hunt- Emm i Torrey and Mrs. (’aeilda Cain
tain. but near at hand, it is believed. church and calling on Mrs. Kila ley 3 A’s, 2 B’s. Luke Dorr 2 A’s. 3 B’s. presented a gift to Mrs. McManus in
Richard Brown 2 A’s. 3 B’s. Naomi behalf of the members. Buffet lunch
Brann.
Miss Norma Packard, cashier in the
The Maine State Firemen's Associ
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Boynton attend Richards 2 A’s, 3 B’s. Wilbur Dorr was s rved. The hall was attractively
local telephone office has returned ation is to hold its third annual eon- ed the funeral of his aunt, the late 1 A 4 B’s. Jean Stickney 1 A. 4 B’s. decorated in a color scheme of yellow
from Boston where she attended aj vention in Bangor. Aug. 22. and ar Mrs. Ida Light, Sunday at South John Crockett 1 A, 4 B’s, Harry
and white.
rangements are being made for the Liberty.
conference of the cashiers of the com
Graves 1 A. 4 B’s.
A 6 o’clock dinner was given on Fri
pany.
Mis. Alice Marriner, also of ■big gathering, in which Knox County
Juniors
—
Helen
Mills
7
A
’
s.
Carleton
day by Mrs. Emma Torrey in honor
The pastor. Rev. Mr. Howse, was
the office force, is having a week's is sure to have a good representation.
acompanied Sunday by Rev. Mr. Seli- Gregory 6 A’s, 1 B, Madelyn Raw- of Col. F. S. Philbrick, G.A.R. State
vacation.
ley 6 A’s, 1 B, Barbara Rogers 6 A’s Commander and Department Presi
ger. who assisted in the service.
The famous picture “With Byrd
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and IB, Frank Richards 6 A’s. 1 B, Elea- dent Fannie McManus, the latter
Yesterday's downpour of rain eame At the South Pole" (which created
family of West Washington were n >r Mattata.ll 6 A’s IB. Robert Greg being entertained at the home of Mrs.
pretty close to setting a record for a such a tremendously popular impres
ory 5 A’s 2 B’s. .Mary Simpson 5 A’s Torrey during her three days stay in
guests recently at the homo of his
midsummer performance. Almost to sion with the patrons of Strand
2 B’s.
town. She returned to Portland Sat
be described as torrential, it fell in Theatre last ‘week is being brought brother, L. W. Bartlett.
Intermediate—Lilia Sherman 6 A’s. urday.
Rev. and Mrs. ’W. E. Lombard and
sheets and kept a-going until Main back for Friday and Saturday, which
• * » ♦
son Edward of West Springfield. Virginia Leach 6 A’s. Jessie Smith
street gutters could not take care of quite likely means the SRiO sign
Mass., Mrs. Harriet Porter. Norway, 6 A% Richard Snow 6 A’s. Walter
it and automobiles ran through itja£ain.
s. Jamek Balloch 5 A’s IB.
A Real Birthday Surprise
(
and Miv. Gertrude MacGinley of Staples 6 A’----------r-------,j .
ln places nearly hub-deep.
Bangor, were overnight guests of Mrs.
The
"July Party” at tiie Baptist
"What is home without a mother?"
Thursday night Penobscot View
Cement production at the Thom Grange will begin at 7.30, daylight. Ella I’.rann Iast Thursday. Mr. Lom asks a weekly paper. The answer is vestry Friday evening sponsored by
the Trytohelp Club proved to be a
aston plant Is handicapped for the The program will consist of singing bard supplied the pulpit of the Wash- "Modern."—Punch.
surprise birthday party for -Rev. and
moment by the fact that one df the by the Grange; roll call to he an several years ago, while then a stuMrs. P. C. Hughey, whose birthday
grinding mills is "down" for repairs.— nounced at meeting; reading by Mrs. ington and Somerville Baptist Church
BORN
The "no accident" flag is still flying, Delilah Cunningham; discussion by dent.
OXTON At Belfast, June 20, to Mr. anil Mrs. anniversaries- occur on July 12 and 15
respectively and it was indeed a yeal
Elmer C. Oxton, a son. Richard Elmer.
and it is indicative of the smoothness live members about "Vacations: are
('ONNPRS- At Rockland. July 13. to JNTV. and surprise, as the whole affair was so
UNION
with which operations are now being they needed and Why. Can a person
Mrs. William JLawrence Connors (Sarah skilfully planned and carried out that
conducted at tiie plant.—Mr. Sonntag who never takes a vacation do as
Cayton), a son, William. Jr.
the evening was well advanced be
Mrs. Maria Drake and Mrs. ’'Helen
is in /New York for a few days.
efficient work as one who does?" Spe
fore the honored parties became
MARRIED
cial questions to ibe answered by Brown have returned from amden to
iJohn Philip Sousa, famous band members.
Mi Al ’Ll FEE-MA4 KIE At Rockland. July 12 aware that they figured conspicuously
their home for the summer.
bv Rev. .1. Hilaries (MacDonald. Charles It in tiie scheme of things. The first
master
returning
from
Europe,
McAuliffe of Rockland and Miss Vivlenna part of the evening was devoted to
slipped on a rompanionway of the
A
LIGHTNING
SUPERSTITION
Mackie of Long (Cove.
Much favorable comment is heard
games, followed by an interesting
leviathan as the liner was docking
MeGIN
’TY-REATTIE—At New Q’ork. April 2
about the signs just erected by the
Saturday and was knocked semi-con
by iRev. K L. Flynn, Robert L. (McGInti of program, consisting of piano solo.
There
is
a
popular
notion
that
Chamber of Commerce and the
N'ew York and Miss Louise 1C. (Beattie of Thalise Spear; reading’s, Mrs. A. A.
scious.
Four stitches were taken
Curtiss Flying Service at the en lightning never "strikes in the same
Thomaston.
Walsh, Miss Mary Vcazie and Mrs.
above his ear. The accident recalls
place
more
than
once.
As
a
matter
trance to the city on the Atlantic
PEASE-BEATTIE—At Thomaston. July 4 Ethel Spear; vocal solo, A’irginia
two visits which Mr. Sousa and his
of
fact
lightning
has
been
known
to
by
Rev.
Hubert
'Leach.
Palmer
iM.
Pease
of
Highway. That at the Thomaston
band paid to Rockland more than a’
Rockland and IMiss 'Margaret B. Beattie of Noyes.
end is already completed bearing its trike the same building several
Thomaston.
The real purpose of the gathering
quarter century ago. the concertsslogan “Welcome to Rockland" and times during a single electrical storm. HAGER MAN LAWRENCE — At Waterville was then revealed to Mr. and Mrs.
taking place in Farwell Opera House; de-plcting also one of. the Curtiss The U. S. Weather Bureau says trees,
July 5. iRalph D. (Hagerman of Waterville ami Hughey when a beautiful floor lamp
Miss Nellie Gerttude Lawrence of Phillips.
ships. The lettering is in silver to steeples, chimneys and other tall ob
was presented to them by Deacon
'Bath Times; "Edward O. Atkins,
jects
and
structures
in
exposed
and
give visibility at night. It is the
Arthur K. AValker, in behalf of the
former gate-tender at the Center
DIED
elevated
places
are
likely
to
be
struck
work of the Crie studio. _
street crossing for a number of years,
by lightning regardless of the num HART At Cushing. July 13. Emery ,B. Hart, friends from the West Rockport and
aged
63
years.
9
months.
19
days.
Funeral
Rockport Baptist Churches, as a
is in the city calling on friends. Mr.
Mrs Bertha Callow of Medfield, ber ot fimes that they have been
Wednesday at 2 p’clock, standard, from late testimony of their love find es-teem.
Atkins while employed for the
residence. Interment in Tenant’s Harbor.
Mass., sent three homing pigeons to previously struck. Of course . ac
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hughey feelingly
Maine Central for many years In the
her father, Elmer Rackliff. in this cording to the law of probability, FELTON'—At Camden. July 13. Mrs. Josephim expressed their deep appreciation of
Felton, aged 69 years. Funeral Thursday
Bath yard as a brakeman lost his left
city last Thursday. Mr. Rackliff took lightning is not likely to strike again
at 2 o'clock.
the gift. (But that -was not all—for
arm. He was transferred from Batli
them to “The Lookout" on Middle in exactly the same place under WENTWORTH At Rockland. July 14. Sidney then appeared two beautifully deco
to Waterville and then to Portland.
street and released them at 11.10 a. m. ordinary circumstances.
L. Wentworth, aged 54 years. 1 month. 26 rated birthday cakes as an additional
He was retired by the company and is
days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock, stand
A Subsequent letter from his daugh
surprise. The large number present
ard. from late residence ln Hope.
now living in Pittsfield." Mr. Atkins
COOPERATIVE FARMING
ter states that one of them arrived
CARLSON At Fairfield, July 10, Einar Carl then joined in extending congratula
is a former resident of Rockland.
in Medfield at 3.30 p. m., but the oth
son. aged 35 years. Interment at Yinal- tions and best wishes for many more
In an arid country, so rocky that
liavcn.
years of happiness.
The daily vacation Bible school of ers had not been heard from when it compares favorably with the slope
ROBERTS —At Vinalhaven, July 8, William
she
wrote.
From
Roekland
to
Med

the First Baptist Church which
of the Rocky mountains, a rancher
Roberts.
field
in
4
hours
and
20
minutes.
opened auspiciously July 7. to con
has tried to eke out a diving for more PRATT At Framingham. Mass.. July 6, IMrs.
Mrs. Harriet Frances Patterson
Caroline Hagerman Pratt, formerly of
Unite to July 22. lord an attendance How’s that for instinct!
than 50 years. With himlives his
Waldoboro.
of 119 on /Friday, and is having an
In
the death of the late 'Harriet
hired man who lias been with him
average attendance of 100. which be
Frances, wife of Cart- ErnestO. Pat
that length of time also. One day a
CARD
OF
THANKS
SUMMER VISITORS
speaks the interest and enthusiasm
We the undersigned wish to express our terson. which took place AVednesday
visitor asked the old rancher how be
being displayed by the young people.
managed to pay the old hand his sincere thanks to all those who loaned their morning at her home on Amesbury
ears, and for the beautiful floral tributes and Hill, Rockport has lost one of its mo^t
Occasionally we hear this re
Tiie sessions are held daily with tiie
wages.
all kind deeds which were greatly appreciated,
mark: "I did not sec anything in
exception of Saturday, from 9 to 11.30
"It’s this way.” said the rancher. at the death of our father, Erastus H. Rich active and valued citizens. Ever
The Courier-Gazette about my
ards.
a. m. The school is open to all chil
ready to do more than her share to
"I hired him for two years and gave
guests.” A little reflection will
dren of Protestant churches, the ages
him a mortgage on the ranch to guar
: >«<» a">- organization or project with
show the impossibility of getting
ranging from foui*up to around 14 or
| which she was associated, and posantee his wages. At tiie end of two Mrs. Everan Flanders. Airs. Roy tLawton.
the names of all summer visitors
15 years. Miss Emily MacDonald is
essing unusual executive ability, she
years he got the ranch, and I went to
who
come
to
Rockland
in
July
the leader again this year.
i will he greatly missed in the com
work for him on the same terms.
and August. We Want all we
munity. Having traveled extensive
For 50 1 years the ranch has passed
can get, however, and to this end
Unexpected romance in every day
ly, from North to South, from coast
back and forth every two years and
we ask readers to send in such
business was disclosed at the Forty
to coast, she had a wide circle of
neither of us has drawn a cent of
items, either directly to this
Club yesterday noon when Bob Boyle,
j friends, and her greatest enjoyment
wages. So we made it pay.”—The
office or to our society reporter
manager of Park Theatre, told of the
was found in extending the hospi
Pathfinder.
Mrs. Gladys Jones Morgan,
charm and problems of the movietality of her home to them. The doors
whose telephone number is
talkie game from the managerial as
I were always open to individuals,
A GRANDAD LOBSTER
794
-W.
Social
events
as
well
as
well as production standpoint. He
•luhs, or societies, and her adapta
arrivals and departures are de
traced the Industry from its Incep
bility in meeting all classes of Iso
Tiie grandfather of all lobsters was ■
sired.
tion up to its pit-sent near-perfection
lde made her a charming hostess.
caught near Boothbay Harbor a while
i and spoke in highest terms of the
Mrs. Patterson was 'born in
ago. This monster crustacean meas
' Paramount-Publtx corporation and of
Rockport, Nov. 28. 1858, daughter of
ured 42 inches in length and weighed
the efforts to please the public made
Adriel U. Bird had an interesting 24 pounds. He was caught 10 miles
Abigail and Charles Barrett. Her
by tho Publix president. Sam Katz. adventure Friday evening in connec from the open sea. where there is a
girlhood was spent in the town of her
Capt. George W. Snow, an Inactive tion with an airplane trip from Bos scallop lied, and it is believed that
i birth where she was married May 14.
member, here from Miami, was giver ton to this city, in the course of which he lias been living on scallops for
1883. to Capt. Ernest O. Patterson.
a rousing hand. Bernard Hagerman, the plane ran into a thunder storm. the last eight or nine years. It is
About four years later they moved, to
manager of the Newberry store, was Thfr severity of the conditions made hard to tell how old he is. Due to
, Charleston, S. C., remaining there for
admitted to membership.
escape difficult, but the young pilot the fact that the old reliewasspoti number of years. When Capt. Pat
jvas expert and took a course out ted with barnacles and muscles he
terson became associated wtili the
If it is time for any of your maga over the ocean. Even there however was christened "Barnacle Bill.” It
Harbor and River Division of the U. S.
zines to expire why not let Sherwood the storm pursued them and for some Was decided that "Bill" wouldn’t ex
Engineering Corps his work took him
Frost renew them; 158 North Main twenty minutes, Adriel confesses, the actly fit into a shore dinner, so he
practically all over the country and
street. Tel. 1181-Y.
82*84
outlook was dubious. But the plane was sent away to be mounted and
Mrs. Patterson always accompanied
weathered the storm and finally land will be exhibited at Boothbay fish
him. At the close of the war they
returned to Rockport and purchased
Why suffer tortures from Rheu ed its occupants in Rockland, none market. According to "Believe it or
the home on Amesbury (Hill which
not” Ripley, the largest lobster ever
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu the worse for their adventure.
caught weighed 28 pounds.
they have since occupied, except for
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
A rehearsal of the cast of “The Old
about three years at AVest Haven.
when
Peabody Pew” is to take place this
The census gives Chicago 3.373.672
Conn. She was a member of the
afternoon at 3 o’clock in the Uni in population, but the total will be
D.A.R.. Twentieth Century Club. Fred
METHYL BALM
versalist parlbrs.
This charming considerably reduced if people of the
A. Norwood WJR.C. and the Ladies
will bring almost instant relief?
play, written Iby Kate Douglas Wig- city are sincere in the, drive they are
Aid of the M. E. Chui eh. At one
A scientifically compounded ex
gin, is to be presented under tiie making just now.—Philadelphia In
time she was a member of the Episco
ternal application that should be
auspice:? of the organ fund commit quirer.
pal Church at Petersburg. West Va..
in every home. Sold only at
tee of the Uni versalist Church early
but two eyars ago took her letter from
in August, with the roles of "Nancy”
"I see no reason why a man
that church and became a member of
Johnston’s Drug Store
and "Justin” taken 'by -Mrs. W. E. shouldn’t he polite to his wife after
the Rockport Methodist Church. Hor
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND Morgan and Dr. William EJlingwood. divorce," says Cosmo Hamilton. And
last illness extended over a period of
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price The production will be given in the it really wouldn’t hurt him to stretch
Oppoiita Waiting Room
about one year, during which time
75 cents
she was tenderly eared for by her
ROCKLAND. MAINE
quaint old church at Hope Corner, a point and be polite to her before
«2tf
loving husband, who left nothing unWhich will furnish an ideal setting. divorce.—Macon Telegraph.

This $1225 Iron Value
(2 Irons)

Both for $776
When you trade in your old Iron for $1
Iron faster—easier-better—with this
new Master Automatic Sunbeam!
Automatic Control keeps exactly the
ironing heat that suits you best—the
iron never cools or overheats. Allover Heating Unit heats entire bot
tom of iron—makes ironing faster—
saves a full hour each ironing day.
Pay the regular price $8.75 for the
Sunbeam and FOR ONE CENT
MORE YOU GET THIS $3.50 Little
Princess Iron cr TRADE IN YOUR
OLD IRON FOR $1 AND GET
EOTH FOR $7.76.

This is the Iron you get for

1c
You pay but one cent for this $3.50 Little
Princess Iron—wonderfully well made just
like our big irons, only half the size. Weighs
three pounds and is ideal in the home for*
ironing dainty things, such as lingerie, cur
tains, handkerchiefs, baby clothes, etc. Also
just the thing for traveling.

J

Here’s the Complete Offer
Famous MASTER Automatic Sunbeam Iron ....$ 8.75
3-lb. Little Princess Iron ..................................................
3.50

.$12.25

Both regularly sold at ........................................

You Get All For $7.76
whea you turn in your old iron

Central.Maine Power Co.
oar ttoroa

at any of

dope that would add to lief Comfort.
For the last month, their only child.
Kos, B. and his wife, of West Haven.
Conn., have been with them.
Funeral services were held at the
home Friday. Rev. F. F. Fowle offici
ating and Interment was in Amesbury
Hill cemetery. A profusion of beau
tiful floral offerings bore tribute to
Mrs. Patterson's many lovable and
admirable traits and the numerous
friehdshiirs she had formed. The
bearers were Capt. George l.ane. J.
Carleton Davis, Chester 1’. Went
worth. Frank I,. Salisbury. Charles
Gardner and L. True Spear.

Just received a new lot of Wirt Itmor Frocks. In all the new hot
weather fabrics, batistes, dimities ami
prints. Tub fast colors; sizes Ht to
52. On sale at the Vesper ‘A. I.eaeli
store. Price only $1.00.—adv.

Heliopore Floors
Feature No. 3: SANITARY

Being plastic when poured, the mix flows into
all the cracks and around the pipes, etc., making
an insect proof, germ proof, and dust proof job.
Ordinary terazzo floors are finished with acid,
whereas HELIOPORE FLOORS call for a
thorough finishing with Hot Minwax, which
fills all the pores and seals the floor completely.

F. A. RICHARDSON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

NORTH WALDOBORO
Jesse \\r. Sidelinger of Paskenta,
Calif., formerly of Uninn, is visiting
his niece. Mfrs. Eugene Feyler Kt
North IWakWbord, after being in the
west for 54 years.

MAINE HELIOPORE SERVICE CORP.
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.

WARREN

Give your eyes a treat and visit the opening of our Interior
Decorating Department, all ithis week at E. H. Crie’s shop,
473 Main Street.

Mrs. Annie M Sfliwartz of Rock
land was recently the guefct of Mr.
anti MVs. John |E. Davis ‘for a few
dhys.
Mrs. Carl Gray and son Roger
were Fourth of July visitors of Mrs.
John E. l>avis.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
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FRUITS

for the Table
Large Sweet Plums
25c doz.

Cantaloupes
12c; 3 for 35c

Large Peaches
6 for 35c

Western Apples
59c doz.

Baskets of Fruit
made to order

CHISHOLM’S

of

Summer Furniture

We are pleased to offer at this seasonable time a Very Special Mid-Summer
Reduction On
,v

*

REFRIGERATORS

GLIDERS

PORCH FURNITURE

AU Types For Lawn and Porch Use

20% to 30%
A Sweeping Reduction on the Entire Line To Accommodate Our Patrons

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE COi
LOUIS MARCUS, President

313-319 Main Street

FREE DELIVERY

\

Rockland

v

?

PROMPT SERVICE

Page Fotif

By
E. W- Melton

itsrrbiIatters

ooooeooooooooooooooocooo

The Hundred Dollar
Bill

Summer Vegetable Dishes
ov
9

By FRIEDA J. MONGER

«< TUDY, you’ve got to keep yonr
J nose out of other people's af
fairs!” shouted Larry. “It's no
body’s business If Mrs. Lampson's
chauffeur has got a face like the
villain’s on page sixty-eight of your
Idiotic clap-trap book on Analyzing
Character! Good grief. Judy, do
Win a Prize
you realize that Mrs. Lampson dis
Which would you rather
charged that man on your sayso?
A man with five children to feed I”
see? Admiral Byrd riding up
Judith stared In horrified silence
Fifth Avenue behind a fiftyat the blond young giant that It
piece band, or Will Rogers in
had seemed so easy to promise to
his night-shirt behind an ice
love and cherish only a month ago.
So this was the real Larry.
wagon.
Basil Hambone in the Third
"But, Judy,” continued Larry,
Let your thesis be In simple Act of “The Lost Collarbutton”
“don't you realize that what you
words of one column width on playing at the Wistaria. This is
call a hobby is really malicious In
brown wrapping paper. The the great scene in which the noted
terference and—”
judges will be picked from around actor rises to heights of emotion
“And I intend to go right on with
the Information Booth at Grand heretofore unknown outside of
It—as an art.”
Central Station. The prizes, don golf and rabies. He corses a great
That was only the beginning.
ated by the Gandhi Salt Campany, curse on the button as the curtain
When Larry, kavuac searaed break
consist sf a asw Soana, *eebadk fills amidst an uproar of applause.
fast, Jerked Into his overcast and
catalog or one slightly a«*ed rub
grabbed his hat, Judith was throw
ber reducing girdle.
The tongs are at it again. The
ing things Into a suitcase. The
see
Hip Sings, or Mongolian Elks,
door closed loudly. Before Judith
charge that the On Leongs, widely
had time to run to the window to
known as the Celestial Woodmen
see if Larry really had gone, he
of the World, sing through their
was back again, pulling a billfold
noses. as a consequence no wash
from his pocket Placing a huning has been put out for several
dred-dollar bill on the dressing ta
weeks, both parties having de
ble, he snapped. “Write for more
clared a religious holiday so they
when you need It."
can tag each other with hatchets
With feverish Indecision Judith
and bird shot. Chinatown buses
watched the approaching train
Tour reporter Interviewed Moe Bigg*, equipped with shatterproof glass
come to a stop. Once more she
one of the five men who claim to know are doing a good business hauling
what Klnateln Is talking about. Mr. sightseers to
raced to the end of the platform to
the
front
line
Baggs claims that while space Is un
make absolutely sure that Larry
limited all that we can observe of It la trenches.
• • •
wasn’t coming. The brakie had
pretty well cluttered up with heavy
weight contenders and Congressmen He
Prohibition Adnlnfcrtrotor Campbell el
picked up the little stool and swung
believes that light travels faster than New York la after the melt end hop
Ids arm outward, before Judith
time and that If we could lay both of bey,. Be threaten, to renflieate bottlea,
ceased wavering and climbed
them end to end It would prove Antony eerha, barrel, and lebela. But the hip
right when he said to Cleopatra, "I come kep and barrel men rlalm thia weald
aboard.
not a* a speaker of words, hut a doer of lower the atenderd of lirln, ead petrify
She dropped Into the first empty
deeds." Mr. Baggs was educated to be a the yenap home-brew Induitry Juat when
seat, which was opposite a plain
trap drummer in a night club. He took eur stemeeha hare begun ta tolerate It.
up relativity after winning the National Bealdea it penaJIaea the man whe wants
young woman too absorbed in a
Mausoleum piedal for "distinguished con a eerk for legitimate parpeeea.
thick book even to look up. For
e e •
tribution to the science of embalming "
which Judith was thankful, for she
He will be 46 In October, wears orchid
Thia drawing
pajamas and carries an old vaccination
found herself quaking outwardly
la from the
scar on his right arm.
and wishing with absurd fervor
e • •
cover page of
that she were back In the bunga
Dear Sir: 1 shall be In New York
Senator
low.
for two days, could you suggest
Snoot’a recent
Larry. Resentment against him
a good snappy show?
volume, “How
flared up anew within her.
He
the U. S. GovJust a Drummer.
thought he could dominate her life,
e
r
,n
m
e
n
t
choose her hobbies for her, tell her
Ana.: We usually take cod liver
Worka.” It Il
what she could do and what she
oil or iodine ae a spring tonic but
lustrates the
could not do! No; that sort of
this year we saw Fifty Million
breakdown
of
thing killed love, and she wanted
Frenchmen. Wear scatterproof
our moral ayato keep on loving Larry. Stoically
glasses if your eyes are weak.
tern and ahowa
she pushed aside further thoughts
Those girls are very dynamic, if the evolution of the modern chain
of him and began to study the wom
you know what I mean?
grocery.
• • •
an opposite. Not the intellectual
• • •
'
type, Judith decided, despite the
We have been turning our dial
Iceland Wants Gun to
fact that she was seemingly ab
for two weeks in the hope of hear
sorbed in a serious looking volume
ing one of the Metropolitan stars Salute the King, reads a head
from which she never raised her
trilling that great aria, “Daddy line in the New York World.
eyes. She reminded Judith of a
Wouldn’t Buy Me a Bowwow.”
Why not drop a line to A1
cat—her movements, though quick,
• • •
Capone and Bugs Moran and
were stealthy.
Mrs. Percival Clotworthy and Miss Lu
cille Bagnattl at the spring recital of the see whether they can spare a
The fingers Interested Judith. She
Terpslchorean Club. They won the hand gun just now.
knew a thing or two about hands.
engraved
• • •
These weren’t the hands of an art
vacuum cleaner
for their lnter- Dear Mrs. Baggs: The Morning
ist—they had the sinuous strength,
p r e t a tlon of
the quiet nerve, the sensitiveness
Glory Club meets at my home
“Sweet bird!
that were to be found in the hands
this week and I am at a loss for
thy bower Is
of clever crooks. They might actu
ever g r e e n,”
unusual bridge prizes, would
from
Michael
ally have posed for the illustration
you
suggest
some?
Bruce's poem
on page twenty-nine of Analyzing
Ana.: One pound of slightly
To The Cuckoo.
Character. She could see these
As an encore rancid butter would make an un
they offered usual prize, or a leather bound
hands caressing the combination
Browning's "The Horse Is at the Trough’
lock of a safe. The thought made
which was heartily applauded until In copy of "Bad Habits and How to
her clutch her purse more tightly,
terrupted by a heavy squall.
Break Them.”
and set her to dreaming of ways
in which to spend the hundred-dol| FROM A WOULD-BE LOITERER
ASH POINT
lar bill.
Her day dreams were shattered
* On a recent motor trip to SpringMiss Helen Newman and friend at- ; by a scream from the far end of the
field, Maas., I was greatly impressed
tended the movies in Rockland Wed- j coach. Judith Jumped to her feet
•with the wonderful rose arbors and
and, with others, hurried down the
other )>eau-tiful flowers. If my time 1 nesday evening.
aisle. They found a frantic moth
Mr. and Mrs. N. Fredette and son
had not been so limited I would have
loitered in many of the attractive George of Waterville recently passed , er dabbing at a gash on the fore
places I passed through. The signs a week with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fre- ' head of a child. A moment later
the hysterical mother was again
along the way. the many roadside dette.
calm, the child crying softly.
places, invite you to tarry awhile, etc. ,
Miss Ruby Thorndike has opened
When Judith returned, the wom
But this is the busy season on the herhome for the summer.
an was still bent over her book, un
farm—berries, haying, a hasting time, 1
Mrs. Florence McConchie of the j
so to speak. Today I have been out Wellesley entertained 100 guests last I conscious, seemingly, of the Inci
dent that had just occurred. As
gathering blueberries, and 1 see my week.
Judith was about to sit down, she
currants are ripe also. After reading
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey dine of Clark j gave an Involuntary gasp—In her
so much about the rhodora I was in
terested in a lot of lovely red flowers Island spent the week with Mr. and 1 excitement she had left her purse
Mrs. Oliver Hurd.
lying on the seat! She picked It
that I saw in Fred Demuth’s pasture;
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Elwell of Spruce up, opened It quickly. Her heart
wondering if they were the rhodora.
The children brought me in some Head and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Knowles seemed to leap from its accustomed
lovely blossoms, which looking up in of Jacksonville, Florida, visited Mr. I place and lodge itself in her throat.
Frantically she dove about In the
1 the flower guide I found to be lamb- and Mrs. Linwood Dyer last week.
kill. I would very much like to see
David Mann has bought a building | recesses of the purse. The hunthe rhodora.
off the David Smith place, and Donald { dred-dollar bill was gone 1
What should she do? Accuse the
Today I also found many lovely Wiley is moving it to his place to be
woman, point blank? Demand the
flowers which I also took up with the converted into a garage.
return of her hundred-dollar bill?
flower guide. I found pleasure In getMrs. Ethel Stone, Mrs. Stephen |
ing their names. In Massachusetts I Willis. Misses Eva Stone and Augusta I Call the conductor? As if in an
visited the park and saw the lioness Stone motored to Surry Sunday. I swer to her thoughts, the woman
and Amos and Andy, also a peacock Miss Eva will remain there for the I rose and hastened down the aisle
to the ladies’ wash room. And In
spreading its wonderful fan. confirm summer.
her hurry jhe had, like Judith, left
ing the saying, “as proud as a
Mrs. Ethel Borgerson and children her purse on the seat.
peacock.” I went to the flying field
Without a moment’s hesitation
and saw the silver Ford trimotor, also of Rockland visited Mrs. Alice Pierce
last week.
Judith reached over and snatched
many flights and landings of planes.
Congratulations
are
offered
to
Mr.
up the small brown bag—opened It.
'But I could not linger, so after one
day’s visit with my dear ones, I started and Mrs. James Willis whose marri- i Her heart plunked back Into place:
age
took
place
Wednesday
evening.
the hundred-dollar bill was there!
back to Maine. It was cloudy weather
all the trip, with showers, but after They have entered upon housekeeping Quickly she pulled It out and tucked
on
Andrews
Island.
It Into her own purse, placing the
I reached home the sun shone out.
Master Walter Willis recently met brown bag In the position she had
M. A. A.
with quite a painful accident, falling found it
from a high ai>ple tree.
At two o’clock Judith pressed the
Max LeBaron of St. John, Mich., doorbell of Aunt Claire's apartment,
has joined his wife here for a few days and Aunt Claire, dressed to go out,
opened the door. Her greeting was
before returning home.
Fred Newman is in training at Fort matter-of-fact. "Hello, Judy. When
Williams. Portland, this feeing his I knew you were coming it was too
late to cancel my afternoon engage
fourth year.
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Hurd have ment but—”
to their home, having spent
“You knew, Aunt Claire?”
When You Buy Aspirin returned
two weeks’ with his parents Mr. and
“Yes, you have a message from
Mrs. George Hurd.
Larry. I’ll have to hurry along
look for the Name
Mr. and Mrs. Daron Mullins of New’ now, but make yourself at home. I
BAYER
Bedford. Mass., are visiting their won't be late."
uncle, James Mullins.
Judy tore open Larry's message:
It pays to be careful when you
Lawson Small has bought the Ash "Judy, darling, measure people’s
Point parsonage and intends it for a chins and noses with a ruler If you
buy Aspirin. Genuine Bayer Aspirin
like, but come back. Leaving the
| future home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Currien are hundred dollars on your dressing
is safe as well as sure. These tablets
visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Arthur table and all the doors open was a
are always reliable — they never Browns.
grand gesture, and I love you for it.
Life is nothing without you, Judy.”
depress the heart.
When Aunt Claire returned, there
PORT CLYDE
f
was no sign of Judith, but In the
Know what you are taking for
waste basket lay a well-thumbed
Mrs. R. D. Seavey and Miss Esther
copy of Analyzing Character.
that pain, cold, headache or sore

PROTECT
YOURSELF

Seavey have returned from a visit in
throat. To identify genuine Bayer Glenmere.
Mrs. Maud Kendall of Biddeford is
Aspirin look for the name BAYER a guest of her sister Mrs. Emma
on every package and the word Buker.
Mrs. Ruth Thompson and children
GENUINE printed in red.
of Matinicus are guests 'of Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Benner.
Mrs. Elsie Freeman of New Jersey
has been visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Simmons of
Farmington were visitors Friday at
Walter Simmons.
Mrs. Ada Simmons and daughter
Phyllis spent a few days in Rockland
last week.
Clarence Wentworth and daughter
Ruth and son Willard of Newtonville,
Mass., were in the village Sunday.
Rev. Ruth Walsh is supplying the
pulpit at the Baptist Church during
the absence of Rev. Mr. Walsh.
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Canvaibaclc Speediest Duck

Ducks can approximate the flying
speed of the ordinary passenger air
plane, although the faster ships out
run them. The speediest duck Is
the canvasback, which travels at an
estimated rate of 145 feet a second,
or nearly 100 miles an hour.—Popu
lar Mechanics Magazine,

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Straat
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
* Telephons Connection

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

JOSEPH BOGGIA, Chef
The Plaza Hotel, New York City

OW, In the glorious season
when fresh vegetables are
abundant and inexpensive, it
clearly behooves the conscientious
housewife to make the most of her
opportunities. Not only because
.
they are among
'
the most deli,v
: cious of natrre’s
A
many gifts, but
»
because they
contain so many
of the elements
vital to health,
fresh vegetables
should form an
important part
of every family’s
summer menu.
Serve them in
——aa
the standard
Chef Boggia
ways, of couree.
but after a while
even the tastiest vegetable is likely
to lose some of its appeal unless
variation is introduced into the
method of preparation. Watch for
new recipes, and with this watch
fulness combine a wise use of the
three fundamental vegetable sea
sonings—pepper, salt and sugar.
The last, without being noticeable
in the finished dish, restores the
garden sweetness the vegetable be
gins to lose as soon as it is picked.
The woman who understands the

N

use of these seasoners possesses
the most important secret of veg
etable cookery.
Carrots and Peas with MintBoil together for five minutes two
cups cooked, diced carrots, one cup
cooked peas, and one small bunch
of mint. Drain and add salt, pepper
and one heaping tablespoon butter.
Sprinkle lightly with sugar and set
in the oven until the sugar melts.
Just before serving garnish with
mint leaves.
Corn Loulsenne—Simmer for five
minutes in one and a half cups
whole milk, two cups of corn fresh
ly cut from the cob. Add salt to
taste, one-fourth teaspoon paprika,
one teaspoon sugar, and two table
spoons butter. LJne a shallow dish
with thin slices of hot, buttered
toast. Pour in the mixture. Lay
strips of crisply cooked bacon over
the top and garnish with sprigs of
parsley.
Peas and Onlona—Cook separ
ately, until tender, one and a half
cups shelled peas and one-half cup
little onions. Heat four tablespoons
thick cream in a saucepan. Add
the peas and onions. Shake lightly
until well covered with the cream
and very hot Add one-fourth tea
spoon sugar. Mix thoroughly and
serve.
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AULD SCOTIA
They flew over Ireland, then the
North channel, and to the south.
Just below the North channel David
could see the Irish sea. It looked
rough and wild, but David liked It,
and as they flew up along the west
coast of Scotland David thought he
had never seen such wild water.
There were great rocky, small Is
lands scattered everywhere. How
rocky they were! There didn’t seem
to be any people around, not even
Map people, and only the great
waves and rocks were playing so
madly together.
The waves dashed over the rocks,
hit against them with all their
might, until it seemed as though the
rocks would break with the great
force of the waves, but no, the rocks
were too sturdy for that
David felt that neither would
ever win—both were so strong, and
perhaps this was why they enjoyed
playing together—they were evenly
matched.
Wilder and wilder grew the
sea, more and more the waves
pounded over the Islands. The air
pilot Wind was becoming much ex
cited, too. It could he seen that he
liked this. He roared and shrieked
with delight
"That’s tlie way, Waves! Don’t
waste any time. That’s It, Rocks,
don’t let the waves get the better of
you.”
And then David met a gentleman
named Old Scotia.
He was most interestingly dressed
and he was friendly at once.
“You see my home Is all, all over
this country of Scotland, and Geo
said I could give you a fine break
fast I have It all ready."
So David sat down, there In the
very heart of the Scottish high
lands and Auld Scotia handed him
hts breakfast from a covered basket
he had brought with him. He had
a big bowl of porridge—and though
he wasn’t always so fond of por
ridge at home the air had made
him so hungry that he enjoyed It
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HORIZONTAL
1-Fascinate
5-Pass, as time
9-King (French)
10-A grain
12- Evil
13- A worthless leaving
15—Skilful
16— Drilled
18- Sailor (colloq.l
19- Feminine suffix
20- Vapor
23-Those who treat
hides
27-A Hawaiian food
29- Superlative ending
of adjectives
30- Rodent
31- Hurrah (abbr.)
32- Do
33- A sweet crystalline
compound
35-Minor
37- 1002 (Roman)
38- Combining form—
air
39- A fruit
41-Suite
43- Prefix—before
44- Before
46- Ending of nouns of
action
47- ln no manner
49- A cover
50- A river in Russia

59
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48

47

51

33
57
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By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

OtXXKXXXXXKXXyOOtXXKXXXyOO

j HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
21- Beast of burden
22- Stul^bed, as one’s
toe
23-T raced
24- A Swiss river
writing
25- Knock
57-A stage in the de 26- Wool cutter
velopment of a cell 27- Mating
61-Likewise
28- A month (abbr.)
63- Feminine deer
34-Same as “gyp”
64- A Confederate gen 36-Chinese plant
eral (U. S.)
39- S. W. State of U. S
65- Fish eggs
(abbr.)
66- lrregular (abbr.)
40- An eagle
67- A woodland deity
41- Three (Italian)
(Gr. Myth.)
42- Prefix—not
68- ldle talk
43- Checkered
45- Weird
VERTICAL
46- Higher in place
1-The top of a thing
48-A member of an
2- Strike
English royal line
3- Decay
51-Termination of
4- Deface
nouns denoting vo
5- Falsehood
cation
6- Conjunction
55- Numbers (abbr.)
7-Toper
56-A New Zealand par
8- Period of time
rot
9- A cooking appa
57-T ricky
ratus
58- Prefix—through
, 59-Swab
11- Pollute
12-Jeer
60- Ever (contr.) 14-A distinguishing
61- Small bird
quality of character 62- Metal in tha raw
I
state
17-Tavern

52- African antelope
53- Tcxtile fabric hav
ing a corded sur
face
54- A colored liquid for

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Hartel and
son Charles of Newtonville are visit
ing* Mrs. A Hartel,«a*Jr., at Davis
Point
Mrs. Roger Rvans of Princeton. N. |
J., is spending several weeks with
Mrs. Owen Evans^at Martin’s Point.
Norman Southworth of Newtonville
spent the weekend here with his
familq.
Mrs. Ava Murphy of Vineyard
Haven is visiting relatives and
friends in this place.
Roland Burns was able to leave
Knox Hospital Saturday and is now
with relatives in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Feiker and fam
ily rriotored to Bangor Sunday with
Mrs. Chesley Delano.
Corinne Griffith in “Lilies of the
Field” will be the feature picture at
the Playhouse Wednesday.
Miss Maya Bamford has returned
from a European trip and isi at Greystones for the summer.
H. J. Autio was operated on for
appendicitis at the State Street Hos
pital. Portland.
Mrs. Alice Foote and family of
New Rochelle. N. Y.. are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weaver at Mar
tin’s Point.
Misses Grace and Betty Wilcox and
Arlene Brice of Gle*n Ridlge. with
Ella Curren of Bloomfield, N. J., were
guests of Miss* Hazel Mitchell Thurs
day while making a tour of northern
Maine and Canada.
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Carrie Clark’s grass and haying is the
order of the day everywhere.
Richard Loomis made a trip to Bos
ton this week.
Mrs. Lydia Day is improving in
health.
James Duane of Waldolhoro has
been in the place looking up Christ
mas trees.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard are at
their farm this week where they have
a fine garden.
Edmund Prescott is haying for L.
L. Morton.
Herbert Prescott is cutting the hay
on Mrs. Nora Campbell’s farm.
Mis-s Irene Hibbert was home from
Farmington summer school for the
weekend.
Edith Overlook is offering her Royal
typewriter for sale. It can lie seen
at the house.

RAZORVLLE
Harry Kahrmann and family are at
their home here for the summer.
Ralph Hibbert has a new car.
Mrs. Myrtie J. Snow of New York
is passing her vacation with Mrs. B.
K. Ware.
Mrs. Ilda Russell of Warren and
Miss Lillian Russell of Boston are at
' / 2 HE
their home here for the summer.
Mrs. Myrtie Snow and Mrs. Edith
Overlook were guests of Mrs. Lottie
Jones Thursday. They were, school
mates and had not met for many
SIMON K. HART
years.
Ralph Hibbert is cutting grass on
MONUMENTS
S3 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
Winfield Savage’s farm.
Sydney Humes is cutting Mrs.
42Tlf

o

What a Treat It Was.
Then he had finnan haddie and a
lot of toast and marmalade and a
cup of tea.
While he ate, Auld
Scotia sang to him from time to
time, rollicking Scottish Jigs and
dances, and told him strange old
tales of legends and history.
Now and again pheasants and
grouse rustled the leaves and let
themselves be seen, while at times
the mist came down over the hills
and David did not wonder it want
ed to come down and see so un
usual and rugged and beautiful
country.
Such a big breakfast as he ate,
and then he wandered around the
Scottish part of the Magic Map. He
went down through the Gramplen
mountains nnd picked up a glorious
cairngorm stone, and he wandered
west and a little south to Greenock
along the River Clyde, where they
were making boats, and he felt he
would like to he a boat builder. He
passed near Glasgow and saw the
sun come out and the mist at the
very same time and then came rain
bows, lovely rainbows, everywhere,
one after the other.
He went through the Tressaehs
to the east, skirting the highlands,
and he was told that Tressaehs
meant "Bristling Country.” How
they did bristle with grand old
scenery and beautiful lakes. He
saw Ellen’s isle nnd Loch Entrine
nnd Loch Lomond and Roh Roy’s
cave and remembered poetry and
books they had read in school where
the scenes were all laid right here.
Then he saw the Firth of Forth
and the Firth proudly told him that
Ills name meant a narrow arm of
the sea, and that he didn’t want a
wide, ungainly arm, hut Just the
narrow one that he had.
Edinburgh was a fine city lady,
too, with a castle built high over
the city, and he went across the
bridge of the Firth of Forth with
Its great stone and steel strength
rising high over the water.
But more than anything he loved
the moors and the heather, the un
tamed hills and the little simple cot
tages, and the shaggy cattle and
the delicate yet sturdy wild roses.
What a treat It was, he thought, to
have wandered abouL quite by him
self in Scotland.
And then Wind, his air pilot,
came.
(©, 1930, Western Newspaper Union.)

Bobby's Appetite
Father—It’s a funny thing, but
Bobby seems to eat twice as much
chicken every time we have visit
ors.
Mother—Why Is that, Bobby?
Bobby—'Cos that's the only time
when we have chicken!—Passing
Show.

The Soft Answer
Father (suddenly entering room
where son Is supposed to be doing
homework)—Do you know you are
studying that book upside down?
Son (w’ith great presence of
mind)—I do, and it’s very difficult.

—Pearson’s.

WARREN

Daily Service

Members solicited for the Baptist
fair are requested to hand their do
(Including Sunday)
nations to the committee by Wed
nesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. David Starrett and
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Hallowell and Clarence Starrett of
Lynn were recent guests at the home
of Mr. and Mrs Ernest L. Starrett.
Miss Dorothy Dinnick of Rockland
who has been visiting Miss Lucile
cfleamer
Rdbbins at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Mills, returned to her home
Saturday.
Freight and Passenger Service
The Sons of Union Veterans Aux Sail on the “CAMDEN" or "BEL
iliary will discontinue meetings un FAST” any (lay including Sunday,
til Sept. 9.
at 8 P. M., Standard Time for Boston.
Mrs. Alice Cook has had asi guests Connections at Boston with direct
Steamer
Mrs. Theodore Feyler, Mrs. Bernard steamer to New York.
Newfeert of Waldoboro and Miss “J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5-15
A. M. Standard Time Daily including
Sadie Feyler of Baltimore
Elmer E. Watts returned to Re Sunday for Bar Harbor and inter
vere Saturday after spending ten mediate landings. Steamer “WEJSTPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
days’ vacation with relatives here.
Standard Time Daily including Sun
Howard Norwood, Jr., of Holyoke, day for Brooklin and intermediate
Mass., is the guest of relatives here
landings.
for a time.
Reduced Rates for automobiles ac
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bacon of Wol
companied by passengers.
laston, Mass., are guests at Mr. and
For reservations apply Wharf Office
Mrs. H. N. Hilton’s.
Mr. and Mrs. G»eorge Wetherby
who have been spending their vaca
tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Watts, returned Sunday to
Providenie.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Batchelder
and children of Weymouth, Mass.,
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
spent Friday with' Mr. and Mrs.
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Ernest Starret't, Middle road.
Eastern Standard Tim*
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills, accompanied
Vinalhaven Line
by Mrs. Jesse Mills, attended the re
Stenmer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Sunday
at
7.00
A. M. and 1.00 I'. M. Arriv
ception in honor of Col. F. S. Philat dockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
brick. new department commander of ing
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
the G.A.R. at Rockland last Thurs 3.30 I’. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
10.50 A. M. and 4.50 I'. M.
day evening.
Stonington and Swan's Island Lino
W. E. Hahn and Misses Harriet and
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. M.,
Susie Hahn motored to Portland Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to arr
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning!
Wednesday.
On their return they leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
about 5.00 3*. M.
Newell Eugley. Mr. Eugley is re 7island
*-tf
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
covering from an operation recently
performed at the Maine General Hos
pital.
Miss M. Grace Walker was* dinner
guest of Mrs George Teague Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs Willard Hall who were
at Pori Clyde for several weeks,
have returned to their home.
iMr. and Mrs. Dexter Drury of
Marlboro, Mass., spent last week with
Embody sacred memorise. They
Mr. and Mrs. John Teague.
are the evidence of loving
Mrs. Maude Da via of Vinalhaven
thoughtfulness.
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ben
jamin Davis the past week.
Skilled in the craft of memorial
Edwin Crawford who has been suf
making, we are ready to serve
fering from a severe case of blood
yeur every need.
poisoning in his left hand as a result
of a cat bite, isi improving.
It has been 50 years instead of 15,
Wm. E. Dorn&n & Son,
as previously stated since Jesse Sidelinger who recently viafted his cousins
Inc.
Mrs. Minnie Watts and Mrs. E. O.
Perkins, had been east from Cali
EAST UNION, ME.
fornia.
84Ttf
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weaver and
son Leslie, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Reed and family enjoyed
a motor trip to Waterville, Quebec
July 6, returning July 9. They went
by the way of northern New Hamp
shire.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Fiske are mov
“Keeps the Foot Well”
ing to Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ludwig of
for Men and Women
Gardiner, Donald Kenniston and
Percy Kenniston of the Wyman
Farms at Winthrop, and Mrs. Bertha
Ludwig of Rockland were weekend
guests of F. M. Kenniston and Mrs.
Percy Kenniston.
Leslie Borneman of Waldoboro
sustained a broken leg when a stag
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
ing fell at Juds«on Benner’s where he
was painting, and he was taken to
DORMAN’S
Knox Hospital in an ambulance.
440 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND,
Wilder Moore also received a had cut
20-tf
on his face as a resultl of the fall.
Nelson Moore returned Tuesday
from Matinicus. called there by the
illness and death of Mrs. Moore’s
father.

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

EASTERN

gteamgfilp lines

every grave.

Memorials
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Used Furniture

WASHINGTON

For

Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Calkin of Mal
den, Mass., arrived Friday.
Mr.
Calkin, returning the first of the
week. Mrs. Calkin will remain for
another week.
Mrs. Mary Baker and Mrs. Ruth
Carr arrived July 7 from Bloomfield,
N. J., and are at C. H. Sukeforth’s
for a few’ weeks.
Fred Sukeforth of Augusta was a
weekend guest at the home of his
firother, Cjharles (Sukeforth.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Pierpont and
children of Midd-leton, Mass., passed
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Manley Pierpont.
iMr. and Mrs. C. H. Sukeforth. ac
companied) by their guest Mrs. Mary
Baer, motored to Augusta Saturday.
Klden Brown who has been in
tow’n the post two months is helping
Leslie Morton with haying.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lincoln visited
their daughter Mrs. Louise Ames
Sunday in Jefferson.
SHERIFF'S SALE
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
June 10, A. D. 1930.
Taken this tenth day of June A. 1). 1930.
on an execution dated May 19 A.D. 1930. issued
on a judgment rendered by our Justices of
our Superior Court at the term thereof begun
and held at Wiscasset, within and for the
County of Lincoln and State of Maine, on
the first Tuesday of May A. 1). 1930, to wit,
on the fifteenth day of said May. Jn favor of
John T. <»ay and John H. Miller, both of Wal
doboro In said County of Lncoln and State
of Maine, copartners doing business under
the firm name and style of fWaldoboro Garage
Company, and against Lemuel A. Grant and
Albert T. Grant, both of Rockland In the
County of Knox and State of Alalne, for the
sum of three hundred .ninety two dollars and
thirty four cents, debt or damage, and sev
enteen dollars and thirteen cents, costs of
suit, and will he sold at public auction at the
Sheriff’s Office at Knox County Court House
in 'Rockland in said County of Knox and
State of Maine on the thirty first day of July
A. 1). 1039, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
tlie highest bidder therefor, the following de
scribed real estate, and all the right, title and
interest, which the said Lemuel A. ’Grant
had In and to the same on the twelfth day of
April A. 'D. 1029, at eleven o'clock in the fore
noon, the time when the same was attached
on the original writ In wald action, to wit:
A certain lot of land, with the buildings
thereon, situated on Spruce Street In
Rockland In the County of Knox and
State of Maine, being lot No. 22 on plan
of land situated In said Rockland, belong
ing to Hon. Joseph Farwell, drawn by
S. F. Rose, and recorded In Knox County
Registry of Deeds In Book of iPlaus No. 1,
Page 12, dated July 19. ]XK6.
C. EARL LUmVICK
81-T-87
Deputy Sheriff.

CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering tome remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low cost.
A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
♦1 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
.
75STaf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm has
faithfully served the famlllea
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Dey 450;
7S1-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

DR. E. L. SCARLOT

Dentist
302 MAIN ST.

36 Limerock St.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone 91S-M

Telephone* 1298: Realdence 283-U

83tC

Roo

Osteopathic Physiciai
By Appointment—Tel. 1M
Graduate of American Schoo]
Osteopathy
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FMM WOMAN

PARALYZED FRESHMAN SMS

New Ford Truck With Closed Cab

CRIPPLES GET THE BREAKS Sargon Has Brought New

BENEFITED

Strength and Happiness To
University Student Believes They
Are Given the Best Things
In Life,

After Talcing Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
Lirkdalc, Pa.—"Before I was mar
ried, my mother and sister and 1 did all
the farming work
on a 04-acre farm
for eleven years. I
married a fanner
and now in addi
tion to my house
work and tlie rare
of iny children I
help him with the
outside work on
___ our farm. After
my last t-hild was
h"r"suffer as many
women do. Finally our family doctor
told me to try Lydia E. I’inkham’s
Vegetable Compound. I did and now I
am a new woman and I know that good
health is better than riches.”—Mas.
Clyde I. Sueuman, It. #1, Lickdale, I*a-

EW Ford Model AA trucks
and Model A light delivery
cars were announced this
week by the Ford Motor Company
and are on display In the show
rooms of Ford dealers.
Changes in the trucks are prin
cipally in the front end, which
has been completely redesigned, and
in the cab. The radiator is higher
with more cooling surface, fenders
are wide and flowing, and a black
cowl strip adds a note of distinction.
The new Model AA trucks with
the four-speed transmission intro
duced several months ago may be
had with enclosed or open cab. The
enclosed cab, shown above, is all
steel, it is low in appearance yet
with ample head room. The open
cab is of black rubber top material

N

VINALHAVEN
Miss Ethel Tolman of Owl’s Head
arrived Saturday and is the gues.t of
her cousin, Thad C. Carver, and her
aunt, Mrs. Charles Shields.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Owens of Minne
apolis were guests the past week of
Mrs. Louise Folsome.
Miss Lois Sealbury of Weymouth.
Mass., is spending the summer with
her aunt, Mrs. Edward I*ane.
James O. Carver recently re-turned
from a motor trip to Bar Harbor.
iMrs- Gladys Richards and son Mor
gan of Utica, N. Y.. are guests at
Mrs. J. T. Dickenson’s.
Late arrivals at Bridgeside are
Rev. James E. Riiggs o'f New York
and Mr. and Mrs J. E. Maynard
Smith of East Milton. Mass. Miss
Mary Harrah who has been spending
three weeks there, left Wednesday
for her home in Fort Wayne. Indiana.
Extra guests at Bridgeside Sunday,
were Mrs.
William Hutchinson,
Cleveland. Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Newbert, Vinalhaven; Misses Ruth
and
Marjorie Drew.
Somerville,
Mass.; Louis Pitcher and Kayren
Draper, Boston; Dr. George Schuartz,
Malden; Don Scott. Worcester; Sum
ner Blake, Somerville; Earl Wllsort,
Louisville. Ky.
Miss Grace Roberts who has been
the guest o»f her mother, Mrs. Aura
Robert^ returned Saturday to Bost
ton.
J. R. Kittredge of Rockland was
in town Friday.
Erma Whitmore and Fanny Ames
were home Saturday from North
Haven.
The attraction the past week ’U
Memorial hall was Manager I)rew*s
presentation of talking pictures,
which began Wednesday.
Frank Rogers is confined to his
home with broken ribs, t.he result of
a fall while at work for Libby-Bur•,
cbell Fisheries Co.
Mrs. Kate Dyer who has l>een a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Whitmore, has returned to Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Ingerson,
daughter Allegri, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles WChster and son James spent
the weekend at the Wigwam, Shore
Acres.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Coombs have
moved into their new homo, on High
street.
The following party enjoyed Sun
day at The Laurie a* Shore Acres,

.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shields-, Mrs.
I’hil Johnson of Detroit. Mich., Miss
Ethel Tolman of Owl’s Head, Charles
Coughlin of Rockland, ' Thad C.
Carve rand Miss Hattie Beannague of
Pratt, Kansas.
Dr. Wllliaip Hutchinson of Cleve
land, Ohio, has arrived and is at his
cottage Hilltop at the Reach.
Albert Annis who has been a guest
the past two weeks of his sister, Mrs.
E. G. Carver, left Monday for Wal
tham, Mass.
Upion Church circle supper will be
served at .the vestry Thursday at
5.30.
Edwin Rule returned Snuday to
Boston, makiing the trip to Rockland
by plane. While in town the past
two weeks he was .the guest of Mrs.
James T. Dickenson at Lane's Island.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Robertson and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Raymond and
daughter Shirley of Boston arrived
Saturday morning.
The Economy Club will meet Fri
day evening with Mrs. Harry Coombs.
Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw and son Al
fred left Friday for Camden where
the>- were guests of her son Blanch
ard. They will visit friends in Port
land and Boston 'before returning
home.
Friday evening at the home of
Mrs. Charles Chilles eight tables of
bridge were entertained at pyramid
tea. The hostesses were Mrs. Chilles,
Mrs. James Christie. Mrs. O. V. Drew
and Mrs. H. W. Filield.
Guests of Mrs. Charles Fillehrown
who arrived Saturday were Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Wentworth, son Murray
of Chestnut Hill. Mass., and Mrs.
Francis Rooney and son Francis of
North Brookfield, Mass.
Rev. Janies F. Riggs, a guest at
Bridgeside,
preached
at
Union
Church Sunday morning. He also
spoke in the Sunday school as did
Mrs. Relba Graham.
Einar Carlson died in Fairfield July
10 and the remains were brought
here for burial under the auspices of
the Paving Cutters’ Union. Funeral
services were held Saturday at the

and is easily removed. Both cabs
are equipped with windshields of
Triplex shatterproof glass and vac
uum type windshield wipers.
Model AA trucks may be had with
a platform body, which can be
equipped with stakes or a panel
body. The chassis has many im
provements, including the fourspeed transmission, larger front
brakes, stronger springs, power
take-off opening and optional dual
rear wheels.
The Model A line of new commer
cial cars comprises a light delivery
truck with pick-up body, a de luxe
delivery truck, a small panel truck
and a station wagon. These cars
have the smaller wheels and larger
tires of the new Ford passenger
cars.
undertaking rooms of W. Y. Fossett.
The deceased was a native of iSweden
and was 33 years of age. His parents
were Andrew and Satirder (Jlelman)
Carlson of Sweden.
William Roberts died at his home
Tuesday after a long illness. Besides
his wife he is survived by a daugh
ter, Mrs, Alice Bruce, and brother.
David Roberts of this .town. Mr.
Roberts was an esteemed citizen and
a kind friend and neighbor, well liked
by a large circle of friends. He was
a paving cutter by trade and memiber of the Paving Cutters’ Union.
Services were held a.t the home
Thursday, Rev P. J. Clifford officiat
ing.
There were beautiful floral
offerings, silent tributes of love and
esteem.
Interment was made in
Pool’s Hill cemetery.
'William Calderwood and William
Rhynard returned Monday from Port
land, where they visited Mr. Calderwood’s daughter. Mrs. Lorna Po’.k,
a nurse at Maine General Hospital.
They also enjoyed an auto trip to
tha White Mountains accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Polk.
Milton Wessel of Swampscott,
Mass., Is in town for his vacation,
making' the journey by automobile
and visiting Portland enroute.

SOUTH HOPE
Blueberries are ripening fairly fast.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart and Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Lermond are having
a few days’ vacation trip to New
York and will go thence to Canada.
Miss Ada Ripley is working for Mrs.
Willard Dart.
Alford Lake Camp is rather small
this year—only about 35 girls there.
Usually there are around 80.
Leslie G. Heath who has been dis
abled with a bad eye for several
weeks is now at work again.
The repair work on what is to he
Heath Bros, new garage is complet
ed and as soon as the driveway is
graveled it will be ready for use.
Mrs. Annie Thorndike is visiting
her mother Mrs. Waltz.

------------------------------------- 1

NATIONAL DODGE DEMONSTRATION MONTH

Get the
of the Marathon Car
DRIVE THE DODGE EIGHT-IN-LINE!
Back and forth from coast to coast, a

fort. See how silently, how effortlessly it

Dodge Eight-in-Line is running a con
tinuous Mileage Marathon ... A daring
feat to show the world what a depend

floats along.

able Dodge car can standi
Stamina . . . economy . . . long life* . . .
these things the Dodge Eight Mileage
Marathon will demonstrate. But the

Dodge Eight-in-Line holds a
performancethrillthatonlydriv-

Leam the positive action of its weather
proof internal hydraulic brakes . . .
the remarkable sense of security and
steadiness that results from the de

sign of the safe, silent Mono-Piece

Steel Bodies.

,
__ «

Drive the Dodge Eight-in-Line.

Accept our invitation to get into
a Dodge Eight-in-Line. You’ll
get out of it convinced that it
is the greatest car of moderate

Experience its luxurious com

price you ever drove.

ing the car will reveal to you.

Philadelphia. — A
wheel-chair
philosophy of optimism for invalids
has been evolved by u twenty-tliree
year-old paralyzed freshman at
Temple university.
Edwin B. Trentain for 19 years
has eittier lain on a hospital cot or
found his only means of locomotion
in a wheel chair, as the result of
an attack of infantile paralysis
when he was four. He grinned a
denial into the face of his question
er at the Episcopal hospital when
he was asked if he didn’t think life
had given him a pretty had break,
since his desk in Temple class
rooms Is a wheel chair.
“As a matter of fact. I think in
valids are the people who get all
the good breaks," he said. “After
all, when you are out in the world
and have to find for yourself, you
get some pretty raw deals some
times, and people are not always
friendly, by a long shot.
But
though I can't walk, and I’ve spent
most of my life being sick, there
Isn’t anyone In the world who
doesn’t seem to try to be awfully
decent nnd helpful to me. I’m the
lucky one, not you well people.”
Tremnin was graduated with hon
ors nnd won a scholarship last.
June from Northeast high school.
Mrs. Louise S. Tremnin. the
youth's mother, enme in during the
interview.
“He's the optimist of all my fam
ily. Though I have another hoy
nnd girl, who are both strong and
healthy, it’s Edwin who Is tlie
cheerful one, and to whom I come
for enconragement when I get dis
couraged,” she said. “He never
seems to get discouraged. He is
the most optimistic person T know.”
Each morning Tremnin is called
for by bis classmates nnd driven
to Temple university, where anoth
er wheel chair awaits him.
His
friends push him through the cor
ridors to various class rooms dur
ing the day.
Though his lower limbs are com
pletely paralyzed, he has move
ment In his badly crippled fingers
with which to take notes and pass
examinations.

Thousands of Birds
Die in Electric Storm
St Charles, Mo.—Smooth-harked
trees served ns fatal roosts for
thousands of birds near here when
they were charged with electricity
during a storm last August, Dr.
William G. Wilson, ornithologist,
will tell the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture In a report
which he Is preparing.
More than 5,000 dead birds were
reported to have been found on a
farm a short distance from tills
city and more than 1,100 on an
other farm following tlie storm,
according to Doctor Wilson. “I
have never heard of a case of this
kind before,” Doctor Wilson said,
“and It may not happen again in
a thousand years, but I believe that
it Is worth reporting to federal ex
perts.
“In my opinion only birds roost
ing on the smooth-harked trees
were electrocuted when unusual at
mospheric conditions charged tlie
trees with electricity. I believe
that this kind of tree is a conduc
tor of electricity during a storm
because water cannot be absorbed,
making the tree attractive to the
electrical charge.
“The charge was not strong
enough to kill any hut the smallest
birds, however, since no large ones
were found to have been victims of
tills wholesale electrocution," the
doctor declared.

Puget Sound Island Sold
for $6 in U. S. Auction

Performance Thrill

If you are thopplng, arrange for oar
dtmonelralor Io lake you home

DODGE BROTHERS
1

I Dver’s Garaere.
kJ ' Inc.

Olympia, Wash.—For six dollars
John McAvoy of Seattle, bought
from the War department a tiny
island, marked by a single tree, in
Puget sound here recently. More
than 150 tracts of land and Islands
In Puget sound, held for decades
for military purposes, were dis
posed of at auction. Bidding on
nil, from the smallest dot of land
to 40-acre tracts, which brought
$1,400, was spirited. Many islands
still nre held by the state as school
lands. Some are heavily wooded.

Edelweiss Doomed
by Tourist Ravages
Geneva.—Edelweiss, the famous
Swiss mountain flower, is threat
ened with extinction, due chiefly to
tlie ravages of tourists.
Several Alpine regions wtiere the
plant formerly flourished have re
ported that it is now very rare.
Edelweiss does not spread rapidly
even under normal conditions.
A Bavarian botanist estimated
recently that in a certain mountain
area there were 20,000 roots of edel
weiss in 1920. At the end of 1928,
he said, only 600 remained.

Offers Prize for Grid
Songs of College Type
Boston. — Because he believes
there are too many hymns in tlie
Boston university songtiook, an un
known friend of the school has do
nated $75 to be used in a prize
contest for songs of a more rollick
ing nature.
“Alma mater” hymns nre taboo.
He wants football marches anil
sougs of the “Boola-boola” type.
Find Pile Village

Trenton, Italy.—Traces of a pre
historic village of pile dwellings
were discovered during the partial
draining of Lake Ledro for tlie
building of hydroelectric works.
Among the piles were found valu
able dishes and ceramics.

Rockland, Maine

i

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Seven Body Styles

•590 to *675
Price* (. o. b. factory

1I
1

CHANGED WHOLE LIFE

NOW (INI or THE LOWEST-PRICED CARS IX THE WORLD

PLYMOUTH
CMRVSlYK *• AA’O'TO
» « ODUCT
«()ID BY niHH.F

a*
BROTHERS DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

*590

And up, f.o. b. factory

Mrs. Gray
‘ Sargon has made mo so much
stronger and 'brighter that my entire
outlook on life Is different. •

MRS. AGtNES GRAY"

“I used to jbe just tired to death all
the time. I\1 roll and tosn all night
and always got up worn out. I had to
force myself to eat enough to keep
going.
Sargon strengthened my
nerves so that 1 sleep good and get
up mornings refreshed and full of
energy. I don’t know when I’ve had
such a wonderful appetite and I
simply feel fine all the time.
“Sargon Pills keep the system regu
lated in such an easy, natural way
that they have n me of the bad effects
of ordinary laxatives.”—Mrs. Agnes
Gray, 87 Walnut St., Portland. Me.
Sargon may .he obtained in Rock
land at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.—
adv.
84-lt

UNION
Mr. and Mrs. P. 1. Merry of Boston
spent a few days recently at Ye
Green Arbor. Mi s. Grace P. Reed of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., was an overnic it guest upon tier return from St.
John. N. B. Mrs. Reed left St John
at 5 a. m., arriving here at 7 p. m..
covering a distance of 300 miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Higgins of
ihillyanna Lodge, l-’ive I-'lands, Mr.
and Mrs. Orrin Atwood of Medford.
Mass., were at Ye Green Arbor for
Sunday dinner. A. von Schrader, Jr.
of New York. F. de Wolfe Sanger,
Buxton, Mil.. Gordon Carlyle Wliit!,. • , Baltimore, Md., Mr. and Mrs.
Roland 11. Delano. Glen Cove, L. I.
1 Were recent guests.
’ 'Miss M. M. Cobb. Mrs. Catherine
Ball and Miss Lucy Ball of Roekllind. Mrtb I’. J. i’inette, Dannie and
John I’inette of 'Rockland were here
Wednesday night.
Friends of Mrs. Charles Seliger
will be pleased to know she is gain
ing and is expected soon to be able
to sit up after a very serious attack
of bronchitis. Her daughter, Mrs.
Stephen A. Haboush of New 4ork
city is now with her.
Forrest. Frederick and Charles
Forsyth were in Augusta Sunday.
Mrs. Ethel Griffin visited relatives
n Thomaston the pqst week.
Miss Ida Hughes and Harold Fos
sett have bought new cars.
The thunder shower last Monday
morning was very heavy here.
Lightning struck the derrick at the
quarry and a telephone pole in front
of E. H. Burketts house. In the aftrnoon it rained profusely, but the
icavie t part of the shower was north
if this place. Charles Bartlett’s barn
near the Washington Campground
was struck and also the shed, setting
lire to it, but the. blaze was quickly
extinguished.
Miss Ida Hughes spent last weekold with Miss Gertrude Rolfe of
Warren.
Mrs. Abbie Mesenfy is visiting
relatives in Thomaston.
Mrs. Harriet Foster gave a lunch
eon and bridge for a party of eight
it the home of her parents last Frllay in honor of Mabel Marks of Rath.
Mrs-. Rose Stewart with her house
nest Miss Bailey spent Sunday ir.
Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Ix'nnard Marks of
New Jersey and Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Marks of Bath attended services
Sunday at the M. E. Church. Mr.
Ix-onard Marks was soloist in the
norning.
Mrs. Nannie Beane of Saco is the
nest of her daughter Mrs. Ray
Meservey.
Friends of Merton Payson are glad
o learn that he is comfortable and
ecoverlng from bis recent serious
llness. He is at St. Barnabas Hos
pital, Portland.
Mrs. Emma Jones and Mrs. Clara
.Marsh were in Boston last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold IJdstone of
Georgia nnd three sons called on
friends in town recently.
W. E. Haskell is improving in
health at hi? home.
Seven Tree 4-11 Club met at the
mme of G. H. Cameron Monday eve
ning with Ralph Wentworth and Miss
Spearin present.

Just rereived a new lot of Wirthmor Frocks. In all the new hot
weather fabrics, batistes, dimities and
prints. Tub f ist colors: sizes IS to
52. On sale at the Vesper A. Leach
store. Price only $1.00,—adv.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Emma Coniery Yates of
Waterville was in town Friday calling
on friends.
Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston,
Mass., who has been at her home here,
is in Hyannis, Mass., where she is
employed at the airport.
Rev. and Mrs. Alexander Stewart
and David Stewart have been on a
motor trip to Naples.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have
returned from Boston.
Mrs. Caroline Harriman Pratt, a
native of Waldoboro, died In Fram
ingham. Mass., where she made her
home, July 6. She was the daughter
of the late Benjamin and Myra Har
riman and is survived by a daugh
ter, Mrs. Lillian Fuller and two
grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. William IBlack of
Hammontown. N. J., are at their home
here for the summer.
A telephone has been installed In
the residence of A. L. Shorey, super
intendent of schools.
The Susannah Wesley Society held
a sale of cooked food in the (tore of
E. C. Teague Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smith, Mrs.
Edna Swett, Miss Mildred Swett and
Roy Brandt of Chelsea. Mass., and
Clifton Scott and family of Woolwich
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Gardner Walter.
Mrs. Annie Cook of Saranac Lake,
N. Y., has been the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney.
Mrs. I. IS. IBailey and Miss Lois
Hagerman have been guests of Miss
Dora Gay at Martin's Point.
Mrs. A. I*. Hutchinson and Palmer
Hutchinson of Lynfleld. Mass., and
Mrs. Paul Gropp of Washington. D. C.,
have been passing a few days with
Mrs. Rosetta Packard.
Clinton Day of New York and Mrs.
Mildred Mann of Concord, N. H„ who
have been guests of Mrs. Sarah Day.
have returned. Miss Florence Day of
Brockton, Mass., and Miss Helen
Cervas of Raynham, Mass., are guests
of Mrs. Day.
Announcement has been made of
the engagement of Miss Valada
Saucie of Bangor and Dr. P. Goodrich
Cadieu of Waldoboro. Miss Soucie
is the guest of 'Dr Cadieu and his
mother.Mrs. Edward L. Cadieu.

All energies .are being directed
toward the success of the J>awn Fete
to be held here Friday afternoon and
evening for the benefit of the schools.
Refreshments of all kinds and many
other attractive booths will be found
there. ’ Anyone who has not been
given an opportunity to help in some
way please get in touch with (Mrs.
F. J. Baum at once.

Jpanies did when they established the
j standard for booths.—Philadelphia

Inquirer.
9

Cools — Refreshes — Stimulates
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HUDSON
the World’s
Largest Selling

"EIGHT”
Registrations officially recorded
by every State in the Union show

that for this year more Hudson
Eights have been delivered to
consumers than any other eight
in the world.

See For Yourself
the Increasing Number of
Hudson Fights on tlie Street
Hudson Beauty, Hudson Quality, Hud

LAKEWOOD THEATRE

Performance and

son

Hudson Value

frankly question the wisdom of ever

“A Butterfly On the Wheel,” This
Week’, Play Is a Story of Gripping
Interest

paying more for any car. They have made

Hudson the world's largest selling

“A Butterfly on the Wheel" nt
Lakewood this week is a moving
drama produced some 20 years ago.
Its motivation, characterization and
action are all of today.
The story of “A Butterfly on the
Wheel” is one of love between hus
band and wife, ambition and un
scrupulous manners on the part ot
the wife’s rival, the trifling of a social
philander who lends himself to the
rival’s schemes, and the natural help
fulness of a friend in time of need
for both husband and wife. In per
formance "A Butterfly on the Wheel"
creates entertaining atmosphere. Its
taut story grips the attention and
holds attention throughout.
Next week, the Lakewood Players
will offpr a new kind of a mystery
play “The Perfect Alibi.” The thrill
in "The Perfect Alibi" is not in guess
ing who killed the victim, but in try
ing to figure out just how the Lawfound out who did it.—adv.

Eight.

And the growing power of this

conviction is shown in the increasing
numbers you see everywhere.

s 1050

for the
COACH

Nine other models just as attractively
priced. Wide range of colors. All prices

f. o. b. Detroit, Factory.

Blaisdell Automobile Co.
TEL. 896

712 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

free wheeling is here!
_______ _________________________

You don't have to \
touch the clutch,
except to start
or back up!
Free Wheeling—the greatest of Studebaker’s many impressive contributions to
the industry’s progress! Studehaker is the
first American car to offer free wheeling.

in heavy traffic! Consider, too, the economy
of less carbon, less strain and wear on

Like many marvelous engineering
advances, free wheeling is simplicity itself.

momentum never forces your engine —
there is no sensation of "piling up” when

Imagine a car in which you don’t have to
touch the clutch, except to start or back up!
Think of being able to shift from high

you decelerate.
Your car is surprisingly quiet in every
speed . . . uncannily silent when you’re

to second at forty ... fifty miles per hour,
and never touch the clutch!

free wheeling.
Almost incredible as these statements
may seem to you, a drive in the New
Series Studehaker President or Cony
mander Eight will prove them to you.
We promise you the thrill of your life.

engine, transmission and all driving units!
You literally glide along. Your car

Consider the satisfaction of enjoying
these motoring marvels in a seasoned

champion Eight, with a saving of 12 per
cent on gas, 20 per cent on oil—even more

SOUTH THOMASTON

Portland, Maine
Apparently no one has been able to
Quality Work,
Family Washings
advance further in the conservation
Called For and Delivered
of space than the telephone eomParcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106R

Page Five

World Champion

X
f

SERIES

NEW

PRESIDENT EIGHT

Now 1 aa horsepower, 1 jo-inch and 136-inch wheelbases

World Famous COMMANDER EIGHT

£1850 to £2600 at the factory

Noth ioi horsepower, 124-inch wheelbase
#>585 to ^1785 at the factory

Other Studehaker models now as low as £795 at the factory

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS

Park and Union Streets

Jerier

A

V"

LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

> /

Rockland, Maine

Studebaker. Eights

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
Aug. 20 is the d-ate set for the
third annual fair of the American
Legion and Auxiliary for the benefit
u-f the Memorial Library Building
Fund. As usual the fair will be held
on the Mall, and committees from
both organizations are already ac
tively engaged in making plans for
the event. May everybody help make
it a huge success and a bigger and
better fair than that of 1929.
Miss Helen Carr entertained the
Sewing Club at a picnic dinner Mon
day.
William G. Washburn is spending
a few days in Washington. I). C.
Edward it. Newcombe of Glen Bock.
X. .).. is visiting his mother Mrs. W.
A. Newcombe for a week. He is in
the employ of the Manufacturers
Trust Co. of Xew York City.
John Sessler and Miss Mildred
Garland, who have been guests of
llr. and' Mrs. O. F. Cushing returned
to their homes in Boston Saturday
morning.
E. If. Jefferson of Xew York City

Church at 9.30, As many as possibe
will be taken by automobile, the re
mainder by electric car. Box lunch.
Earl Cogan was at home Sunday
from Bucksport. He reports very
high prices prevailing there.
Mrs. Amy Linscott and children
are in town for a visit.
Mrs. Eliza Smith who has 'been
with her mother for a few days re
turned Saturday to her home in
Medford.
•Peter Bulkeley has been placed in
a -boys camp at Medomak for a few
days while his grandmother, Mrs.
Itichard O. Elliot is on a motor trip
to Canada.
Edward P. Ahern motored to Port
land Sunday and met his daughter.
Mrs. Daniel Lakeman and three chil
!
dren front Dorchester, and accom
i
panying them to his home here for
the summer.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Edgerton of i
| Waban were at the home of Mr. and '
, Mrs. E. P. Ahern Sunday. They will
• occupy their farm in Cushing this
season.
i Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gamage of |

KLONOIKERS OF
’98 IN REUNION

ainj

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 13 cents, 3 times
for 30 cents. Additional lines 3 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

Lost and Fourd

—wr

atne

Survivors of Gold Rush
Swap Tales of Old Days
at Seattle.

announce //tetr

Seattle.—The strangest, most ro
S'/nnua/ ^j/a/c of^n
mantic convention In American his
tne
tory has just been concluded in Se
attle, where the calendar was turned
back 30 years.
/ S'/uyust
Q)«,•tnc)
It was a convention of men and
ano
women whose collective memories
hold more of color, excitement and
79-tf
adventure than the memories of any
similar group in the country.
They were the men and women—
9,000 of them—wlio went to Klon
dike in the great gold stampede of
CAMDEN
1S9S, gathered together here from
all over the world for a convention
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
The following party enjoyed an
which they called “the Sourdough
Stampede,” bringing together again
the remaining fragments of the
mighty army that stormed the
Alaskan fastnesses a generation
ago.
There were visitors here from
accidentally cut his foot at Fort Wil
Mullin. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richard'.
many lands. Most of them, of
liams. spent Sunday at home, return- | Reginald McLaughlin has employ Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Miller, Mr. and
course, were from the United
ing to duty Monday.
. ment on the Simmons farm in East IMrs. Christopher Longworth. Mr. and
States, but there were delegates
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Starrett. Warren.
from South America, Mexico, Ger
Mrs. Herbert Thomas, Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rodney Feyler and son and
The residents of the Weatend are I Wa]ter Conley Mr anJ M|.s Frank
many, Cuba and Australia ns well.
daughter spent the weekend in ' pleased that they can get the Black
Morrow Mr and Mrg Rov u,wis
And there was one group of 10
Friendship.
& Gay Canners. Inc. beans and brown ,,,. and JIrs Robert Jamieson Ml.
bent, gray-haired men registered
Mrs. W. A. Meservey of I nion who I bread hot front the oven for their ,,nd Mr> , A Brewster Mrs j.'red.
from the King county poor farm 1
Days of '98 Are Lived Again.
crick Jagcls and Mrs. Lillian Elliott.
Herbert Kirkpatrick is the guest of i local market.
Just as all classes and conditions
Mrs. Harold Stevenson and her
Mrs. Loey Hagar in Rockland.
of men mingled In the rush to the
• • • ♦
mother, Mrs. Link of Northampton.
The funeral of the late Emery
Klondike, so all classes and condi
Mrs.
Larry
Smith
‘
Mass.,
have
rented
the
Capt.
John
Hart who died suddenly Sunday fore
tions mingled in the convention
The
funeral
of
the
late
Mrs.
Larry
Husbv
house
on
Harding
avenue
fer
noon at his home in Cushing will he
here. There were federal judges.
held Wednesday afternoon at 2 Smith Who died in North Warren the summer.
Northwest Mounted policemen, doc
July
10,
was
held
Saturday
afternoon
i
David
McCobb
of
Chicago
is
visito’clock. Standard time.
tors, bankers, farmers, lawyers,
Itev. H. S. Kilborn preached in Bel- ' at he funeral parlors of Sawyer & | ing: relatives in Camden and Lincolndown-and-outs, housewives, men
fast Sunday morning on exchange Simmons.
Choice floral tributes ville.
who had stuck to prospecting ever
with Rev. C. L. Peaslee of the Bap- were massed about the casket. The ' Henry Gould of East Orange, N.
since the glamorous days of ’98—
list Church.
«
! services were officiated atby Rev. j , ,g {he guegt Qf h,g parents Mr aRd
all meeting here in the happy
cameraderie of old-time associa
Mrs Maria Prince arrived in town | Hubert Leach of the Federated | Mrs. W. P. Gould.
Sunday morning and will spend the Church. The bearers were the four
tions.
Donald Weiss of Waterville is
Some of these people had been
summer with her daughter Mrs. Har sons of a daughter of the deceased. I visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean.
Mrs. Emma Simmons of Rockland.
prospectors in the old days. Others
riet Whitney.
an^ Mrs. Herbert Platt and
liatl been faro dealers, steamboat
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Fisher of Interment was in the Thomaston
I daughter Evelyn of Lawrence, Mass..
men, north country doctors, dance
Attleboro. Mass., were guests Friday cemetery.
are
spending
a
few
weeks
at
Terrace
hall girls, fur trappers and nobody
Mrs. Smith was formerly Annie
of Mrs. Raymond McLeod. They left
knows what not.
Saturday for a visit at Clark Island Mank. a native of Waldoboro; when Cottage. Spring street.
Camden friends of Hallett Gilberte
Among the delegates, for In
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton. Mrs. albout 18 years of age she came to
stance, was Kate Rockwell, who
Arthur Elliot. Mrs. Katherine Derry Thomaston which remained her home of Winthrop dhnd New York who
went up to the Klondike in 1898
of General Knox Chapter and Mrs. well on to the end of her life. She spends his summers at his home on the
with tlie Savoy show company,
W. O. Fuller of Lady Knox Chapter worked in Thomaston families until Belfast road, were pleased to hear one
playing dramatic roles for the
motored to Brunswick Saturday to jier marriage to Larry Smith of of his compositions. “Two Roses.”
rough miners. Now living in Ore
attend the annual field day of the Cushing. Several children were born played over WEEI Sunday night.
gon, Kate Rockwell is the propri
Josephine Ella, widow of John S
State D.A.R. A banquet was served to them to whom -she gave her best
etor of a little restaurant.
She
at Eagle Hotel. Speeches followed efforts and her loving ministrations. Felton who died on Sunday at her
knew the dance hall girls who sold
the banquet. Mrs. Creighton of the She was of a reilgious mind and for home on Washington street, was born
drinks to the men—on a percent
Thomaston Chapter who is vice a time was a teacher in the Sunday in St. John. N. B.. 69 years ago. but
age basis of course.
president of the Knox Memorial Asso school which was held in the old had resided in Camden for the past
“Where are the dancing girls?”
thirty-three years. She is survived
ciation made a very full statement of church at Mill River.
A comment
she was asked.
the work that has been done, and is made by one who as a child was in hy two sons. Clifford Felton and John
“Some married millionaires—in
HERBERT
remaining to be d ne. on "Mont her class was “^he always knew her Felton of this place; a sister, Mrs.
THERE RRE 10 MiStAKFS IN THIS PICTURE
gold dust—some came back te the
Rl/oefH
Emma Champeau of Woonsocket. It.
pelier.”
lesson.” Mrs. Smith was possessed
States and went straight, and some
Bert Thompson of Boston who has af great physical strength which was I.: and three brothers. John. Arthur
—didn’t,” stie replied.
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
been at the Knox Hotel spending al
valuable asset t0 her throughout and Lawrence Cavalier of Marlboro,
Braves Chilcoot’s Blizzards.
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
Mass. The funeral will be held this
vacation left Monday for his horn, h(?r ]ong )jfe
gl yearg
A section of the parade here was
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will teke
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev.
in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have of late
led h.v JIrs. David Allerton of Hol
YOU to find them.
Walter Warren and family of Wa- made their Jiome with their daughters Lewis Witham officiating and inter
lywood. who was a great stage fa
terville and Mrs. Brawn and son of in Rockland and Warren. Deceased ment will be in the family lot in the
vorite in the Klondike under tlie
Mountain street cemetery.
Newton. Mass., were guests Sunday
is survived by a husband and four
name of Grade Robinson. She
NORTH CUSHING
Urbane I). Chandler, manager of
of Mrs. W. P. Strong.
left a New York chorus job in 1S97
daughters, Mrs. Antony Castner of the Western Union office in Old Town,
Benjamin Harding of Warren who
Hints
For
Homemakers
to go North, and went through the
Waldoboro, Mrs. Emma Whitney of spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs.
lived at the Meadows} in Thomaston
Friends of Lester Lufkin are
famous ChilcoAt pass with her the
North Warren. Mrs. Etta Simmons Annie L. Chandler.
for several years was in town Mon
I pleased to know he has so far recov- »
By Jane Regers
atrical costumes wrapped In a gunny
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lewis of Port- I ered front his recent accident as to
day and received greetings from and Mrs. Augustus Snowman of
sack and strapped to her back.
Rockland.
land were weekend guests of Mr. and ! bc a|,le to be removed from Knox'
many old acquaintances.
Then there was Dr. I. H. Jloore,
Miss Jane Salusbury of Boston who
Mrs. Frank L. Morrow.
’Hospital to his home here.
pioneer surgeon in Skagway, who
Mr. and Mrs. William Rodick of
BURKETTVILLE
has been a guest in the family of
was hilariously greeted in the con
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Dolliver and :
Auburn have been spending a few
Luther Clark returned home Monday.
vention hall by Jack Lamont, whose
i daughter Lucille motored Saturday
The Pythian Sisters will have a ' The social dances held at Grange days in town.
life he had saved after Lamont had
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Stover of Lew with Miss Charlotte Fuller and Leslie
special meeting in K. of P. hall next [hall every Wednesday night, music
been shot through both thighs in
Friday evening at 7.30 o'clock, day- ' ,,y a Liberty orchestra continue suc- iston were recent guests of Mrs. Jane Feyler to Winchendon. Mass., where I
a free-for-all shooting fracas that
Miss Lucille will visit relatives for
light time.
! cessfully with increasing .attendance Barron.
attended the fatal duel between a
Miss Delia Thomas, daughter of a time. The others returned Sunday.
Miss Margaret Buiburg of Jamaica each week.
bandit, “Soapy" Smith, and the
Plain. Mass., returned to her home ' Ebon Linscott Is at his home here Town Manager and Mrs. Herbert
Miss Alice Smith and sister Miss
heads of the Skagway vigilance
Thomas, is entertaining a party of I Jennie Smith of Augusta and WalSaturday after a visit to Miss Irene j for a short stay.
committee.
Young, Georges street. These young | Clarence Linscott and friend were her young friends at Lake Megunti J doboro are guests at E. S. Yose’s.
One of the most Interesting fig
•
ladies are pupils in the Faelton i visitors at Andrew Rokes’ Sunday. cook today.
ures at the convention was Rev.
A joint birthday party for Wendall
Howard
Horton
of
Wilmington.
Pianoforte School of Boston.
1 Mrs. Ben Plumer who is caring for
George C. Pringle, long known as
and Douglas Young was held at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lewis and i her mother Mrs. Cora Grinnell was Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wil
the “sky pilot of the Yukon," and
' home of their grandmother Mrs.
liam
Start
on
tlie
Lake
City
road.
child visited their aunt Miss Mary J. I pleasantly surprised Saaturday eve
now a resident of Victoria, B. C.
Carrie Young, with guests from
James
Schwartz
of
East
Orange,
N.
Watts upon her birthday Tuesday.
ning when several relatives and
Pringle, who had been graduated
Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Saunders,
J.,
is
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ErnJames Hewett and friend of New friends gathered to help celebrate her
from tlie University of Toronto and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall am!
NSTEAD
of
pouring
it
hot
over
Britain. Conn., visited relatives in ■birthday anniversary. An enjoyable icst Thompson.
had taken post-graduate courses at
daughter Marion,
Mrs.
Blanche
evening was passed with the refresh- ' Miss Alice Start has returned fr
ice, try making ice,J coffee by
Edinburgh, Scotland, went North in
town Sunday.
Killeran
and
family
and
Mr.
and
chilling
the
coffee
In
the
refrigera

'98 and headed straight for tlie
Albert Gould and Roland Paquin J ments consisting of birthday cakes a visit with relatives in Wilmington. j Mrs. Hibbard Young and family.
Mass.
tor. This will mean less dilution
wildest part of the frontier, earning
who have been at Gay’s Island have and ice cream. Mis. Plumer received
from the ice in the glass, and a
Mrs. Marguerite Risteen, Mrs
his passage up tlie Yukon by work
i several nice gifts.
returned home.
much more refreshing drink. The
Just received a new lot of Wirth- Margaret Banks and Miss Helen Kiling the sweeps of a barge and
William T. Smith Jr., and his | Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller and
coffee should be kept in an air
finally landing among tlie gold
grandmother Mrs. Minnie A. Ludwig • daughters and Daniel Kellar of West mor Frocks. In all the new hot leran went to Portland Sunday. On
tight container between brewing
creek 20 miles back of Dawson.
sailed Sunday from Boston for Eu- 1 Rockport spent Sunday afternoon at weatner fabrics, batistes, dimities and ! her return Mrs. Risteen will visit her
and serving, so that it will retain
Month after month he went afoot
prints. Tub fast colors; sizes 16 to husband's parents in Thomaston.
rope. They were accompanied to the I Nelson Calderwood’s.
its flavor and aroma.
among the mining camps—Whisky
boat by a party of relatives and
Miss Chloe Miller has employment 52. On sale at the Vesper lA. Leach
Mrs. Grace Moore and Mrs. Long of
llill, Paradise Hill, Squabblers’
store. Price only $1.00.—adv.
friends among whom was William at Medomak Camp.
I Thomaston have been in town reBeet3
are
rich
In
vitamins
A,
B
Bench, Last Chance creek and Too
T. Smith, ST., who went by boat to
Miss Leola Miller has returned
| eently doing missionary work in the
and C. Also they possess calcium,
JIucli Gold creek—carrying mail,
Boston Saturday night with his son. home from her work as central girl | Still, pri-bably more people in this
interest of the Pentecostal Church.
phosphorus
and
iron,
all
of
which
nursing the sick nnd holding church
The Federated Sunday school is at Washington.
eount/y understand the new tariff:
is
more
than
enough
to
recommend
services in barrooms and road
Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens and
having its annual picnic at Oakland
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grinnell and jthan understand Mr. Einstein's latest
them
for
both
children
and
grown

houses, wherever he could find
Park tomorrow. Those wishing to Robert Esancy were in Tlr maston [ explanations about space.—AlbanvlMrs. Sarah Dolham of Warren were
ups. A small amount of sugar ad room.
Evening News.
it I. W. Seavey’s Saturday.
go will meet at the Congregational | Sunday evenin
ded while boiling, about a teaspoon
It would he Impossible to name
to a cup of water, restores the gar all of the interesting nnd colorful
den sweetness they are almost sure figures at the convention.
to have lost in greater or less de
gree on their way from the garden
40,000 Head of Cattle
to the saucepan.

LOST $15 In bills on Main St. Thursday
about 6 p. in.
Finder will be rewarded.
ALONZO 'MESERVEY, Appleton or CourierGazette Office.
83*85

Notice To Berry Pickers
NOTICE. This Is to advise that berry pick
ing and trespassing on any of the berry plots
on my properties are proiilblted this season.
\V M HOFF’SES.
81-86

Wanted
WANTED Man and wife to go on farm.
Apply at once. TEL. 27"-W. Box 443. Korkliiiitl._________________________________ 84-841
WAN TED Voting girl for housework. Call
at 19 BEEGH ST. or Tel. <M58.
84-86
WANTED 'Position as caretaker expe- |
rleticed hotel and tourist camps. Hand) with ]
tools. All year. Address S, care The Gou-I
th r-Cazctte.
84-86 |
WANTED—Girl for housework in family of |
two. MRS. HATTIE KALLOCH. 157 Middle |
St Tel. 568-W.
83-tf
WANTED-Girl for general housew-nk
MRS DAVID IRUBENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave. I
Tel. 1283._____________________________ 84-S6 ;
WANTED ’By young machinist, with two .
years training at <>eneral Electric Apprentice 1
School, work in or near Rockland. Address
Room 2. 17 Lindsey St.
83-85
WANTED- Young man to share large
double room with bath. Apply in person.
Room No. 2, 17 Lindsex St. after 8 o’clock.
______________________________________ 83-85
WANTED A desirable tenant for my live
room tenement at nty farm house, .Morse’s
Corner. Thomaston. All the apples you want.
All the land you want for a garden; garage,
electric lights, water, both hard and soft hi
house. All for $1.3 per month. GEORGE E.
REDMAN. Thomaston. Tel. 4.3-1_______ 82-84
WANTED Washings to do. MRS. GEKTRl'DE COTTON, 16 Kelley’s lane. T?!. f > vv
75-86
WANTED- Experienced stitchers at MODERN PANTS CO.______________________ 78-tf
W.WTillt To loan Money on auto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
78-tf

I

GENERAL, BUSINESS. CONDITIONS

Roam Desert Isle

From the Monthly Bank Letter for July Issued by The National City Bank of New York
SSERTING that the renewed
weakness in the stock mar
ket has proved a severe dis
appointment to American busi
ness, the monthly review of econ
omic conditions published by The
National City Bank of New York
raises the question as to the pros
pects for recovery from the pres
ent depression. On this point the
review says:
“How long it will take before
the needed readjustments can be
completed an l trade and industry
be in a position to move forward
once more on a sound and pros
perous basis obvious'v cannot be
foretold with certain!/. Businepretty much the wor d over is
sick and it will serve the cause of
revival better to face this fact
squarely and with determination
to take all necessary steps to eli
minate the obstructive influences
than to cherish an over-optimism
as to the date and period of con
valescence. At the same time it
is just as necessary to preserve
an even balance against unwar
ranted pessimism and to take ac
count of encouraging features of
the situation. For nearly a year,
the production of new manufac
tured goods in this country has
been either declining or held in
check at low levels. Meantime,
the people have gone on wearing
out their shoes and clothing, burn
ing up gasoline and automobile
tires and using the old car much
as before. Sooner or later the
time must come when industry
•will have to speed up again to
care for the wants of one hun
dred and twenty million people,
and the record of industry in this
country "does not contain many
long drawn out depressions. Such

A

business recessions as we have ex additions and improvements to break. Deceived by the absence
perienced during the past thirty existing pis-st facilities. Building of certain usual symptoms of
years have usually passed the contract', tne review points cut, over-expansion in business,
turning point some time during were aicspucinting in May tut notably a rise in commodity
the year following the cortmeec:- shewei an e ccu.r.atng itr.nrove- prices, business quite generally
ment of the reaction, and while, ment dur'”» »s r.’st three wttks concluded that inflation had been
the rate of recovery sometimes' of •ire. n J'c-xicoile production confined to the stock market and
has been slow at first, it has, for the ye,.' to riiy .31, was 30 that the business structure itself
nevertheless, been steadily upward' per cent ci’ow tne same period of was sound. Moreover, the
until normal levels were o>;cei last year, but with a decline of prompt and energetic measures
more attained. It is a familiar only 20 per cent in new car regis taken by the President to pre
fact that consumption in times of* tration and an increase in used serve confidence and maintain
depression never falls off so rap-1 car sales, ‘’undamental conditions stability tended to sustain morale
id'y £.s production, hence the as-i in the industry "are undergoing and fester the hope of an early
recovery.
sumption is not unwarranted that I gradual ir.iprovement,”
,irogre-.; is be;ng steadily made in
The new tariff law comes in for
‘‘That this belief in the immi
the reduction of surplus stocks.’’ discussion, the review offering the nence of business recovery was
On the question of easy money, opinion that “in its final form, the short-sighted is now self-evident.
bill is not so bad as may be pop For a time, however, a speeding
the review says:
ularly supposed, the important up of industry in certain seasonal
“Much has been said as to the fact to the public at large being
restorative influence of easy that the uncertainty has now been lines, supplemented by the con
money, and possibly the potency settled, for the time being at scientious efforts of industrial
of this factor has been somewhat least and perhaps for several leaders to carry through the
Hoover program of stabilizing
exaggerated. Business must be years."
business, lent color to optimistic
healed of some of its ills and re
gain its will to recover before! The review describes the pub hopes, and so exuberant did the
stimulants can be wholly success lic’s state cl mind as follows:
stock market become that some
ful. Nevertheless, a plentiful andl “The past month has witnessed concern was felt for a time lest
abundant supply of credit, such asi a decided deepening of the feeling speculation should get out of hand
now exists, is bcund to facilitate! of discouragement about business, once more as it did a year ago.
and probably at no time since the
the process of readjustment.”
stock market collapse of last Fall But gradually the true facts of
Regarding the general indus-| has the average business man the situation began to assert
trial situation the review notes a, been roore inclined to question themselves, and finally, with the
decline in revenue freight loadings' his ti.oitional faith in the recu i falling off in business, came the
by the railroads; a decrease of *3! perative power of the country. i'urther slump in commodity
per cent in electrical p;wer in1 At the time of tne market crash prices which, spreading to foreign
May and a decline in steel produc-i last Autumn, the prevalent feeling
tion of 7 per cent in May, against! was one of shock and fright, in markets, soon revealed the situa
April, and of 24 per cent as com duced by the suddenness and sev tion in its true guise as a reaction
pared with May, last year. The erity of the decline, rather than of worldwide proportions. Just
present decline in steel produc any Geer-seated distrust in the as a year ago the booming stock
tion, the review declares, reflects fundamental structure of business. market acted as an aid and stimu
seasonal let-down and also re Hence, when the stock market lant to over-expansion, so at the
duced requirements of most steel crisis itself was past with less of present time, the declining mar
consumers, but steel manufac visible danger than had been ket tends to check enterprise and
turers are confident for the long feared, there was a tendency to supplement the forces of - re
haul and are going ahead with minimize the implications of the cession.”

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

|
•

j
•

A Battle Creek physician says,
“Cons>tipation is responsible for more
misery than any other cause."
But imhiediate relief has been
found. A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has been discovered. This tablet
attracts water from the system into
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
the colon. The water loosens the dry
food waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
Charles W. Sheldon.

j ------------------------------------- -

SADDLE HORSES

We have on hand several head
of sound, stylish and well broken
saddle horses. These horses are
not discarded riding school hacks
but young horses, stylish and re
liable. Morgan and thoroughbred
blood lines. We guarantee our
horses as represented. Costs noth
ing to look them over. Also breed
ers of registered Percherons and
Guernsey cattle. Come and look
these saddle horses over. They
will please you.
RAY BUSHNELL
Phone 19-15
Corinna. Me.

WHatYoirWa
In the WANTADS^

Turks Island, XVest Indies.—A
government survey of the Island of
Inagua reveals that more'than
40,000 head of wild cattle are
roaming the 240,000 neres of moun
tain and valley in this deserted aud
almost uninhabited island. In ad
dition to the wild cattle thousands
of wild horses, asses and hogs and
on tiie Island.

g Will Raze Ancient
Capital Church
XVashington.—A new XVestern Presbyterian church soon
will be built here replacing
tlie historic old one sponsored
by President Franklin Pierce
and in which President
Ulysses S. Grant often wor
shiped.
Tlie new church, which
should not be confused witli
Abraham Lincoln's New York
Avenue Presbyterian church,
will be erected at Twentieth
and H streets, directly across
front tlie present edifice. Commencument of construction
will mark the fifty-seventh
anniversary of tlie original S
church.
5

| That scientist who .says most of the
I world’s successful men are short.
1 probably means in a bear market.—
Waco
"7»«S News-Tribune.
The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People’®
Laundry. Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work exce’lent.

124-tf

Summer Cottages and Board
If you have a cottage to let or desire «umnior boarders advertise the fact in this naner
where thousands will read of It.
_
1p'DR
oll SALE -Dr rent, five good cottages for
or will rent. GEORGE DI. ‘SIMMONS. 23
Tilfion Ave , Rockland._________________ 84-86
TO LET—For seasonsummer cottage at
Owls Head
MRS. RUTHMcBEATH. 38
Union St. Tel. 649.___________________ 73-tf
TO LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer’s
Pond, 2 rooms each, $12 per week. $30 per
month or $30 for the seastin. EDWIN A.
DEAN, Rockland. Tel, 671-1._________ 83-88
TO LET Three room camp at Cooper’s
Be.ich. July io to Aug. 11. Fine beach, elec
tric lights. REV. B. P. BROWNE, 36 Masonic
St.
___________________ 82*81
W LET Camp ci tage at Alford Lake, 6
riioats, boats. Ice. wool, and garage. ERNEST
C DAVIS, at FuHcr-< ohh-Davls.
82-84
TO LET Furnished cottage, hy the day,
weekends or 4*y the week : rowr boat Included.
MRS. JAMES GREGORY. Vinalhaven, Me.
__________ 81*86

FDR SALE Or rent two cottages at Craw
ford Pond. Union. Cottages furnished: also
boats. Hood fishing, boating and bathing.
WILLIAM SANSOM.
Tel. 72 or 520-W.
6-tf
Dockland, Me.
FWJli SALE Large modern co;tage at Crescent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
location. EDWARD (rONIA at Gonla’s
The New Bicknell.
T5-tf
Felt SAI.E- Eurnlshed cottage at Crescent
Bepch. All modern Improvements. LENA
K SARGENT. Tel. <»!»4 or 990-M.
78-tf
TO LET Furnislied cottage at Oi’ean View
Polpt, Spruce Head. J. £5. ALLARD, Sjiruce
Head.
77-tf

To Let

T') I’ NT Two car garaue for dead storage.
E F. LIBBY, Amesbury St , Rockport.
84-tf
TO LET Two good clean stores for rent on
THJson Ave. GEORGE M. SI.M1MONS, 23 T1I1s..;i Ave.. Rockland.____________________ 84 86
TD LET Three room furnished apartment
with bulb. Adults only. V. F. STUl/bEY. 69
Park St. Tel. 1080.
84-tf
To LET Apartment, furnished or unfur
nished.
All modern.
RUBENSTEINS. 6
Talbot Ave.__ TeL 1285.
84-86
TD LET- Two rooms for light housekeeping,
heat, lights, hot and cold water; furnished.
PLEASANT ST.
83*85
TD LET Two large airy rooms, furnished,
fine location. 2 minutes walk from .Main
street. 38 SUMMER ST.. 4lty.
83-85
TD LET Attractive modem apartment,
furnished or unfurnished.
Apply J. A.
JAMESON (O., 745 Main St. Tel. 17. 83-tf
For Sale
TO LET- Attractive furnished or unfur
nished apartment, 5 rooms, hath, garage, all
FOR SALE- AU modern 5-roorn house with modern, freshly decorated, adults preferred.
garage, flne location in (Rockland, ? .,8oo Impilre 5 LISLE 1ST. Tel. 489-R.
82-tf
for quick sale. Those interested write AN,
TD LFTT- -Small rent: electricity: toilet.
care The Courier-Gazette.
84-86
MRS A H PILLSBURY. Thomaston, or Tel.
FDR SALE-- Farms, cottages and houses for •593-R, Rockland.
82-84
sale. GEORtiE M. SUMMONS. J23 Tillson Ave.,
TD LET Furnished apartment.
Adults
Rockland.
84-86
only: also rooms, board nearbv. Garage. 72
FOR SALE Laundryette washing machine Camden St. MRS. W. A. KfcMBALL.
82-87
A-l condition.
Price right for *qulck sale.
TD LET Six room house furnishe<l. all
EVERETT E. F. LIBBY, Amesbury St..
Rfwkport.
84-tf modern for July and Aug. Impiire at 7 BIRCH
ST. or Tel. 212-W.
82*84
FDR SALE Figs for delivery Aug. 16, at age
TD LET Six room tenement, flush closet,
of 1 weeks. Enter your order now. F. A.
KIMBALL, 397 Old County road Tel. 321 -W. eledtric lights, garage, at 7 i’nion St. Apply
84*86 F. EM AMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St. Tel.
692-M.
82-84
FDR SALF’ Bed. spring and mattress,
TD LET Store at Ho Main St., opposite
corner book case, kite hm table, large refrig
Ford
(hi
rage.
Apply
BLN.I
AM
IN
MILLER,
erator. art square, large reed rocker, common
82-84
rocking chair suitable for piazza.
CALL Tel. 692-M.
'ilS-R
84-tf
TD LET Six room tenement on Grace St.
FDR SALE Plenty of telephone peas, ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fliller-Cobh-Davis.
82-84
greens and other vegetables. II. E. BOWDEN.
Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
83-85
TD LET Tenement at 12 James St. (’. A.
81-tf
FDR SALE- Road wagon, spring sleigh and HAMILTON. 412 Main St
ornn Will sell eheap ansdn w. BEN
TD LET Modern 5 and 6 room rents In
NER, Waldoboro, Me.. R E D. No. 2.
81*86 Rockland. Warehouse on track tor car load
FDR sALE Dry slabs. 2 foot bundles. 16 grain or gasoline, garage or airplane business,
bundles for $1. edgings. 16 bundles for $1. adjoins airport. Small warehouse near Main
short slabs most 1\ stove length. $6 load de street. Large store its Thomaston Sept 1. 1(H)
livered. R S. JJRDAN. 6 Kelley lane. Tel. per cent location. Two large offl< es in Thom
H. H. STIVER. Ill
522-M.
84*86 aston at low rentals.
Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
81-86
FDR SALE 25 acre farm between Warren
TD LET Five room tenement, all modern,
Village and Thomaston. 5 room bungalow and
ROBERT U.
shed attached, orchard spring water, sanctu garage, southern exposure.
T. I 77
sa-tf
ary section and a big muskrat Industry. ITlce COLUNS, 375 Main St
right. F P. LFA\<S. Box 29. R. F. D., Thom
TD LET Six room apartment, second floor,
aston. Me.
83*86 boated, in Thomaston. Tel. 1.53 Thomaston.
FDR SAL FI -Studebaker touring car, in go<>d _____
79-84
condition, cheap for cash. F. iM. KITTREDGE.
TD LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
SO Chestnut St.
83*85 and bath. GUTLFIR-UOOK <X>.
76-tf
FDR bALE -Standing hay. butter churn,
TO L#ET- Seven room tencmeut ano garage
mowing machine, nearly new. cream sepa at 10 High St. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Aniesrator. farm wagon and hay rack. KLAGGE bnry St. Tel. 1158-W.
72-tf
KK'irr MANOR. 8outh ii
TO LET- -Store at 12 Limerock St. Apply to
burner,
BASIL H. STINSON. Tel. 402.
68-tf
splendid condition. AUSTIN GARDNER at
To LET Garage $5 month. V. F. STUDCentral Maine or Tel. 74-M
83*8
LEY. 6? Park St. Tel. 1086.
78-tf
FOR SALE Empire milking machine. 5-gal.
TO LET -Seven room apartment, ail modbarrel churn, butter worker. U. S. cream sepa
rator, hay loader. All priced to sell .at............
low era. with ann parch, corner Cedar and Itrewfigure
GEORGE E. REDMAN Tlmmasti.il : s-‘‘r Sts • opposite Si lence Church. Apiilv at
MEX S SHIR’ fail' Si.________________ 78-tf
Me. Tel. 45-4.
TO LET Furnished apartment of two
FOH SALE All kind* nf farming imple
HILL
mentMARY AMIKRSO.X. West Meadow rooms, or single rooms, all modern
I)A.\E
” Tel
" ’ 427-R.
7g.if
Bit. Tel. 1175.
S2-S4 ■■■'
To
LET
—
Cottage
house
on
Camden
St.;
FOR fSALE-wXIne room house on shore,
large liaril. completely furnished: good sized also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
MRS.
FROST.
8
Summer
St.
TeL
318-R
wood lot about 311 in-res. ERXEST RAWLEY,
postmaster. Tenant's Harbor. Me.
Sfl-85 _________________________ ____________ 78-if
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block
FOR SALE- A 12 foot boat, brigdit flnisti.
copper fastened, new. Also a 6-room house Apply Io n Jt. SMITH. Thorndike A Hix
78-tf
witli a new ham and 1*4 acres of land. Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
Priced under $21100, near Camden. I also have
several house lots in Rockland, tine location.
1. A THCRSTON, Rockland Highlands. Tel.
Miscellaneous
1159.
81-85
WE
ARE
PREPARED TD MAJvE YOUR
FOR SAI.E- Two family house, first class
Iiiudlllnn. with Improvements, $2650. V. F. wool Into yarn. Write for prices ami particu
STVDLEY, 69 Park iSt. TeL 1080.
79-tf lars. Also,yarn for sale. II. A. BARTLETT.
Harmony, Me.
83-94
FDR SALF7 l1.. Ton Ford 1927 truck with
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM READINGS bv ap
Waford gear shift and hand hoist steel (lump
81*86
body. E <). PHILBROOK & SON. 632 Main pointment. Tel. 305-W.
St.. Rockland. Tel. 466-W.
78-89
Ft LEER BRUSHES Keep coo, and clean
EDR SALE Twenty-four mowing machines, during the hot weather with a Fidler Shower.
ami horse rakes, also riding cultivators.. ( . E. F. TOWNE, 17 Lindsey St. jPhone 973-M.
M R.MtGEKK. Tel. 17-3, Union. Me.
81-86
ROCK AND ( EMENT WORK, cellar walls
FDR SALE— Mill wood 4 ft. long, $6.50;
stove length, $s ; fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber. built and repaired : all kinds of lawn work, by
L A PACKARD, R. F. D. Thomaston.
73-tf the (lay or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWLTON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
75*86-tf
FDR SALES 256 acre farm, house and barn
LAWN MOWERS repaired am, sharpened.
in good condition. 1666 cords hard wood, some
blueberry land, cuts f»fl tons hay. Waldoboro. called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
$3600, easy term. V. F. STl’DLEY. 69 Park anteed. CRIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland
791_________
73-tf
St. Tel, 1086.
72-tf
MONEY TO LOAN o» 1st and 2nd mort
F'DR SALE—The Franklin Trussell bidding,
situated in the heart of Port Clyde Village. gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St
78-tf
Contains two tenements and two stores. Late Opp, postofflce.
ly repaired. Reasonable price. Inquire of
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
ALICE T. TRUSSEL. Port Clyde. Me,, or ED repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
WARD C. PAYSON. Rockland, Me.
70-87 Tl‘1.. 1(1111.
78 If
F’DR
SALE—Wood that makes warm
LADIES—Reliable stock of heir goods at the
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom Rockland Hair Slore. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
aston. Fitted wood. $14: junks. $12; cord MiJrUcd. II. C RlIOIkBS Tel 519-J. 78.If
wood. $16, del. O. H. CRIE it CO.. Thomas
FARMS, COb.MUl aUMbn,
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant A: Son.
78-tf end estates. up-to-date property, tn the garFDR SALE—24 foot power boat. 22 h p. deu spot of Maine -Penobscot Bay. Write
what you want. ORRIN J. PICKET, Bel
engine. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thomaston. UR
fast. Me.
—
78-tf
78-tf
WHEN LN BOSTON — Remember Uiat you
F'OR SALE)—Hardwood fitted, $14 : junks,
$12; long, $10; fitted limbs. $10 ; fitted soft caa buy copies of The Courier Gaze'le with
wood and slabs. $8 : also lumber. T. J. CAR- the home news, at the Old South News Agee—
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf Washington St., next Old South Church.

FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
In fact all kinds of real estate. Coine and
talk over my list If you wish to buv. ROBERT
U. COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel.77.
78-tf

An Ad. In These

Columns Will

Sell

From a
Needle to an Anchor.
What Do You Want

Anything

to Sell ?

4} It may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you? . . . What
ever the job

—We Do It Right!

The Courier - Gazette j 1

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Prieij/
No lot too large; none too email
1

Call Warren, Me. 2or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me. '
Reference: Any Poultry lj| aitar
2-tf

i

8

Every-Other-Day

Society
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ....... ..................... .......... 770

Tlie marriage of Miss Margaret IB.
Beattie and Palmer M. Pease, which
took place' at the home of the bride's
parents In Thomaston July 4. became
known yesterday. The double ring
ceremony being used. The young
Mr. and Mrs. David Reed and son couple motored to Portland for a few
of New Haven have been guests for days stay. They are at home to their
a few days of Mr. and Mrs. A. IW. friends at 12 Knox street, tills city.
Gregory, Camden street. Mr. IReed
Mrs. Ida Maxey and Mrs, Augusta
was secretary of the Rockland
Y.M.C.A. 16 years ago, and gained Holmes were hostesses Monday to
such a favorable impression of this the Unique Club's enjoyable picnic at
locality and Is people that he comes the Holmes farm, Lake avenue.
here frequently on his vacations.
Miss Jennie Blackinton was hostess
The New Haven Y.M.C.A. with which
he has been connected since leaving yesterday to the Dorcas Club, the
Rockland, as membership secretary, entertainment being furnished at the
is one of the prosperous associations home of Mrs. Kate Sherman in Cam
of the country, and has just success den.
fully completed a million dollar money
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elwell of
raising campaign, for new buildings,
fl'he visitors left in their automobile Portland were the weekend guests of
Vnroute to Sidney. N. B.. the former Mr. and Mrs. Harold Raekliffe.
home of Mr. Reed and where they will
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Blodgett of
•visit his mother.
Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Blodgett’s parents in Glencove.
Mrs. Oscar I’crry and son Malcolm
of Portland, who have been spending
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crle and their
tbe past two weeks In this city, guests guests Mrs. Walter Moore and grand
of relatives, have returned home.
son Alden Dennison of Lubec, mo
tored Friday to Portland where they
Miss Florence J. Kmery of Brook spent the day with friends.
line. Mass., has been a recent guest of
the Misses Caroline and Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Haskell. Jr.,
and son Miles. 3d of Portland are
Jameson.
guests of Mr. Haskell's parents. Mr.
Miss Edith Bicknell is spending the and Mrs. Miles Haskell, Sr., Knott
{week at the Bicknell cottage, Alford's street.
I "
K
_____
Fl.ake.
Miss Elinor Hobbs of Danvers,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of Som Mass., is spending a week's vacation
erville, Mass., are at the Kalloch with Mr. and Mrs. Harold AV. Phil
brook, Pleasant street, and Mrs. Ella
homestead. Mechanic street.
Hobbs and Hilma Hobbs who have
Mrs. Gertrude Pritchard who has been visiting a few days have re
been the guest of her sister. Mrs. turned to their home in Danvers.
Annie Babbidge, Maverick street, has
Mr. and Mrs. John Ide of Boston
returned to Boston.
were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Annie
Mrs. W. C. Noyes has been spend- Stover. Granite street.
ing a few days with her husband in
Mrs. Mary Payson of Union is visit
Farmington. As a birthday obscr\ ance for Mrs. Noyes Thursday, they ing Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Payson,
had dinner at Hunnewell's and at Granite street.
tended "Holiday" at Lakewood. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Church have
Noyes noted in the audience Director
William R. Chapman, who appear’d returned from St. John, N. 'B., where
in very good health and happy spirits. they visited relatives.

Donald Philbrick of Portland visit
Mrs. Lester Shibles of Drone is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Bert Maxey, ed his former home in this city Sat
Glencove. Her son Neil is spending urday, and later called upon his
the summer with his grandparents in mother in Union.
Rockport.
Mrs. James Balloch and son James
Miss Daphne Winslow who is at of Manchester. N. H., are guests of
tending summer school at the Uni Mrs. Balloch's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
versity of Maine spent the weekend Elbridge Orbeton.
with her mother, Mrs. C. B. Rollins.
Mrs. Nellie Benner who has been
Broadway, making the trip home in
the guest of her daughter Mrs. A. B.
her new sports model Ford.
Higgs. Talbot avenue, h?s returned
land are visiting in this city and to Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. D. J. Clough of PortMrs. George Davis was hostess to
vicinity for several weeks.
the Thursday Auction Club at the
Mrs. Prank St. Clair and son Je Follett cottage. Holiday beaeh, with
rome who have been guests of Mr. cards. Picnic dinner was served.
anil Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Rankin
Mrs. Randall Robbins who has been
street, are visiting relatives in Bruns
wick for a short time before return the guest of her brother E. C. Payson. and family. Granite street, has
ing to their home in Orange, N. J.
returned to her home in Union.
Mrs. Ada Cunningham was in Rox
Mrs. Clarence Shaw who has been
bury. Mass., over the weekend, guest
the guest of relatives left yesterday
,of her sister, Mrs;. Hattie Archibald.
for her home in Providence, accom
Maurice Hill, who has been visit panied by her mother, Mrs. Louise
ing his Rockland home returned to Smith, and sister. Miss Maude Smith,
who will be her guests.
Kinen recently.
Dr. C. F. N. Gilley and family of
I Eaton Simmons and family of Lynn
[are visiting Mrs. Annie Simmons, Southwest Harbor were guests over
the weekend of Mr. qnd Mrs. C. E.
LTalbot avenue.
Gilley. Broadway.
Miss Helen Tibbetts of Augusta is
Mrs. George E. Dunton and daugh
Ithe guest of Mrs. H. I’. Blodgett.
ter Margaret are guests of relatives
The R.V. Club met at the home of at Northeast Harbor for the week.
| Ellen Fernald. Birch street. Thursday
Mrs. C. E. Gilley. Mrs. George E.
i evening.
After listening to a line
program on the radio, the evening was Dunton and Mrs. George B. Clark
I spent in sewing and socially. Tho entertained at a bridge luncheon Fri
gues tof honpr Was Mrs. Stella Marino day at the home of Mrs. C. E. Gilley,
; of Massachusetts. Misses Gertrude Broadway, with seven tables. Effec
i Phillips and Mildred Sukeforth were tive decorations of garden flowers
were used. Honors were won by Mrs.
‘admitted to membership.
George L. St. Clair, Mrs. Harry
Robert Churchill ot Everett. Mass.. Brown, Mrs. Lena Saygent, Mrs.
Is the gdest of Richard Stoddard, Clinton Bowley, Mrs. E O’B. Gonia,
Mrs. A. R. Havener. Mrs. Elmer
Grove street,
Crockett and Mrs. C. ®. Roberts. Out
Mr. anti Mrs. Clinton Rowley enter of town guests were Mrs. Nina Leen
tained at their cottage at Lermond's of Bangor, Mrs. E .rriet Achorn of
Pond Sunday, their guests being Mr. West Concord. Mass., Mrs. F. T.
and Mrs. E. L. Spear, Mr. and Mrs. Simpson of Camden, Mrs. F. G. Swift.
Benjamin Whitehouse, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. E. S. Webber and Mrs. L. E.
E. C. Payson. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thornton of Belfast.
Payson of East Union and Mrs. Ran
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mr.
dall Robbins of Union. Little Vir
ginia Rowley bad as her special guest and Mrs. A. J. Bird have returned
her playmate. Ruth Nichols. A de from a motor trip to Lakewood,
lightful and delicious feature of the Bingham, and Belgrade Lakes.
(dinner was the abundance of homeMrs. Stanley Walsh and infant son
tniade ice cream and other goodies
contributed for the occasion by Ev Stanley returned to their home at The
Highlands yesterday from Britt’s
erett and Ben.
Maternity Hospital.
Members of Edwin Libby Relief
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon and Mr.
Corps are to picnic with Mrs. 'Susie
Newbert. Thomaston. Thursday aft and Mrs. Wallace Spear are occupy
ing the Damon camp at Seven Tree
ernoon and evening.
Pond for several days.
Mrs. Caroline Achorn Merriam nnd
A letter from Mrs. Sadie Leach who
. Miss Doris Bedell of Walnut Creek.
Calif., who have been guests or Mrs. Is on an extended European tour
Merriam's brother. A. F. Achorn, reads: ‘June 26: aboard the Cunard
'i Camden, are visiting Mrs. F. Wesley R,M.S. ‘Carmania:’ We are having a
wonderfully smooth trip. There is
'Pest at Ingraham Hill this week.
to he a landing at Queenstown to
Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard has ar morrow at 4 a. m. We remain there
rived home from a week's visit in until 8 a. m. then go on, reaching
Freeport as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Plymouth at 9 p. m. There are sev
eral noted personages aboard, among
-Ji ving Pettlngell.
them being Carrie Jacobs Bond whose
dr. and Mrs. W. C. Dinsmore of reservation at table is very near to
ine; Jo Davidson, the noted sctilpedham , Mass.,
were weekend
and a Russian princess who is
eats of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow,
Carrying a broken arm in a sling.
ange street.
There are 28 In our group and as Prof.
Mrs. Albert Peterson entertained Sfmith of Boston University remarked
|ie members of the Itooevik Club re 'All good mixers.' We are enjoying
cently at tbe Cobb Farm. Hope. They very much the lectures given daily at
Were joined for sunper and the eve 11 a. m. and 4.15 p. m. by Dr. Leroy
ning by tbe husbands. Special guests -Campbell aiding us in menial in
were Miss Helen Tibbetts of Augusta, spiration for the good things in stoic
Mrs. Duneklee, Mr. and Mrs. George for us. On reaching London we have
t. St. Clair, and Mrs. Clarence A. Shaw a lecture on psychology given by
of Providence. The supper menu fea Ernest Kent, who is a great friend of
Jtured an abundance of green peas, Dr. Campbell's: also an interview
f Probably the most thrilling event of with Matti,ay. the technician. I am
’ the gathering was the "Twilight walking the deck two and three miles
League" baseball game played be each day and am feeling finely—much
tween the “Ritzy Dames” and tbe rested.”
“High Hatters." the Dames winning
Those who like attractive homes
> ',>y a wide margin. Fred Veazle gave
a brilliant impersonation of Babe are invited to notice the premises nf
Ruth by tbe number of his home runs. Mrs. Mildred May, High street; of
After the hilarity of the ball game B. B. Smith, Lincoln street and of
bad subsided, liridge was enjoye’d John M. Richardson, Granite street.—
adv.
until the farewell hour.

f
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Five Black Silk Coats
ai Half Price
2 Size 38

I Size 40
1 Size 42
1 Size 44

Formerly $25.00; now $12.50

All lined with Satin de Chine

1 Cape Model, lined with Crepe de Chine, size 18.

Priced ,$25.00; now $15.00

I Blue Velvet Coat, misses size, $25.00; now $15-00
1 Black Velvet Coat, misses size, $25.00; now $15.00
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED

STREET FLOOR

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Prince and sons
Albert and Maurice and Misses Janet
and Cora ISimard of Nashua, N. H..
have been spending 10 days with Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Anderson at Crock
ett's Beach.

HAGERMAN-LAWRENCE
The marriage of Miss Nellie Gert
rude Lawrence of Phillips and Ralph
D. Hagerman of Waterville was
solemnized July 5.
The wedding,
which was very quiet due to the ill
health of the bride's mother, took
Mr. and Mrs. Earle McIntosh arc j place in the Congregational Church.
at Colebrook Stream whilo Vice Waterville. The single ring service
President McIntosh is having a was used, and the couple were unweek's vacation from the Security attended. The bride was attired in
a blue ensemble with white hat and
Trust Company’s bank.
carried talisman roses.
»
After a short wedding trip Mr. and
Browne Club was entertained by : Mrs. Hagerman will he at home in
Mrs. Alice Karl at Megunticook Lake their newly furnished apartment at 5
Thursday evening, with 36 present. : Appleton street, Waterville. The
Special guests were Rev. Benjumin bride is the oldest daughter of Mr. and
P. Browne and family of Winchester, Mrs. Curtis Lawrence of Phillips.
Mass., and Rev. J. Charles MacDonald She is a graduate of the Phillips High
and family. Picnic supper was served School and Farmington Normal
Under the direction of Miss Edith School, and has won marked suedbss
Bicknell and Mrs. Harold Glldden. In teaching. For the past two years
Fishing, swimming and boating were she taught at the Highkyids school in
enjoyed.
tills city, making many friends during
her sojourn here Iby her charm of
The Crescent Beach Improvement manner.
Mr. Hagerman who is a native of
Socletj’ is sponsoring a bridge to be
given at Mrs. Tales' cottage at the Qucensburg. N. B.. has been located
Beach Thursday evening. Playing in Maine for several years, and is em
will 'begin at 7.30 and reservations ployed by Earns & Bro. of Richmond.
may be arranged hy communicating Ya. In his business capacity lie has
with Mrs. Edward Gonia or Mrs. Lena farmed many friends in Rockland and
vicinity.
Sargent.

The jinx which had Icamped
or the trail of the radio for the
better part of eight days relented
Sunday, and sets which could
have been bought for 30 cents or
thereabouts suddenly assumed a
priceless value. The sportively
inclined found real pleasure in
listening to the double-header be
tween Boston and Chicago, while
the evening was filled with de
lightful music, bands predominat
ing.
The low wave stations
showed considerable static around
10 p. m., but WEEI was not much
affected.
••• ••• •••
The Atwater Kent hour Sun
day night was the 250th since this
series of notable entertainments
began. It was a further exploitation of Victor Herbert music, by
artists.

Hew two prisoners, falsely sen
tenced for burglary, gain their
liberty by assisting the forces of
law and order to check a jailbreak, is told in “The First Tenor,”
the one act play in the “Little
Melodramas of a Great City”
series to be presented by the
WGY Players tonight, at 8.15,
daylight.

The Fast Freight program Fri
day night (10.30 to 11) offers
appropriate selections, including
"The Missouri Waltz” and "Kan
sas City Kitty” played by the
Gold Medal Organist who, in ad
dition, offers "Badinage,” “The
Old Refrain," and selections from
"The Firefly.” The musical train
quartet cf the Fast Freight, in the
spirit cf the occasion, sing “Sweet
Southern Breeze,” a cow boy sorg,
and the famous yodel selection.
Last night showed a continua
tion of good reception; and this
morning the “line” was still clear.
•••
•*
Frank
Gouldsborough,
the
young aviator for whom a vigor
ous search was being conducted
yesterday near Bennington, Vt.,
was located this morning—alive
and well.

Every Sq uare Inch Of Top
Cooking Space Is Available

On This Glenwood Ourway Top

o

N this smooth, level surface there is plenty of room for
six utensils . . . and plenty of heat, too, although
underneath there are only four gas-burners. Move things
abou' as you wish—use every inch of the surface. Use the
upper shelf, too . . . cook on it with heat hitherto wasted.

No other range ever built provides so much economy in
fuel or so much convenience in use. For, like all DeLuxe
Glenwoods, this range also possesses Automatic Heat Con
trol to maintain accurate oven temperatures, and the famous
Glenwood Oven Insulation to hold in the heat and keep the
kitchen cool.
See this Glenwood "Ourway” model
soon. Learn how it makes Gas the
most modern, most dependable, and
most economical cooking fuel.

OlenwooSl •

Jjjhn Roberts of New York is
guest of Mrs. Elmer Kalle for the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. George Merrill (Fran
Mrs. R. J. MacKenzie is entertain
ce® McLain) and daughter Ruth of
ing guests at her summer heme.
Haverhill. Mass., are guests of Mr.
Mrs. Charles Holbrook and daugh
and Mrs. Henry J. Keating, Mechanic
ter Thelma and grandson are spend
street, for the week.
I
ing the summer at their cottage.
I
Lewis Watts and family of Somer
Miss iEda Knowlton, director of I
ville. Mass., are boarding with Mrs.
religious education at the First Bap
Emerson Murphy for two weeks.
tist Church Qf Winchester, Mass., is
Edison Fuller and family of At tie
vacationing at her Rockland home,
S«»ro, Mass., are two weeks’ visitors
and will remain until the first of Sep
at the home of their daughter Mrs
tember.
Allison Morris.
The village is to have the streets
Albert Hallowell who hns recent
lighted by the first of August. The
ly been promoted to the F. W. Woolpeople are very pleased with the idea
worth Co. store at Oldtown as assist
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Oxton of as our streets are very dark in places.
ant manager is having a two weeks' Belfast announce the birth of a eon.
Mrs. Rose Dukeshire left Sunday
vacation at his Rockland home.
Richard Elmer, on June 20. 1930, at for her home after a two weeks’ vaca
5.27 a. m., weight 6 jxmnds.
tion.
Ralph U. Clark and family have re
Mrs. John Mathews and daughter
turned home from Northport where
Jane are spending the summer at
they occupied the Rockland cottage
their cottage.
during Mr. Clark's annual vacation
Frank Morris has bought the place
from the store of J. F. Gregory Sons
formerly owned by the late Abbie
Company.
Cl.rk.
Henry Allen’s public auto made
Mr. andi Mrs. T. C. Stone spent the
three trips from this place to Rock
weekend as guests of friends in Au
land Saturday afternoon.
gusta, attending "Holiday" at LakeJoseph Fuller and family of Attlewood Saturday evening.
l oio, Mass., are at the Fuller home
stead for their vacation.
Mrs. Earl 'Smith and two children
Mrs. Ruth Proctor of Rockland was
are at iBar Harbor with Mr. Smith
in this place Saturday. •
who is stationed there for the New
E. J. Pease is haying for Orman
England Telephone Co. for the
Hopkins.
present.
Frank M. Rawley of Rumford was
in the village Saturday calling uptn
Baraea Class enjoyed a delightful
friends and relatives.
picnic at Northport Friday, with
Mrs. Mary Alley is having her
dinner at the Gregory cottage. In the
house painted and repaired.
evening Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark
Mrs. Fannie Morris is having good
entertained at the Rockland cottage,
At last Barbara has hit upon the
which presented a festive appearance perfect necklace! She, in common business at her eating and ice cream
In decorations of evergreen and wild with all her sisters, has been both parlor.
Several yachts and a large three
flowers. Thirty members sat down ered by the necklace that would
to the delectable supper served under not stay put. The graduated string masted vessel were in the harbor over
the direction of Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt that Barbara wears in the picture Sunday; also a flying machine.
.Mrs. Frank Farnham is having her
as chairman. Rain (prevented the has tour properly adjusted heavier
schedule of outdoor sports, hut did points that keep the beads In place house painted.
Herman Rawley and Frank Long
not dampen the happiness within the without that eternal adjusting
are haying for F. Long.
cottage where games stunts and which most strings require.
Joseph Simmons is building a hen
music held forth.
house for his sister Mrs. Alice
.Murphy.
.Mrs. Elmer Allen, Mrs. Jacqueline
Pierce and Miss Feme Achorn were
in Rockland Saturday.
A large number from this town at
WED.-THURS.
tended the baseball game in Camden
Saturday.* St. George beat Camden
A mother who was put
to the greatet love test
ii; a twelve inning contest.
Charles Harriman is having an
you’ve ever imagined—
addition made on his building to be
See how she weathers
u.-ed as a pool room.
the Furies of hate and
John Morris Jr., has been doing a
tragedy to live down a
tine cement job on his well to keep
disgrace with which fate
the surface water from running into
had branded her!
it.
Deacon H. F. Kalloch and his
daughter Mrs. Elmer E. Allen spent
three weeks in Fort Fairfield where
they were guests of Dr. Herbert Kal
loch and returned home Friday.
They were accompanied on the return
by Miss Feme Achorn and Mrs.
Jacqueline Pierce.
\V. H. Rivers and crew of men have
completed repairs on the church
-tceple that was struck by lightning
a few weeks ago. They have done
i fine piece of work and everyone ip
ulad to see the weather vane repaired
and put back again.
Capt. Reid R. Pierson has had hi:
barn painted. George Long was hi
helper.
ALSO
Leroy Meservey has been doing a

McAULIFFE-MACKIE
Tlie marriage of Charles II. Mc
Auliffe of this city and Miss Vivienna
S. Mackie of Long Cove tOok place
Saturday evening at the First Baptist parsonage. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, the pastor, officiated, the
single ring service being used. The
couple were attended hy Miss Goldie
McAuliffe and Walter McAuliffe,
sister and brother of the groom
After a brief wedding trip Mr. and
Mrs. McAuliffe will reside in Rock
land. where the groom lias employ
ment as a machinist.

Central Maine Power Company

Act

Novelty

NOW SHOWING

“THE CUCKOOS”
With

BERT WHEELER, ROBERT WOOLSEY
Home of
Paramount
Picture*

One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

STATE OF MAINE
Office of Board of State Assessors

Augusta. July 7. 1930.
Notice is hereby given that the Board of
Slate Assessors will be in session at the Court
House in Rockland on Wednesday Forenoon,
Hie 16th day of July, at 41.30 o’clock. A. iM.,
AD. 1930, In the'County of Knox, to secure
information to enable them to make a just
j c'liiillzatlon of the taxable projMTty in said
■ County, and to Investigate charges of con
cealment of property from taxation, of under
valuation and of failure to assess property
liable to taxation.

F. H. 8THRLING,
A. G. MBit K ITT.

L O. TEBBETTS,
Board of State Assessors.

J M. ROBINSON, Clerk.

83-84

Waterville

^20 Allowance for Your Old Cooking equipment
large painting job for John T. Mat
thews. John has made- a fine sum
mer home for himself and family out
of the "Tracy” house and store
building.
Mrs. Emma Dwyer and friend of
Winthrop. Mass., spent a few days
last week at the old “homestead.'
Business cares made her return home
necessary sooner than she wished.
Deacon H. F. Kalloch and family
motored to Fairfield Sunday to visit
Good Will homes and attend church
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wall have re
turned for the summer and are fixing [
things up in general around their
cottage. Fred has a fine position !
teaching in a New York school.

Oakland Par
TONIGHT
BILLY

EARLE

Original joy Boy and Galloping Fun Maker
with

Leo Doucette Jazz Band
Admission 50 Cents

The Literary Digest publishes an
article headed "How to Fall Down.”
Eut is there really any other way to
fall'.’—Louisville Times.

INVENTION SEWING MACHINE
Your rug problems can he settled
with satisfaction guaranteed hy call
Fiance is celebrating the 100th an
ing The People’s Laundry Limerock niversary of the invention of the sew
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo year
rugs and return them promptly like ing machine. It was in the winter «-f
1820-30 that Barthelcmy Thimonnier.
new.
124-tf
a tailor living in the village of
Arbresie near Lyons in the. Rhone
valley obtained a patent on a mechan
ical sewing machine on which he had
been working for several years.
A wonderful discovery is the new
French process which gives MELLO- Nearly a year passed before the young
GLO Face Powder its unparalleled inventor could raise enough money to
smoothness and makes it stay on exploit the invention. A mine inspec
longer. The purest powder made— tor named Beaumer saw the practi
its color is tested. Never gives a cability of tbe contraption and asked
pasty or flaky look! Will not smart Thimonnier to go to Paris with him
the skin or enlarge the pores. Gives and organize a company for the man
a youthful bloom. Remember the ufacture of sewing machines. Thi
name—ME1JLO-OLO. Corner Drug monnier was born in 1797; he died
Store and all other good stores.
penniless in 1857.

New Face Powder
Stays On Longer

LAKEWOOD
5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood. Skowhegan, Me..
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.20 P. M. Standard Time

ALL THIS WEEK

The Lakewood Players
The Famous Emotdonal Drama

“A Butterfly On
tbe Wheel”
Arthur Byron and
Peg Entwistle
in the.leads

Today—-“JOURNEY’S END’

NEXT WEEK

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Here’s another Will Rogers laugh
hit!
America’s foremost humoris; . .
Hobnobbing with I/ondon's stiff s< •
eiety! Teaching them a few good
old American tricks, they neve”
heard of before!
Loads funnier than ‘They Had
To t?ee Paris.”

Ufl£6
Loi$ Wilton
W. ft. Warner

at our Gas District Stores
Gardiner,
Rockland,

Bath,

Augusta,

The

Comedy Cartoon

2|<KIl£€S

^JFb

TENANT'S HARBOR

WILL
ROGERS
III

With

$0
43k
THIS IS
1

IRENE RICH
ALSO

9NDO F

Monday, July 21

t

A New iKort of Mystery Play

“The Perfect Alibi”
Ingenious, Intelligent, Exciting

COMING

Mi. and Mrs. Chas. Coburn

Lakewood Inn
Open 7 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

SUNDAY CHICKEN
DINNER $1.50
Special Parties Arranged For

LAKEWOOD DANCES
Every Tuesday and Friday

Talking Short Subjects

Tuesday, July 21

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Special Event

“WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE’

A Watermelon Dance

PUBLIX

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous

2.00 to 11.00
"EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

Lou Lissack’s
Orchestra
Overnight Bungalows
Perfect Modern Equipment •"

-----

,

WITH

Every-Other-Day
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RHODES

IN

EUROPE

ON BALLOON TIRES

WOMEN TO COMPETE

Comes the Versatile A. G. S. Fancy and Hand Work Are
ought to see on another visit there.
To Figure In Three-Quar
To Get a Glimpse of the
We took a sightseeing ride around
turn about six o’clock in the evening, the city, and went through St. Peter’s
ter Century Outing
Knox Memorial
mighty tired and glad on the whole and into the museum of the Vatican.
that this particular experience was I will not say anything about either,
The Maine Public Health Associa
Arthur G. Staples editor of the
except to say that I would like to see
behind us.
tion, sponsor of the famous Three
Lewiston Journal writes:
them
both.
Their
treasures
seemed
Capri
to be inexhaustible.
The Sistine
I drove on balloon tires one day this Quarter-Century Club, announces
The day after we were at Pompei
Chapel in the Vatican is a marvel week over to Thomaston to see the that Hon. Burleigh Martin of Augusta,
and Vesuvius we went to Capri, and
and I was much disappointed when T new ‘‘Montpelier.” This is the so- has once again consented to serve
this is surely one of the garden spots
found that the Sistine Madonna is not
of the world. Capri is a beautiful
in the capacity of State chairman
there but in Dresden. Some time I called Knox Memorial. But we must
island at the south-east entrance of
for the revision of the roster, pre
want to go to Rome when I will have learn to call it "Montpelier.”
the Bay of Naples, and is said to have
liminary to the annual meeting of
time enough to see the main points
This
house
is
the
replica
of
the
been the summer home of the R man
of historical and cultural interest.
dwelling place in Maine, of Gen. Henry the club, which is to be held in the
Emperor Tiberius. It is reached by
Knox, soldier of the Revolution: city of Waterville on Friday. Aug. 15
An Audience With the Pope
boat from Naples. After scemg ' ip i
I do not wonder that Tiberius chose
Through the courtesy of my friend friend of Washington: Boston book It further announces that Hon. Frank
it for his summer home. He surely Bishop Nilan. Bishop of Hartford, I seller: a Lothario who stole the heart H. Holley of North Anson, who served
showed good judgment. It is a small carried a letter from him to Mon- of a Loyalist daughter of a Colonial so efficiently for several years as
rugged, mountainous island, pic signor Burke. Rector of the Ameri authority and made her a rampant State chairman of transportation, has
turesquely landscaped, and a m st can College in Rome, requesting the i evolutionist—a massive, handsome again signified his willingness to co
fascinating feature is the beautiful privilege of an audience with the gloriously efficient son of Mars, who operate and will have charge of that
Blue Grotto, a cave on the shore
)ly Father for my wife and myself. became General and Minister of War phase of the day’s program. Both
which can be entered only through a j We presented this letter the morning and a Grand Seigneur of Maine a of these men are handling their re
spective tasks at the unanimous n low arch and in a boat when the sea j after our arrival in Rome, and we hundred' and more years ago.
This house is built, not on the site quest of the club officers and mem
is not too rough. Once inside the wa- , were told that the request wi uld be
ter is a beautiful shade of blue, and • granted and we were also told that of the old Knox estate. which was bers. who appreciate greatly their in
this is how the grotto derives its j Richard could go along with us. That originally placed where the railroad terest and able assistance during the
name. The town is up from the shore afternoon a card was delivered to our station now stands, the present old past years.
A representative from each county
and is reached by a furniculaire rail- j hotel, the Lago Maggiore, stating that brick station having been one of the
way.
I His Holiness would receive us in au- Gen. Knox out-houses—a kitchen or of Maine has already been appoint
We had lunch in a hotel in the jjence at the Vatican at one o’clock a servant’s house. It stands—this new ed by Mr. Martin to handle the re
town, and then took a walk around ' the next afternoon. The dress of the Montpelier—on a bluff, not far from vision of the roster and by Mr. JMley
to a beautiful garden laid out on the ladies at an audience is rather strictly the turn of the road to Rockland after to serve as transportation chairman
slopes above the shore. Richard was prescribed, as they must appear passing through the town of Thom for the county. A list of these citi
zens will Re publish'd as soon as it
a curiosity to the children of Capri, wholly in black and wear vePs. and aston toward Rockland.
Albeit, I think the house too near is learned whether they will serve on
as it is evident that they do not often while it is desirable that the men apr
s< e a small American hoy. One little pear in formal dress this is not re the street, not distant enough from these committees or not. Frank
boy about his own age followed u§ quired. Any dark business suit is travel: yet it is on a noble eminence Ballantyne of the Maine Automohib
around all of the time after lunch permissible for a man to wear. All and the house itself puts to shame Association, has recently conferred
modern house-building. It is simply with Mr. Holley, and will do every
until we left, looking at Richard con clergymen appear in clerical dress.
beautiful in its facade of semi-circu thing he can to assist in the trans
stantly. Just as we were leaving to
Shortly after twelve o’clock noon
go down the furniculaire to the wharf on Saturday May 24th we left our lar sweep, with its columns lifting up portation of these worthy and ven
I slipped him half a lire, a little over hotel and were driven to the Vatican. seemingly 60 feet. A strange balcony erable citizens of Maine, who deserve
two cents, and quick as a flash he After the long walk through the cir or "captain s'walk" like those on Nan- all the attention that the younger gen
was off and hack with a gelati (ice cular colonade on the Vatican side ucket homes of mariners is on its eration can render.
cream) cone in his hand, standing of St. Peter’s we entered the place roof. They would not .permit our
It has (been suggested that a new
there at the top of the furniculaire and ascended several long flights of entrance. Its construction has large
grinning at us as we were going marble stairways to an upper floor, ly been completed through the gifts feature he added to the program for
down. We all laugh over this inci passing guards and showing our cre of our Maine Santa Claus of All the annual meeting, therefor the
Times. Mr. Curtis. It is beautiful— feminine contingency is invited to
dent frequently.
dentials as required. Several hun
bring with them, to the meeting, any
It seemed to us as if the boat on dred others were included in this au this house.
Before we reached Thomaston, we piece of fancy work or hand W’ork
leaving Capri started a little ahead dience, and they were evidently from
of schedule time, for the gang plank all parts of the world, many, of stopped in Waldoboro. There stands
was dropped off from the boat with course, being clergymen of the Ro the home of Isaac Reed—once famous
my wife on the plank just as she .was man Catholic Church and monks of public man of Maine. Congressman.
starting to go on the boat, and before different orders, all in clerical or Democratic leader, candidate for Gov
Richard and I had reached the plank , monastic dress as required. Many ernor in the Anson P. Morrill period,
IWe jumped into a rowboat and children were in the different parties. shipbuilder, aristocrat. You should
never pass the house without stop
reached the steamer all right, and a
The papal attendance appeared to
number of other passengers had to do i ,,p of tw0 c]asses military and civil ping to look it over. The furniture is
the same thing. Going and returning The outPr guards, the Swiss. wer» in original. Much of that furniture is
‘‘period" with Knox and should be
the boat stopped at Corrento on the
leturesque striped uniforms, but the
main land, and this was a delightful jnrer guards were in regular military purchased for the Knox Memorial.
stop. Our great regret in leaving uniforms. They were all large men. There are 16 rooms in the Knox
Naples was that we had been unable or looked large at an rate. The civil "Montpelier." How easy to ruin that
to go over to Sorrento, stop over night attendants were resplendent in a house as a sample "home.” The fur
there, and take the Amalfi drive, but court costume of red satin brocaded niture of a home speaks so loudly.
lock cf time prevented and this is velvet, dress coat, knee breeches, and Fort "Weston at Augusta was shock
something which we had to leave for red silk stockings. They were the ing the last time I was there—abso
lutely a shock—a museum, not a Font
another trip.
masters of ceremonies, and every
or a dwelling. Its Mexican stuff: its
The Eternal City
• hing moved with accuracy and pre
stuff of all periods—ridiculous. Bet
Ever since I was a schoolboy cision.
ter visit the Job Burnham tavern at
studying Roman History and reading
After ascending several of the long Machias or better ye4—for pure per
the orations of Cicero against Cata- | ‘‘lights f stairs we were ushered into fection of harmony, see the Black
line I have wanted to go to Rome, 1 large and magnificentlj- decorated estate at Surry. There’s a home for
particularly to see the ruins of the reception room where many others you to see.
Roman Forum, the pictures of which ■ had already congregated. We waited
Also—on our way. in this adventure
are familiar to every one who has there for a while and we were then on balloon tires we stopped for din
studied the classics. My desire wa? taken by successive steps through ner with Archie Cole in the Fiske
realized last Thursday, for from several smaller rooms until we House. There’s a host for you. He
Naples we went to Rome and arrived reached a large corner room where is one of the sort that should make
there Thursday night. I found imme we remained for the audience. In Maine famous. He was born in old
diately on reaching there that Rome preparation for the audience thos
Norway and South Paris regions (but
is not only of the p ist but
who are to be received are arranged he was bred by the Rickers. He went
present, for in addition to its historv n a single line around three sides of there young and he worships their
reaching hack over many centuries the room, and as the Holy Father is footprints.
and exercising such a potent influ about to enter the command is given
Just stop a>t Archie’s—tell him you
ence in the ancient world, it is a big to kneel. When all have knelt th<* read about him in the Lewiston Eve
modern city with a commanding place Pope enters and goes around the ning Journal; tell him that you came
in the modern world. Rome d es not i room, extending his right hand to from dear old Androscoggin, or Ox
rely on its past alon ■ for its prestige I 1 ich person, and each one takes his ford. or Franklin. He feeds like the
but rests on the present also.
hand and kisses the Papal Ring. Rickers.
The first thing that I did when After this is over, and while all are
[Because an important industry
starting out on my sightseeing still kneeling, he extends the Papal now flourishes there it was no-t pos
in Rome was to go to the Forum arm : Benediction and retires. There ar*1 sible to erect the necw "Montpelier"
the Coliseum, and I was not disap ! usually a number of rooms full of where the old one stood. It became
pointed in either for they appear just | people for this ceremony at each then a necessity of selecting another
about as I anticipated that they ; Much audience. All sacred objects on site, and the one which has been
would. I was not satisfied until I he person of each one received dur- chosen is the one ‘which found special
had located the exact spot from which ng the audience are blessed, and so favor in the eyes of the "Maine Santa
the familiar library pictures of the ill who were received had rosaries on Claus of All Times” to whom Editor
Forum are taken, and I located this their wrists to be thus blessed.
Staples refers. It commands a splen
to my satisfaction and went through
His Holiness was dressed in a long did view of the beautiful river which
St. Martin’s Church, the church near white robe and wore the white skull Gen and Mrs. Knox loved so well, and
the Forum which appears in all of the cap with which we are familiar can be seen plainly from any avenue
pictures. The contrast between an through his pictures. He looks just of approach to Thomaston. This, of
cient and modern was forcibly im ike the pictures which we see of him. course, was an important factor—for
pressed upon my mind h.v the con He is a beautiful and most spiritual what’s the use of having a memorial
stant stream of automobiles passing looking man.
I appreciated very if nobody ever sees it except the next
through the Arch of Constantine and much the great courtesy which door neighbor?
by the Coliseum.
Bishop Nilan extended to my family
That Editor Staples should not
Our stay in Rome was short, only nnd myself in making it possible foi have been admitted passes our under
two days, and so we could do little ls to have an audience with the Pope, standing. The workmen cr attend
hut look around and find out what we as ho d’d it wholly of his own volition. ants could not have known that the
I was in conference with him on a applicant was such an eloquent
business matter relating to the booster of the IKnox Memorial. If
hurch shortly before my departure A. G. S.” comes again we will guar
and when he foun d that I intended antee that he sees it from basement
: : - , to Rome he said that he would to attic.—Ed.]
i and me the letter to Monsignor
Bu^ke. He also assured me that it
STATE CANNOT APPEAL
■uld obtain an audience if the Holy
i rather gave an audience while I was
Several Matters In Regard To Crimi
i n Rorm. I shall always remember
nal Law Which Are Not Generally
i?t Saturday as one of the great
Known To Public
; lays of my life.

(Continued from Page One)

com; .eted by them during the past
year. An exhibition of these articles
RAMBLES AFIELD
will be maintained; three Waterville
ladies will act as judges, and a prize
will be given to the club member who
Here, There and Yonder,
K. & W. Hay Harvesting Tools do a wonderful job:
in the estimation of the judges is most
whether on a one or a one hundred acre farm.
Touching the Alluring
deserving of winning the trophy.
Several splendid essays have al
Things of Nature.
ready been received at the Central
Office ift Augusta, and this contest j
bids fair to be a close one. The two
[Number Seven]
subjects presented for consideration •
Canterbury bells are in bloom and
this year are aHow to Keep Well'’
(1330)
and ‘The Essentials of Success." so are several other varieties of
The only rules governing the contest campanula. Nearly every day some)
Know just what we have to offer—know our low prices.
are that the writers mustibe members one comes to admire my two beds J
of the Three-Quarter Century Club, and nearly all who come want to en- (
If you cannot call at our store—write for catalog
which means that they must have gage roots for next season and sonic
even
expect
me
to
take
them
up
at
celebrated their 75th birthday, and
that the essays must he received at once, not realizing that this would he
fARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES
SEEDS
the Central Office of the Maine Public sure death to almost any blooming
pe.ennial.
1
have
lehrned
from
long
Health Association, on or before Aug.
10. The essays may he long or short., experience that most of those .wh •
as writer desires, as there is no word are enthusiastic when plants are in I
bloom and engage them by the dozen
limit.
rtCfRAl and TtMPtl- STS.,
PORTtAAlP
MAIML
So far little has been done toward for next season, will never think of
them
again
or
if
they
do
it
will
be
preparing the speaking program for
the day, but it is the unanimous de when they are again in bloom. Tin*
nation is progressing. Most annuals
sire of the clu'h members to ihvite very last week in June this year a offer a mixture of all kinds which I will germinate in from one to two
Gov. Wm. Tudor Gardiner to he pres j lady came with her basket to buy :un sure would prove interesting.
I used to see a pretty little blue weeks, while many perennials require
ent. and give an address. A. M. Dun plants for her garden and seemed
from one to two months and some
bar. president of the club, is preparing much taken aback when I tol l her bell growing wild near the sea shore, I will lie in the ground a year before
a brief history covering its organi that April and May is the time to get think near Spruce Head. It was showing a sign of life. So be patient,
about six or eight inches high and
zation. which will he incorporated I perennials, before the (buds form.
all ye who love perennials and re
For the benefit of those who have very graceful. There is a perennial member when you pay twenty cents
in the day’s program. The ThreeQuarter Century Club of St. Peters I had no experience with campanula? variety growing along the edge of the and upward for one perennial plant,
burg. Florida, will again he asked to ' perhaps it would be well to state that I side walk near Fannie Langmaid’s that you can raise a dozen and often
send a representative to attend the I the campanula media or so-called, house which must have escaped cul a hundred or more plants from one
meeting on Aug. 15. Many members canterbury hell is a biennial, bloom- ’ tivation. for 1 remeni'ber seeing it in ten cent packet of seeds.
have expressed the hope that the ing in its second year and then dying. the David 'Thomas yard when I was
Adella F. Veazie
represented may be Mrs. Evelyn Bar 1 It scatters its seed so freely howover. a school girl and one will occasionally
ton Rittenhouse, who has attended that it will not he necessary to plant spring up near there on the side of
the last two sessions of the IMaine seeds each year, as it will be always ' th road. Still another kind grew in« SELKIRK NEVER SHIPWRECKED
^’luh, and who is a great favorite with there after once establishing itstdf i Freeman Smith's front garden when
Daniel Defoe’s famous story of
if the ground is kept free from grass1 I used to visit there. 1 mention all ‘‘Robinson Crusoe” is based to a slight
the "boys and girls' of this State.
i and weeds. Two other kinds, both , these lo show how many varieties extent on the adventures of Alexander
1 perennials, have proved very saiis- there are. and how tenacious of life Selkirk. But 'Selkirk was never ship
TO RUN INDEPENDENTLY
1 factory with me—campanula persici- this family proves itself in this lo wrecked. He was a Scotch seaman,
Loren W. Rumill. of Tremont, has folia which grows a'bout three feet i cality. All that I have experimented horn about 1676, and was left by his
; filed candidacy papers with the sec- high, and campanula pyramidalis! with are easily raised from seeds and own request on the island of Juan
Fernandez by Capt. Stradling in 1704.
i retary of state as representative *o which is sometimes five feet high.: require very little care.
the State Legislature on an independ- i Both of these come in blue and white. , I have friends who complain that Food, clothing, weapons, ammunition
I (*nt ticket in the September election. Another year I want to try campanula they cannot raise perennials from and tools were provided for Selkirk.
He seeks to represent class towns. calycantliema, known locally as "cup seeds, and I find that they are too im- He was taken from the island more
path nt to await results. They have than four years later and taken to
Mount Desert , Southwest Harbor, j and saucer.”
Lamoine, Tremont. Swan’s Island.
I find many other campanulas list- not learned that it is fatal to seeds England by Capt. Rogers.—The Path
'l ed in catalogues, and some dealers, to let the earth dry out while germi finder.
Cranberry Isles and Frenchhoro.

HARVEST YOUR HAY CROP QUICKLY!

Fordson and Horse Mowers
Horse and Hand Rakes
Modern Hay Loaders

Kendall & Whitney

Close-up Test

► BHCJIEBL

HAVE BEEN BIRDBANDING
Sowdcn Students Have Been Making
Practical Study In Ornithology
Along This Coast

ROOM WITH
PRIX. "T BATH
$2.50
including
FREE GARAGE

Accommodations
A room with both bath
and shower $3 00. $3 50
Room for Two rt
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50
Special Weekly Rates
“Just around he corner
from every hing”

t

THE
PRESIDENT //

Awaits Your Vis't H f
Sidney J. Mitche l II £
al Res dent Mgr. |S

'==z=fcAewl/ork

Bowdoin students who are major
ing in ornithology were in the .party
i which have been on a week's cruise
in Principal Stanley Hyde’s boat, the
: Barbara, along the coast.
T he purpose of this cruise was
bird-handing, in the interest of the
Fn ted States Biological Survey.
St ups were made at various nesting
colonies of herring gulls and tern
Lorn Port Clyde westward along the
' « i t to Casco Bay, and some 800
llcdgling birds were handed at the
• variou> colonies. The purpose of the
work is to trace the migration routes
ot the various species studied. It is
j inter sting to note that terns and
j gulls handed on the Maine coast have
been reported from Southern Mexico,
■ the Congo river in Africa, and vari1 ous points along the Gulf of Mexico.
i A tern lunded at Popham Beach in
1M28 by Mr. Hyde was reported killed
' at Laguna El Desogue. Tohasco,
M xico, in February of this year.
Olin S. Pettingm. Jr.. Bowdoin ’30
»nd James Walher ’31 who are both
m. joring in ornithology, have spent
i several weeks at Mr. Hyde's summer
j home at Pophafh where they have
I gathered a wealth of material on the
i nesting activities of the tern coloI nies of the Sugar Loaves in the Keni n 'hoc l iver and herring gull colonies
in Heron Island near Cajie Small.
The entire party on Mr. Hyde’s
boat inclt/ded Leo IL Doherty, Olin S,
Put ingill, Jr.. James Walher and Wil( liam Gross, son of Prof. A. O. Gross
I of Bowdoin College.

A distinction in Maine criminal law,
known to every attorney but not to
every citizen, is the fact that thefitate
has no right of exception or appeal
from a jury verdict.
The respondent, however, has all
the rights of appeal and exception
and to a new trial after a jury ver
dict against him. He may not be
tried ifor the same offense in the
State unless the Jury disagrees, and
once he is acquitted he remains so.
A second’ distinction also is noted.
The jury in a civil case renders its
verdict on the basis of preponder
ance of evidence, with the plaintiff
having the burden of proof and the
verdict given once the evidence
shows a trend to one side or the other.
In criminal cases not only has the
State the burden of proof, hut it
must also satisfy the jury that the
accused is guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt.
Convicted criminals may be im
prisoned or fined or both. If the
offense is considered a misdemeanor
imprisonment is in the jail of the
county in which the case was tried.
If the offense is classified as a felony,
the culprit is imprisoned in the State
prison regardless of the county in
which his conviction was recorded.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Stella Snow, Mrs. Julia Snow
and Mrs. Catherine Ganser of Detroit,
Mich., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
\V. M. Newbert Thursday and Friday
enroute to West Pembroke.
M. M. Brown. L. X. Moody. Roland
Oushee and Arthur Fish made a busi
ness trip to Augusta Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and sons
I.awrenee and Warren, with Elmer
and Azuha Sprague, attended the
talkie “Montana Moon” Thursday
evening in Camden.

meet
G^fJ ... the close-up! Eager eyes admir

radiantly, softly smooth. Your charm depends
ing . . . pulses quickening . . . hearts ir on it< You will want to guard skin beauty just
resistibly won . . . The acid test of beauty, as
45the lovely stars do!

N

Hollywood directors declare, is the close-uptaken under a cruel, revealing blaze of light.

In Hollywood, of the 521 important ac

A test, they have found, which only the girl

tresses, 511 use Lux Toilet Soap! On Broad
way, too, and even in Europe the stars are de

with flawless skin can pass!

voted to this fragrant white soap. .

That is why the stars whose loveliness thrills
thousands on the screen guard exquisite skin

as their most priceless possession. That is
why complexion beauty is all-important to you...

For you, too, have a close-up test to pass!
Admiring eyes close to you must find your skin

The radiant stars pictured above are:
1. Dorothy Mackaill 2. Mary Brian 3. Evelyn Brent
4. Olive Borden 5. Clara Bow 6. Alice White
7. Janet Gaynor 8. Bebe Daniels 9. Marion Davies
10. Armida 11. Ruth Chatterton 12. Anita Page
13. Joan Crawford 14. Nancy Carroll

98% °f the lovely complexions you see on the 'screen and radiant
skin of lovely girls everywhere are kept exquisite with . . .

YOU must face eager eyes close to your
skin. This is your close-up test. And you
can pass it triumphantly just as the exqui
site screen stars pass theirs!
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